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BRIEF OF APPELLANT 
STATEMENT OF JURISDICTION 
In this matter, jurisdiction is conferred on the Utah Court 
of Appeals by § 78-2-2(3)(j) of the Utah Code. Utah Code 
Annotated § 78-2-2(3)(j) (1953 as amended). 
STATEMENT OF THE ISSUES AND STANDARDS OF REVIEW 
ISSUE NO. 1: Whether material facts are in dispute 
which preclude the granting of Summary 
Judgment involving the failure of the 
train to sound its whistle prior to a 
grade crossing as is required by state 
law? 
STANDARD OF REVIEW: This issue is one of judicial 
conclusion. The trail court found that there were no genuine 
issues as to material fact in dispute, and consequently, 
summarily judged for the defendant. However, 
plaintiff/appellant asserts that there are genuine issues of 
material fact in dispute. When reviewing an order granting 
summary judgment, the Utah Supreme Court has held, "we view the 
facts and all reasonable inferences therefrom that can be drawn 
therefrom in a light most favorable to party opposing the 
motion. The legal conclusions of the trial court are not 
accorded deference, but are reviewed in stead for correctness." 
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Baldwin v. Burton, 850 P.2d 207 (Utah 1993). The Court will 
review a trial court's interpretation of a statute for 
correctness. Bevnon v. St. George-Dixie Lodge #1743, 854 P. 2d 
513 (Utah 1993) . 
ISSUE NO. 2: Whether material facts are in dispute 
which preclude the granting of summary 
judgment involving a grade crossing 
being more than ordinarily hazardous? 
STANDARD OF REVIEW: Again an issue of judicial conclusion. 
However, in a negligence action, summary judgement should be 
used with great caution. Massev v. Utah Power & Light, 609 P.2d 
723 (Utah 1985) . And summary judgement is only appropriate in 
the most clear-cut case. Ingram v. Salt Lake Citv, 733 P.2d 126 
(Utah 1987) . In addition, because summary judgement is a 
matter of law, the Utah Supreme Court reviews the trial court's 
ruling for correctness. Christensen v. Swenson, 874 P.2d 125 
(Utah 1994) . 
ISSUE NO. 3: Whether Union Pacific can be held 
liable for the injuries to plaintiff 
because the train was traveling in 
excess of the authorized speed limit? 
STANDARD OF REVIEW: This issue is a question of law which 
the Court of Appeals reviews for correctness. Landes v. Capital 
Citv Bank, 795 P.2d 1127, 1129 (Utah 1990). See Hurley v. Board 
of Review of Indus. Comm'n, 767 P.2d 524, 526 (Utah 1988). 
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DETERMINATIVE OR 
The following provisions 
this Brief: 
Utah Code Annotated § 56-1-14 
49 C.F.R. § 213.9 (1992) 
49 C. F. R. § 217 (1992) 
IMPORTANT PROVISIONS 
are set forth in Addendum A to 
(1953 as amended). 
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STATEMENT OF THE CASE 
Nature of the Case: 
This appeal comes from Alecia Jensen. Ms. Jensen appeals 
the order dismissing her claim against Union Pacific Railroad 
Company entered on June 9, 1995 by the Fourth District Court, 
County of Utah, State of Utah, by the Honorable Boyd L. Park. 
Ms. Jensen's claim arises from a train/auto accident which 
occurred in Springville, Utah where Ms. Jensen was thrown from 
her automobile upon impact with a Union Pacific locomotive. As 
a result of the collision, Ms. Jensen suffered a broken neck 
resulting in permanent paralysis. 
Course of the Proceedings and Disposition Below: 
On May 16, 1994, Alecia Jensen, by and through her attorney 
Allen K. Young, filed a complaint and jury demand in the Fourth 
District Court for the County of Utah, State of Utah. 
On February 6, 1995, a motion for summary judgement was 
filed by the Union Pacific Railroad company. Alleging that 
there were no issues of genuine fact regarding the three claims 
asserted by the plaintiff. The claims asserted by the 
plaintiff were that the train was traveling in excess of its 
federally agreed upon speed, that the operator of the train did 
not properly sound the whistle as is required by Utah Code 
Annotated § 56-1-14 (1953 as amended), and that the grade 
crossing was more than ordinarily hazardous assigning the 
railroad an additional duty of care. 
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On March 2, 1995, the plaintiff responded to the 
defendant's motion, averring that there were issues genuine 
issues of material fact and attaching affidavits of experts who 
would testify to the correctness of the plaintiff's assertions. 
On April 11, 1995, the defendant filed a supplemental reply 
memorandum for summary judgement. This motion was only days 
before oral argument was scheduled by the Fourth District Court 
on the motion for summary judgement. 
On May 15, 1995, the Honorable Boyd L. Park issued a 
memorandum decision finding for the defendant. Consequently, on 
June 9, 1995, Judge Park signed an order dismissing Ms. Jensen's 
complaint. 
On July 5, 1995, Ms. Jensen filed her notice of appeal with 
the Utah Supreme Court which was "poured-over" to the Utah Court 
of Appeals on October 25, 1995. 
STATEMENT OF FACTS 
Alecia Jensen was riding as a passenger in her car, which 
was being driven by Bruce Brinkmeier. Brinkmeier stopped 
directly behind a truck with an attached camper at a railroad 
crossing in Springville, Utah. Directly across the grade 
crossing, a livestock auction was taking place as it does on 
most Saturday mornings throughout the year. The livestock 
auction leads to terrible congestion around the grade crossing 
as cars, trucks, and livestock trailers are packed into every 
available spot to park surrounding the grade crossing. 
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The truck proceeded across the grade crossing, and 
Brinkmeier followed and was struck in the passenger door by a 
Union Pacific Freight train. Brinkmeier escaped relatively 
unharmed, yet Jensen suffered a broken neck. 
The railroad's speed graph shows that the train was 
traveling at a speed of between 50 and 51.3 miles-per-hour. 
(Affidavits of Reading, Andrews, and page 77 of the Union 
Pacific time table attached to their affidavits). The maximum 
speed limit for trains in the area of the collision according to 
the Union Pacific timetable in force on the date of the 
collision was 50 Miles per hour. (Affidavits of Reading, 
Andrews, and page 77 of the Union Pacific time table attached to 
their affidavits). According to the railroad's time table and 
pursuant to federal regulation, 50 miles per hour is the 
Federally enforceable speed, and speeds in excess of 50 violate 
Federal law. (Reading affidavit). Had the Defendants train 
travelled at 50 miles per hour or less for the three minutes 
immediately prior to the collision, the train would have been at 
least 392.25 feet southwest of the intersection, and would have 
been at least 5.3 5 seconds from the crossing, thereby avoiding a 
collision with the vehicle in which the Plaintiff was a 
passenger. (Affidavit of Andrews). 
In addition, The Pulse Electronics, Inc. graph taken from 
the train at the scene does not reflect that a horn was sounded 
prior to the collision. (Pulse Electronic, Inc. graph attached 
to affidavits of Andrews and Reading). Furthermore, the 
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plaintiff as well as the driver of the car, Bruce Brinkmeier, 
did not remember hearing the horn being sounded. (Plaintiff's 
Memorandum in Opposition to Sum. Judgement--Jensen Affidavit; 
Brinkmeier depo. p. 15). 
SUMMARY OF THE ARGUMENT 
The trial court improperly dismissed this case on summary 
judgement because material facts are in controversy as to 
whether the train sounded its warning devise, and with regard to 
the grade crossing being more than ordinarily hazardous. 
The trial court also made an erroneous judgement of law 
regarding train speed. 
ARGUMENT 
POINT NO. 1 
Summary Judgment Should Not Be Granted Because 
Material Facts Are In Dispute 
When a Motion for Summary Judgment is submitted, the moving 
party must establish that there are no material facts in dispute 
and that the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter of 
law. Atkinson v. 1HC Hospitals, Inc., 798 P. 2d 733 (Utah 
1990). The Supreme Court also relates the facts and all 
reasonable inferences therefrom in the light most favorable to 
the non moving party. Christensen v. Swenson, 874 P.2d 125 
(Utah 1994). Furthermore, the Utah Supreme Court has held that 
summary judgment is generally inappropriate to resolve 
negligence claims and should be employed "only in the most 
clear-cut case." Ingram v. Salt Lake City, 733 P.2d 126 (1987). 
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The plaintiff has disputed relevant facts that the defendant has 
set forth as uncontroverted. The Plaintiff and Bruce Brinkmeier 
both deny hearing any warning bells or whistles prior to the 
collision. The Pulse speed graph which has a line for the horn 
and whistle does not show that a whistle was blown prior to the 
collision. The railroad has made inconsistent statements in its 
answers to interrogatories and its affidavits about the nature 
and manner of whether the horn was sounded or not. All of these 
facts are material to a finder of fact. The undisputed 
affidavits of the experts retained by the Plaintiff show that 
the Train was speeding at the time of the collision and had been 
for at least three minutes prior to the collision. Had the 
train not been speeding, the accident would not have occurred 
according to expert Andrews. 
If material facts are in dispute, summary judgment is 
inappropriate and should not be granted by the trial court. 
Therefore, on the factual basis alone, summary judgement in 
favor of the defendant should be denied. Nevertheless, the 
following argument establishes the reasons defendant is not 
entitled to summary judgment as a matter of law. 
POINT NO. 2 
Union Pacific Can Be Held Liable For The Injuries 
To Plaintiff Because The Train Was Traveling In Excess 
Of The Authorized Speed Limit 
The defendant lays most of its eggs in the basket of CSX 
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Transportation, Inc. v. Easterwood, 113 S. Ct. 732; 123 L. Ed. 
2d 387 (1993), which is an issue that has not been reconciled 
with Utah jurisprudence regarding more than ordinarily hazardous 
crossings regarding this factual matter. In that case, Lizzy 
Easterwood sued CSX Transportation for the wrongful death of her 
husband. Easterwood, 113 S.Ct. at 173 6. Thomas Easterwood was 
killed when one of CSX's trains struck Mr. Easterwood's truck as 
he was proceeding across a grade crossing in Cartersville, 
Georgia. .Id. Mrs. Easterwood claimed that CSX Transportation 
did not maintain adequate railroad grade crossings, and that the 
train was being negligently operated at excessive speeds, of 
which both claims were made pursuant to Georgia common law. The 
facts in the case were undisputed that the Federal Railway 
Administration had set a maximum authorized speed on the section 
of track in question at 60 miles per hour and the train which 
struck the plaintiffs' vehicle was going significantly slower 
than these prescribed limits. Justice White delivered the 7-2 
opinion of the Court, which affirmed the Eleventh Circuit. 
Writing for the Court, Justice White held that the "speed limits 
must be read as not only establishing a ceiling, but also 
precluding additional State regulation of the sort which 
respondent seeks to impose on petitioner." Id. at 1742. 
Consequently, the Court held that Mrs. Eastwood's state, common 
law negligence claim regarding train speed was preempted by the 
federal regulation, holding "We thus conclude that the 
respondent's excessive speed claim cannot stand in light of the 
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Secretary's adoption of the regulations in § 213.9," upholding 
the motion for summary judgement. Id. At 1743. 
The logic of the Supreme Court in Easterwood is that the 
Court did not want states or municipalities to interfere with 
Federal law, the Federal Railway administration, or interstate 
commerce. In that case, the plaintiffs made claims under state 
common law negligence issues and claims that the defendants 
exceeded reasonable speeds. 
Not only are the facts in this case are very different, but 
so is the legal theory. In this case, the defendant Union 
Pacific Railroad Co., pursuant to 49 C. F. R. 217, has filed 
with the Federal Railway Administration its Timetable evidencing 
that the MAXIMUM authorized speed at the intersection of this 
collision is 50 miles per hour. See Exhibit 2, page 77 of the 
Union Pacific Railroad System Timetable No. 9 attached to 
Plaintiff's Memorandum in Opposition to Motion for Summary 
Judgement. The rules, regulations and Timetables filed with the 
Federal Railway Administration are enforceable against the 
defendant, and train speeds in excess of those Timetables 
violate Federal law. See the Affidavit of Bruce 
Reading,attached to his Affidavit contained within Plaintiff's 
Memorandum in Opposition to Motion for Summary Judgement. 
The undisputed fact is that the defendant's train was 
traveling in excess of 50 miles per hour immediately prior to 
the collision and had averaged, for three miles immediately 
prior to the collision, a speed of 51.5 miles per hour. See the 
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Affidavit of J. Bruce Reading attached as Exhibit 1 contained 
within Plaintiff's Memorandum in Opposition to Motion for 
Summary Judgement. See also the Affidavit of Dennis Andrews, 
attached within Defendant's Motion For Summary Judgement/Points 
and Authorities. 
The plaintiff in this case does not attempt to impose upon 
the defendant Union Pacific Railroad Co. a state speed 
regulation which is more stringent than its Federal counterpart. 
Rather, the plaintiff claims that the defendants train was 
exceeding its own maximum authorized Timetable speed (thereby 
violating Federal law) and in so doing was negligent. Plaintiff 
submits that this negligence was a cause in fact of the 
collision which so horribly injured the plaintiff. Furthermore, 
the trial court relied on Southern Pacific Transportation Co. v. 
Public Util. Comm'n of Oregon, 9 F.3d 807 (9th Cir. 1993), which 
also confuses this point of law. In that case, Oregon passed 
a statute permitting authorities to ban the warning horns and 
whistles of trains under certain conditions. The circuit court 
held that because the Federal Railroad Administration did not 
approve or adopt these specific rules the rules advocated by 
Oregon did not have the force of law. However in this case 4 9 
C.F.R. § 217 specifically provides for the registering of time 
tables. Further, the § 217 is titled "Operating Rules." 
POINT NO. 3 
Compliance With Requirements of U»C. A. § 56-1-14 
Is An Issue of Genuine Material Fact 
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Whether Union Pacific fulfilled its duty to conduct the 
proper procedure required by Utah law is a disputed issue of 
genuine material fact. Utah Code Annotated § 56-1-14 requires: 
Every locomotive shall be provided with a bell which 
shall be runacontinuouslv from a point not less than 
eighty rods from any city or town street or public 
grade crossing until such city or town street or 
public highway grade crossing shall be crossed except 
in towns and in terminal points, the sounding of the 
locomotive whistle or siren at least one-fourth of a 
mile before reaching any such grade crossing shall be 
deemed equivalent to ringing the bell as aforesaid. 
. U.C.A § 56-1-14 (Emphasis added). 
§ 56-1-14 was clarified by Justice Maughan in Curtis v. Harmon 
Electronics, Inc., 575 P.2d 1044, 1046 (Utah 1978); Justice 
Maughan wrote for the Utah Supreme Court, "[t]he statute 
requires a bell to be rung for 80 rods (one quarter mile) before 
the crossing, for the purpose of warning approaching traffic of 
the train's approach. The sounding of the whistle is a 
substitute for the bell, but there is no reason to assume the 
warning purpose is in anyway changed." Justice Maughan also 
held, xx[t]he clear intent of the statute is to require either 
the ringing of a bell or the sounding of a whistle for one 
quarter of a mile before entering the crossing. Allowing the 
sounding of a whistle at any point before reaching one quarter 
of a mile from the crossing would produce obviously absurd 
results. And in Footnote 1 of the opinion, Justice Maughan 
wrote that it is wcommon knowledge" that railroads require four 
blasts in a pattern of two long, one short, and another long 
blast which continues through the grade crossing. Effectively 
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Justice Maughan clarified the standard of care for railroads 
which must comply with §56-1-14 as sounding the warning at a 
quarter mile before the grade crossing and continuing through 
the grade crossing. 
The Plaintiff, nor the driver of the vehicle Bruce 
Brinkmeier ever heard the train sound its horns or whistles. 
(Defendant's motion for summary judgment; Brinkmeier depo. p. 
15). Train horns and whistles are historically very loud. The 
failure of the plaintiff or her driver to hear them certainly 
creates an issue of fact about whether the engineer ever or in 
what manner sounded the horns or bells. 
In the statements of witnesses Gerald and Whitney Hill, and 
Ryan Puffer, the engineer, there is no mention of the train's 
horn blowing or bell sounding as is required by law. See 
Exhibit A to Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment, the Utah 
County Sheriff's Department Report, Voluntary Statements. 
Gerald and Whitney Hill were occupants of the automobile which 
proceeded across the grade crossing immediately before the 
defendant's train struck plaintiff's car as it started across 
the grade crossing. The plaintiff argues that the Hills' 
statements are not only proof that the whistle was not blown, 
but also of the "more than ordinarily dangerous" nature of the 
grade crossing, which is specifically addressed in section D of 
this response. 
Furthermore, the defendant's Statement of Fact varies from 
its Answers to Plaintiff's First Set of Interrogatories. In its 
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answer to plaintiffs Interrogatory asking, "How many times, and 
at what intervals, was the whistle of the defendant's train 
activated in the minute prior to the collision with the vehicle 
in which the plaintiff was a passenger?" the defendant 
answered, "continuously from approximately one quarter mile 
prior to the crossing in a two long, one short, one long repeat 
sequence." Yet according to Number 15 of Defendant's Memorandum 
of Points and Authorities, "Puffer turned the bell on when he 
started sounding the whistle for the 5950 South crossing. He 
never turned the bell off until after the accident. Puffer 
operated the whistle and bell continuously from more than one 
quarter mile away up to the point of accident." The first 
account of the whistle blowing mentions a pattern or "sequence"; 
however, the second record does not mention any such pattern. 
It merely states that the bell and whistle were operated 
"continuously" (Defendant's Memorandum of Points and Authorities 
in Support of Motion for Summary Judgment, page 5). 
The Event Record taken from the train by the Utah County 
Sheriff at the time of the collision indicates that no whistles 
or bells were sounded by the train. See Defendant's Motion for 
Summary Judgement. It is a question of material fact as to 
whether or not the recorder was working properly, or if the 
train did not in fact sound any whistles or bells, and is a 
question for a finder of fact, to be determined by evidence and 
testimony at trial. 
The plaintiff, Alicia Jensen, did not hear the train sound 
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its whistle or bells. See the Affidavit of Alicia Jensen. See 
also, the taped statement of Bruce Brinkmeier, the driver of the 
Jensen vehicle, taken by Lawrence Curley, Union Pacific Claims 
Representative, wherein Mr. Brinkmeier stated that he did not 
hear the train blow its whistle. See Brinkmeir Affidavit, 
Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgement. Whether Alicia Jensen 
and Bruce Brinkmeier did not hear the train's whistle or bells 
because they were not blown, or because the sound was muffled by 
the sounds of the auction, is a question of material fact. 
However, in their reply memorandum in support of motion for 
summary judgment, defendant states that because there was no 
witness specifically listening for the train's horn, the 
testimony is merely negative testimony and does not establish 
fact. (Defendant's Reply Motion for Summary Judgement p.6) As 
to proof of the sounding a warning, the Utah Supreme Court has 
held that witnesses do not have to be positively listening for 
the whistle or the horn. Curtis v. Harmon Electronics, Inc., 
575 P.2d 1044, 1066 (Utah 1978); Hudson v. Union Pacific 
Railroad Co., 20 Utah 245, 233 P.2d 357 (1951). In other words, 
negative testimony is adequate to find a railroad at fault for 
not sounding its warning horn. 
In Curtis, the Court overruled a directed verdict for the 
defense where the trial court held that the plaintiff had only 
negative evidence. The Court argued that because the 
plaintiff's three witnesses were very near to the accident, they 
could testify as to whether or not the warning was actually 
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sounded regardless of whether they were specifically listening 
for the warning or not. Furthermore, whether the warning was 
sounded or not is an issue of fact for the jury. 
After proof one necessarily turns to damages. § 56-1-14 
states, "Every person in charge of a locomotive violating the 
provisions of this section is guilty of a misdemeanor, and the 
railroad company shall be liable for all damages which any 
person may sustain by reason of such violation." 
In sum, the issue of whether Union Pacific actually 
operated its bell and whistle, as is required by law, is a 
genuine issue of material fact to which a fact finder--jury--
needs to determine whether or not the horn was in fact blown and 
apportion damages if they find that the horn was not blown. 
POINT NO. 4 
Plaintiff Is Claiming That Grade Crossing is More 
than Ordinarily Dangerous, Which Is An Issue For Trial. 
Plaintiff's Complaint avers that the crossing was "more 
than ordinarily hazardous" (Plaintiff's Complaint, Paragraph 7). 
Under the holding in English v. Southern Pacific Co., 13 Utah 
407, 45 P.47 (1986), a crossing that is "more than ordinarily 
hazardous" adds an additional duty of care to the railroad. The 
English standard was recently applied in Gleave v. Denver & Rio 
Grande Western Railroad Company, 749 P. 2d 660 (1988), for 
injuries caused in a grade crossing accident. In Gleave, the 
Court held that the plaintiff could not argue any defect which 
was the responsibility of UDOT, meaning any permanent warning 
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devices. However, if the plaintiff had proven that the crossing 
was more than ordinarily dangerous, "it was a matter for the 
jury to determine whether or not the railroad was at fault. Id. 
at 633. The Gleave jury found Rio Grande at fault because trees 
blocked the view of the train; the jury's verdict was upheld by 
the Utah Supreme Court. 
Recently, in Duncan v. Union Pacific Railroad, 842 P. 2d 
832 (1992), a car containing a driver and three passengers was 
struck by a train on Droubay Road in Tooele County. The Duncan 
Court upheld precedent established in English v. Southern 
Pacific Co., 13 Utah 407, 45 P. 47 (1896), that railroad 
companies are not responsible for crossing conditions unless the 
crossing is "more than ordinarily hazardous." Id at 833. The 
Utah Supreme Court, in Duncan, held that the crossing was not 
more than ordinarily hazardous as 'plaintiffs could not 
demonstrate, or even suggest, what more Union Pacific could have 
done to make this crossing safer, short of installing automatic 
warning lights and signs and gates, which admittedly was not its 
responsibility." Jd. at 833. However, in Duncan, the 
plaintiff's claim centered around the warning devices issue, to 
which the Utah Court of Appeals held that "the plaintiffs could 
not prove or claim that there were any other reasons for the 
train company's negligence." Id. at 833. 
As distinguished from Duncan, Plaintiff/Appellant has 
suggested numerous recommendations which Union Pacific could 
aPPly which would reduce the likelihood of a train/automobile 
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accident at this particular grade crossing. Some of which are: 
1) slow the trains down, 2) post a flag man on Saturday mornings 
when there are livestock auctions, 3) mail a copy of your time 
table to the auction yard. If a jury found that this particular 
grade crossing is in fact more than ordinarily dangerous, the 
railroad could respond to its duty of heightened care by acting 
in a responsible manner. Yet the railroad cites, U.C.A. § 41-6-
19, which states that property owners have the duty to "remove 
from his property any tree, plant, shrub, or other obstruction, 
or part of it, which, by obstructing the view of any operator, 
constitutes a traffic hazard." Utah Code Annotated § 41-6-19 
(1953 as amended). However, the auction yard does not own all 
of the property which its participants park upon. Moreover, the 
parked cars are not the only hazard, for the commotion, 
atmosphere, and moving traffic also add to the heightened risk 
at this grade crossing. This foreseeable risk has been 
interpreted by Utah courts as imposing a heightened duty upon 
the railroad. See Duncan v. Union Pacific Railroad, 842 P. 2d 
832 (1992); English v. Southern Pacific Co., 13 Utah 407, 45 P. 
47 (1896); Bridges v. Union Pacific R.R., 488 P.2d 738 (1971); 
Hobbs v. Denver & Rio Grande W. R.R., 677 P.2d 1128 (Utah 1984); 
Gleave v. Denver & Rio Grande Western Railroad Company, 749 P. 
2d 660 (1988). 
So reading English in the light of Duncan, a plaintiff must 
aver that the rail crossing was extra hazardous for reasons 
other than warning devices, which the plaintiff has done, 
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arguing that the auction barn accompanied by the busy nature of 
a livestock auction, including trucks and trailers parked near 
the crossing as well as accompanying traffic, creates all of the 
elements of a more than ordinarily dangerous crossing 
(plaintiff's Complaint, Paragraph 7). In Duncan, the Court 
stated the criteria for a "more than ordinarily dangerous 
crossing": 
a crossing might be found to be more than ordinarily 
hazardousif it was in a thickly populated portion of a 
city; if the view of the tracks was obstructed because 
of the railroad itself or because of the natural 
objects; if the crossing was frequented by heavy 
traffic so that approaching trains could not be heard; 
or if, for any reason devices employed at the crossing 
were rendered inadequate to warn the public of the 
danger of an approaching train. . . Duncan v. Union 
Pacific Railroad, 842 P. 2d 832 at 834 (1992) 
[emphasis added]. 
This line of argument is directly in conflict with 
Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment (Defendant's Motion for 
Summary Judgment, Section 2 p. 9). Union Pacific "denies that 
the crossing was more than ordinarily dangerous", yet plaintiff 
claims the auction barn as well as the traffic which accompanies 
a livestock auction complies with the criteria established in 
English and upheld in Duncan. The grade crossing which was the 
scene of the accident is as busy during an auction as any 
suburban city street; furthermore, the noise and commotion 
resulting from a livestock auction created noise and commotion 
so that a driver might not hear the train's whistle or bell when 
properly operated. Defendant's photographs, taken on the sixth 
of February, the Sunday following the accident, do not capture 
19 
the full story of the grade crossing on an auction day. 
CONCLUSION 
Based upon there being material facts in dispute, facts 
surrounding the sounding of the warning horn, and facts about 
the nature of the grade crossing, summary judgement in this case 
was inappropriate. Furthermore, the trail court made an error 
in interpreting federal regulation, which mandates that a 
railroad's time table becomes law. In sum, the trial court 
summarily dismissed a case which should have its day in court. 
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REQUEST FOR ORAL ARGUMENT 
The plaintiff respectfully requests this Court to hear oral 
argument on this issue. The issue presents an issue of law 
which has not been heard by an appellate court in Utah, making 
the disposition of this case jurisprudentially important. 
RESPECTFULLY SUBMITTED, this day of November, 199 5 
ALLENTKr ¥Ol$fe 
Attorney for Appellant 
101 East 200 South 
Springville, Utah 84663 
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ADDENDA 
A 
§216.13 49 CFR Ch. II (10-1-94 Edition) 
(c) A railroad freight car subject to 
the notice prescribed in paragraph (a) 
of this section may be moved from the 
place where i t was found to be unsafe 
for further service to the nearest avail-
able point where the car can be re-
paired, if such movement is necessary 
to make such repairs. However, the 
movement is subject to the further re-
str ict ions of §215.9 of this chapter . 
[41 FR 18657, May 6, 1976, as amended a t 41 
FR 43153, Sept. 30, 19761 
§216.13 Special notice for repairs—lo-
comotive. 
(a) When an FRA Motive Power and 
Equipment Inspector determines a lo-
comotive is not safe to operate in the 
service to which i t is put, whether by 
reason of nonconformity with the FRA 
Locomotive Inspection Regulat ions se t 
forth in part 230 of th is chapter or by 
reason of any other condit ion render-
ing the locomotive unsafe, he notifies 
the railroad in writ ing t h a t the loco-
motive is not in serviceable condition. 
After receipt of the Special Notice, the 
railroad shall remove the locomotive 
from service until i t is restored to serv-
iceable condition. The locomotive may 
not be deemed to be in serviceable con-
dition until i t complies with all appli-
cable requirements of par t 230 of th is 
chapter and until all additional defi-
ciencies identified in the Special No-
tice have been corrected. 
(b) The carrier shall notify the FRA 
Regional Director of Railroad Safety in 
writ ing when the locomotive is re-
turned to service, specifying the re-
pairs completed. The carr ier officer or 
employee directly responsible for the 
repairs shall subscribe this wri t ing 
under oath. 
§216.15 Special notice for repairs— 
track class. 
(a) When an FRA Track Inspector or 
S ta te Track Inspector determines t h a t 
t rack does not comply with the re-
quirements for the class a t which the 
t rack is being operated, as defined in 
the Track Safety Standards (49 CFR 
par t 213), he notifies the railroad in 
writing tha t the t rack is being lowered 
in class and tha t operations over t h a t 
track must comply with the speed l imi-
ta t ions prescribed in par t 213 of th is 
chapter. The notice describes the con-
dit ions requiring the t r a c k to be low-
ered in class, specifies the exact loca-
tion of the affected t r ack segment, and 
s t a t e s the highest class and cor-
responding maximum speeds a t which 
t ra ins may be operated over that 
t rack . After receipt of such notice, the 
speeds a t which t ra ins operate over 
t h a t t rack shall not exceed the stated 
maximum permissible speeds, until 
such t ime as the t r ack conforms to ap-
plicable s tandards for a higher class. 
(b) The railroad shall notify the Re-
gional Director in wri t ing when the 
t rack is restored to a condition permit-
t ing operations a t speeds authorized 
for a higher class, specifying the re-
pairs completed. 
[41 FR 43153, Sept. 30. 19761 
§216.17 Appeals. 
(a) Upon receipt of a Special Notice 
prescribed in §§216.11, 216.13, or 216.15, a 
railroad may appeal the decision of the 
Inspector to the FRA Regional Direc-
tor of Railroad Safety for the region in 
which the notice was given. The appeal 
shall be made by le t t e r or telegram. 
The FRA Regional Director assigns an 
inspector, other than the inspector 
from whose decision the appeal is being 
taken, to reinspect the rai lroad freight 
car, locomotive, or t r ack . The rein-
spectlon will be made immediately. If 
upon rein8pection, the rai lroad freight 
car or locomotive is found to be in 
serviceable condition, or the t rack is 
found to comply with the requirements 
for the class a t which i t was previously 
operated by the railroad, the FRA Re-
gional Director or his agent imme-
diately notifies the rai lroad, where-
upon the res t r ic t ions of the Special No-
tice cease to be effective. If on rein-
spection the decision of the original In-
spector is sustained, the FRA Regional 
Director notifies the rai lroad t h a t the 
appeal has been denied. 
(b) A railroad whose appeal to the 
FRA Regional Director for Railroad 
Safety has been denied may, within 
th i r ty (30) days from the denial, appeal 
to the Adminis t ra tor . After affording 
an opportunity for informal oral hear-
ing, the Administrator may affirm, set 
aside, or modify, in whole or in part, 
the action of the FRA Regional Direc-
tor . 
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(c) The requirements of a Special No-
tices issued under th is subpart shall re-
main in effect and be observed by rail-
roads pending appeal to a Regional Di-
rector for Railroad Safety or to the Ad-
ministrator . 
Subpart C—Emergency Order— 
TracK 
§ 216.21 Notice of track conditions. 
(a) When an FRA Track Inspector or 
Sta te Track Inspector finds t rack con-
ditions which may require the issuance 
of an Emergency order removing the 
t rack from service under section 203, 
Public Law No. 91-458, 84 Sta t . 972 (45 
U.S.C. 432), the Inspector may issue a 
notice to the railroad owning the 
track. The notice sets out and de-
scribes the conditions found by the In-
spector and specifies the location of de-
fects on the affected t rack segment. 
The Inspector provides a copy to the 
FRA Regional Track Engineer and the 
FRA Regional Director for Railroad 
Safety. 
(b) In the event the railroad imme-
diately commences repairs on the af-
fected t rack and so advises the FRA 
Regional Track Engineer, the Regional 
Track Engineer assigns an Inspector to 
reinspect the t rack immediately on the 
completion of repairs. If upon reinspec-
tion the Inspector determines tha t nec-
essary repairs have been completed, he 
withdraws the Notice of Track Condi-
tions. 
1316.23 Consideration of recommenda-
tion. 
Upon receipt of a Notice of Track 
Conditions issued under §216.21, the 
FRA Regional Director for Railroad 
Safety prepares a recommendation to 
the Adminis t ra tor concerning the issu-
ance of an Emergency order removing 
the affected t rack from service. In pre-
paring th is recommendation, the FRA 
Regional Director considers all wri t ten 
or o ther mater ia l bearing on the condi-
tion of the t rack received from the 
railroad within three (3) calendar days 
of the issuance of the Notice of Track 
Conditions and also considers the re-
port of the FRA Regional Track Engi-
neer. 
§216.25 Issuance and review of emer-
gency order. 
(a) Upon recommendat ion of the FRA 
Regional Director for Railroad Safety, 
the Adminis t ra tor may issue an Emer-
gency order removing from service 
t rack identified in the notice issued 
under §216.21. 
(b) As specified in section 203. Public 
Law No. 91-458, 84 S ta t . 972 (45 U.S.C. 
432), opportuni ty for review of the 
Emergency order is provided in accord-
ance with section 554 of t i t le 5 of the 
U.S.C. Pe t i t ions for such review must 
be submit ted in wri t ing to the Office of 
Chief Counsel, Federal Railroad Ad-
minis t ra t ion , Washington, DC 20590. 
Upon receipt of a pet i t ion, FRA will 
immedia te ly con tac t the peti t ioner 
and m a k e the necessary ar rangements 
for a conference to be held a t the earli-
est da te acceptable to the peti t ioner. 
At th is conference, the pet i t ioner will 
be afforded an oppor tuni ty to submit 
facts, a rguments and proposals for 
modification or withdrawal of the 
Emergency order. If the controversy is 
not resolved a t th is conference and a 
hearing is desired, the pet i t ioner must 
submit a wr i t ten request for a hearing 
within fifteen (15) days after the con-
ference. The hearing will commence 
within fourteen (14) calendar days of 
receipt of the request and will be con-
ducted in accordance wi th sections 556 
and 575, t i t l e 5, U.S.C. 
(c) Unless s tayed or modified by the 
Adminis t ra tor , the requirements of 
each Emergency order issued under 
this subpar t shall remain in effect and 
be observed pending decision on a peti-
t ion for review. 
§216.27 Reservation of authority and 
discretion. 
The FRA may issue Emergency or-
ders concerning t rack wi thout regard 
to the procedures prescribed in this 
subpar t whenever the Administrator 
determines t h a t immedia te action is 
required to assure the public safety. 
PART 217-RAILROAD OPERATING 
RULES 
Subpart A—General 
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otherwise noted. 
Subpart A—General 
ft 217.1 Purpose. 
Through the requirements of this 
part, the Federal Railroad Administra-
tion learns the condition of operating 
rules and practices with respect to 
trains and other rolling equipment in 
the railroad industry, and each rail-
road is required to instruct i ts employ-
ees in operating practices. 
6217J Application. 
(a) Except as provided in paragraph 
(b) of this section, this part applies to 
railroads that operate trains or other 
rolling equipment on standard gage 
track which is part of the general rail-
road system of transportation. 
(b) This part does not apply to— 
(1) A railroad that operates only on 
track inside an installation which is 
not part of the general railroad system 
of transportation; or 
(2) Rapid transit operations in an 
urban area that are not connected with 
the general railroad system of trans-
portation. 
[40 FR 2690, Jan. 15. 1975. as amended at 64 
FR 33229. Aug. 14, 1989] 
1217 A Definition*. 
As used in this part— 
Class I, Class II, and Class III have the 
meaning assigned by regulations of the 
Interstate Commerce Commission (49 
CFR part 1201; General Instructions 1-
1), as those regulations may be revised 
and applied by order of the Commission 
(including modifications in claa 
thresholds based revenue deflator ad-
justments). 
Division headquarters means the loca-
tion designated by the railroad where a 
high-level operating manager (e.g., a 
superintendent, division manager, or 
equivalent), who has jurisdiction over a 
portion of the railroad, has an office. 
System headquarters means the loca-
t ion designated by the railroad as the 
general office for the railroad system. 
[59 FR 43070, Aug. 22, 1994] 
EFFECTIVE DATE NOTE: At 59 FR 43070, Aug. 
22, 1994, 1217.4 was added effective November 
21. 1994. 
$217.5 Penalty. 
Any person (including a railroad and 
any manager, supervisor, official, or 
other employee or agent of a railroad) 
who violates any requirement of this 
part or causes the violation of any such 
requirement is subject to a civil pen-
alty of at least $250 and not more than 
$10,000 per violation, except that: Pen-
alties may be assessed against individ-
uals only for willful violations, and, 
where a grossly negligent violation or 
a pattern of repeated violations has 
created an imminent hazard of death or 
injury to persons, or has caused death 
or injury, a penalty not to exceed 
$20,000 per violation may be assessed. 
Each day a violation continues shall 
constitute a separate offense. See ap-
pendix A to this part for a statement of 
agency civil penalty policy. 
[53 FR 28599, July 28, 1988, as amended at 53 
FR 52927, Dec. 29, 1988] 
(217.7 Operating rules; filing and rec-
ordkeeping. 
(a) On or before December 21, 1994, 
each Class I railroad, Class II railroad, 
the National Railroad Passenger Cor-
poration, and each railroad providing 
commuter service in a metropolitan or 
suburban area that is in operation on 
November 21, 1994, shall flle with the 
Federal Railroad Administrator, Wash-
ington, DC 20690, one copy of its code of 
operating rules, timetables, and time-
table special instructions which were 
in effect on November 21, 1994. Bach 
Class I railroad, each Class II railroad, 
and each railroad providing commuter 
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service in a metropolitan or suburban 
area that commences operations after 
November 21, 1994, shall flle with the 
Administrator one copy of its code of 
operating rules, timetables, and time-
table special instructions before it 
commences operations. 
(b) After November 21, 1994, each 
Class I railroad, each Class II railroad, 
the National Railroad Passenger Cor-
poration, and each railroad providing 
commuter service in a metropolitan or 
suburban area shall file each new 
amendment to its code of operating 
rules, each new timetable, and each 
new timetable special instruction with 
the Federal Railroad Administrator 
within 30 days after it is issued. 
(c) On or after November 21, 1994, 
each Class n i railroad and any other 
railroad subject to this part but not 
subject to paragraphs (a) and (b) of this 
section shall keep one copy of its cur-
rent code of operating rules, time-
tables, and timetable special instruc-
tions and one copy of each subsequent 
amendment to its code of operating 
rules, each new timetable, and each 
new timetable special instruction, at 
its system headquarters, and shall 
make such records available to rep-
resentatives of the Federal Railroad 
Administration for inspection and 
copying during normal business hours. 
[59 FR 43070. Aug. 22, 1994] 
EFFECTIVE DATE NOTE: At 59 FR 43070, Aug. 
22, 1994, $217.7 was revised effective Novem-
ber 21, 1994. For the convenience of the user, 
the superseded text is set forth below. 
ft 217.7 Filing of operating rules. 
(a) Before February 1, 1975. each railroad 
that is in operation on January 1, 1975, shall 
file with the Federal Railroad Adminis-
trator, Washington, DC 20590, one copy of its 
code of operating rules, timetables, and 
timetable special Instructions which were in 
effect on January 1, 1975. Each railroad that 
commences operation after January 1, 1975, 
shall file with the Administrator one copy of 
Its code of operating rules, timetables, and 
timetable instructions before it commences 
operations. 
(b) Each amendment to a railroad's code of 
operating rules, each new timetable, and 
each new timetable special instruction 
which is issued after January 1, 1975, shall be 
filed with the Federal Railroad Adminis-
trator within 30 days after it is issued. 
$217.9 Program of operational testa 
and inspections! recordkeeping. 
(a) Requirement to conduct operational 
tests and inspections. Each rai l road to 
which this part applies shall periodi-
cally conduct operational tests and in-
spections to determine the extent of 
compliance with its code of operating 
rules, timetables, and timetable special 
instructions in accordance with a writ-
ten program retained at i ts system 
headquarters and at the division head-
quarters for each division where the 
tests are conducted. 
(b) Written program of operational tests 
and inspections. On or after November 
21, 1994, or 30 days before commencing 
operations, whichever is later, each 
railroad to which this part applies 
shall retain one copy of its current pro-
gram for periodic performance of the 
operational tests and Inspections re-
quired by paragraph (a) of this section 
and one copy of each subsequent 
amendment to such program. These 
records shall be retained at the system 
headquarters of the railroad and at the 
division headquarters for each division 
where the tests are conducted, for 
three calendar years after the end of 
the calendar year to which they relate. 
These records shall be made available 
to representatives of the Federal Rail-
road Administration for inspection and 
copying during normal business hours. 
The program shall— 
(1) Provide for operational testing 
and inspection under the various oper-
ating conditions on the railroad; 
(2) Describe each type of operational 
test and inspection adopted, including 
the means and procedures used to carry 
it out; 
(3) State the purpose of each type of 
operational test and inspection; 
(4) State, according to operating divi-
sions where applicable, the frequency 
with which each type of operational 
test and inspection is conducted; 
(5) Begin within 30 days after Novem-
ber 21, 1994, or the date of commencing 
operations, whichever is later; and 
(6) Include a schedule for making the 
program fully operative within 210 days 
after it begins. 
(c) Records of individual tests and in-
spections. Each railroad to which this 
part applies shall keep a record of the 
date, time, place, and result of each 
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217.9 Program of operational tests and in-
spections; recordkeeping. 
217.11 Program of instruction on operating 
rules; recordkeeping; electronic record-
keeping. 
217.13 Information collection. 
APPENDIX A TO PART 217—SCHEDULE OF CIVIL 
PENALTIES 
AUTHORITY: 49 u.S.C. 20103, 20107, 20111, 
20112, 21301. 21304. 21311 (1994) (formerly codi-
fied at 45 U.S.C. 431, 437. 438); Pub. L. 103-272 
(1994); and 49 CFR 1.49(m). 
SOURCE: 39 FR 41176. Nov. 25, 1974, unless 
otherwise noted. 
Subpart A—General 
ft 217.1 Purpose. 
Through the requirements of th i s 
part , the Federal Railroad Adminis t ra-
t ion learns the condition of operat ing 
rules and practices with respect to 
t ra ins and other rolling equipment in 
the rai l road industry, and each ra i l -
road is required to ins t ruct i t s employ-
ees in operat ing practices. 
$217.3 Application. 
(a) Except as provided in paragraph 
(b) of th i s section, this par t applies to 
rai l roads t h a t operate t ra ins or other 
roll ing equipment on s tandard gage 
t rack which is par t of the general rai l-
road sys tem of t ranspor ta t ion. 
(b) This part does not apply to— 
(1) A railroad t h a t operates only on 
t rack inside an instal la t ion which is 
not par t of the general railroad system 
of t ranspor ta t ion; or 
(2) Rapid t rans i t operations in an 
urban area t ha t are not connected with 
the general railroad system of t rans-
por ta t ion. 
(40 FR 2690. Jan. 15, 1975, as amended at 54 
FR 33229. Aug. 14, 1989] 
ft 217.4 Definitions. 
As used in this park— 
Class /, Class II
 t and Class III have the 
meaning assigned by regulat ions of the 
In te r s t a t e Commerce Commission (49 
CFR par t 1201; General Ins t ruct ions 1-
1), as those regulations may be revised 
and applied by order of the Commission 
(including modifications in class 
thresholds based revenue deflator ad-
jus tments) . 
Division headquarters means the loca-
tion designated by the ra i l road where a 
high-level operating manager (e.g., a 
superintendent , division manager , or 
equivalent) , who has jur isdict ion over a 
port ion of the railroad, has an office. 
System headquarters means the loca-
tion designated by the rai l road as the 
general office for the rai l road system. 
(59 FR 43070, Aug. 22, 19941 
EFFECTIVE DATE NOTE: At 59 FR 43070. Aug, 
22, 1994, f217.4 was added effective November 
21, 1994. 
ft 217.6 Penalty. 
Any person (including a rai l road and 
any manager , supervisor, official, or 
o ther employee or agent of a railroad) 
who violates any requi rement of this 
par t or causes the violation of any such 
requirement is subject to a civil pen-
a l ty of a t least $250 and not more than 
$10,000 per violation, except t ha t : Pen-
a l t ies may be assessed agains t individ-
uals only for willful violat ions, and, 
where a grossly negligent violation or 
a pa t t e rn of repeated violat ions has 
created an imminent hazard of death or 
injury to persons, or has caused death 
or injury, a penalty not to exceed 
$20,000 per violation may be assessed. 
Each day a violation cont inues shall 
cons t i tu te a separate offense. See ap-
pendix A to this par t for a s t a t e m e n t of 
agency civil penalty policy. 
[53 FR 28599, July 28, 1988, as amended at 53 
FR 52927. Dec. 29, 1988] 
ft 217.7 Operating rules; filing and rec-
ordkeeping. 
(a) On or before December 21, 1994, 
each Class I railroad, Class II railroad, 
the National Railroad Passenger Cor-
poration, and each rai lroad providing 
commuter service in a metropol i tan or 
suburban area t ha t is in operat ion on 
November 21, 1994, shall file with the 
Federal Railroad Adminis t ra tor , Wash-
ington, DC 20590, one copy of i t s code of 
operat ing rules, t imetables , and time-
table special ins t ruct ions which were 
in effect on November 21, 1994. Each 
Class I railroad, each Class II railroad, 
and each railroad providing commuter 
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service in a metropol i tan or suburban 
area t h a t commences operations after 
November 21, 1994, shall file with the 
Adminis t ra tor one copy of i t s code of 
operating rules, t imetables, and t ime-
table special instruct ions before i t 
commences operations. 
(b) After November 21, 1994, each 
Class I rai lroad, each Class II railroad, 
the National Railroad Passenger Cor-
poration, and each railroad providing 
commuter service in a metropoli tan or 
suburban area shall file each new 
amendment t o i t s code of operating 
rules, each new timetable, and each 
new t imetable special instruct ion with 
the Federal Railroad Administrator 
within 30 days after it is issued. 
(c) On or after November 21, 1994, 
each Class III railroad and any other 
railroad subject to this par t bu t not 
subject to paragraphs (a) and (b) of this 
section shall keep one copy of i t s cur-
ren t code of operating rules, t ime-
tables, and t imetable special instruc-
t ions and one copy of each subsequent 
amendment to i t s code of operating 
rules, each new timetable, and each 
new t imetable special instruction, a t 
i ts sys tem headquarters , and shall 
make such records available to rep-
resentat ives of the Federal Railroad 
Administrat ion for inspection and 
copying during normal business hours. 
[59 FR 48070. Aug. 22, 1994] 
EFFECTIVE DATE NOTE: At 59 FR 43070, Aug. 
22, 1994, {217.7 was revised effective Novem-
ber 21, 1994. For the convenience of the user, 
the superseded text is set forth below. 
1217.7 Filing of operating rales. 
(a) Before February 1, 1975, each railroad 
that is in operation on January 1. 1975. shall 
file with the Federal Railroad Adminis-
trator, Washington, DC 20590, one copy of its 
code of operating rules, timetables, and 
timetable special instructions which were in 
effect on January 1, 1975. Each railroad that 
commences operation after January 1, 1975, 
shall file with the Administrator one copy of 
its code of operating rules, timetables, and 
timetable instructions before it commences 
operations. 
(b) Each amendment to a railroad's code of 
operating rules, each new timetable, and 
each new timetable special instruction 
which is issued after January 1, 1975, shall be 
filed with the Federal Railroad Adminis-
trator within 30 days after it is Issued. 
$217.9 Program of operational tarts 
and inspections; recordkeeping. 
(a) Requirement to conduct operational 
tests and inspections. Each railroad to 
which th i s p a r t applies shall periodi-
cally conduct operat ional tes t s and in-
spections to determine the exten t of 
compliance wi th i t s code of operat ing 
rules, t imetables , and t imetable special 
ins t ruc t ions in accordance wi th a writ-
ten program re ta ined a t i t s system 
headquar ters and a t the division head-
quar te rs for each division where the 
tes t s are conducted. 
(b) Written program of operational tests 
and inspections. On or after November 
21, 1994, or 30 days before commencing 
operat ions, whichever is la ter , each 
rai lroad to which th i s par t applies 
shall r e t a in one copy of i t s cur ren t pro- ' 
gram for periodic performance of the 
operat ional t es t s and inspections re-
quired by paragraph (a) of th is section 
and one copy of each subsequent 
amendment to such program. These 
records shall be re ta ined a t the sys tem 
headquar ters of the rai l road and a t the 
division headquar te rs for each division 
where the t e s t s are conducted, for 
three calendar years after the end of 
the calendar year to which they re la te . 
These records shall be made available 
to representa t ives of the Federal Rail-
road Adminis t ra t ion for inspection and 
copying during normal business hours. 
The program shall— 
(1) Provide for operat ional tes t ing 
and inspection under the various oper-
a t ing condi t ions on the railroad; 
(2) Describe each type of operat ional 
tes t and inspection adopted. Including 
the means and procedures used to carry 
i t out; 
(3) S t a t e t he purpose of each type of 
operat ional t e s t and inspection; 
(4) S t a t e , according to operat ing divi-
sions where applicable, the frequency 
with which each type of operat ional 
tes t and inspection is conducted; 
(5) Begin wi th in 30 days after Novem-
ber 21, 1994, or the da te of commencing 
operations, whichever is later ; and 
(6) Include a schedule for mak ing the 
program fully operat ive within 210 days 
after i t begins. 
(c) Records of individual tests and in-
spections. Each rai lroad to which this 
par t applies shal l keep a record of the 
date , t ime , place, and resul t of each 
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operational tes t and inspection t h a t 
was performed in accordance with i t s 
program. Each record shall specify the 
officer administering: the test and in-
spection and each employee tested. 
These records shall be retained a t the 
system headquar ters of the railroad 
and a t the division headquarters for 
each division where the tests are con-
ducted for one calendar year after the 
end of the calendar year to which they 
relate . These records shall be made 
available to representat ives of the Fed-
eral Railroad Adminis t ra t ion for in-
spection and copying during normal 
business hours. 
(d) Annual summary on operational 
tests and inspections. Before March 1 of 
each calendar year, each railroad to 
which th is par t applies, except for a 
railroad with less than 400,000 to ta l 
manhours , shall re tain, a t each of i t s 
division headquar ters and a t the sys-
tem headquar ters of the railroad, one 
copy of a wr i t ten summary of the fol-
lowing with respect to i ts previous 
year ' s act ivi t ies : The number, type, 
and resul t of each operational tes t and 
inspection, s ta ted according to operat-
ing divisions where applicable, t h a t 
was conducted as required by para-
graphs (a) and (b) of this section. These 
records shall be retained for three cal-
endar years after the end of the cal-
endar year to which they re la te and 
shall be made available to representa-
tives of the Federal Railroad Adminis-
t ra t ion for inspection and copying dur-
ing normal business hours. 
(e) Electronic recordkeeping. Each rail-
road to which th i s par t applies is au-
thorized to re ta in by electronic record-
keeping the information prescribed in 
paragraphs (b) through (d) of this sec-
tion, provided t h a t all of the following 
conditions are met : 
(1) The rai lroad adequately l imi t s 
and controls accessibility to such in-
formation retained in i ts electronic 
database system and identifies those 
individuals who have such access; 
(2) The railroad has a terminal a t the 
system headquar ters and a t each divi-
sion headquarters ; 
(3) Each such terminal has a desk-top 
computer (i.e., monitor , central proc-
essing uni t , and keyboard) and ei ther a 
facsimile machine or a printer con-
nected to the computer to retr ieve and 
produce Information in a usable format 
for immedia te review by FRA rep-
resentat ives; 
(4) The rai l road has a designated rep-
resentat ive who is authorized to au-
thent ica te re t r ieved information from 
the electronic sys tem as t rue and accu-
ra te copies of the electronically kept 
records; and 
(5) The rai l road provides representa-
tives of the Federal Railroad Adminis-
t ra t ion with immedia te access to these 
records for inspection and copying dur-
ing normal business hours and provides 
pr in touts of such records upon request. 
[39 FR 41176, Nov. 25, 1974, as amended a t 59 
FR 43070, Aug. 22, 1994] 
EFFECTIVE D A T E NOTE: At 59 FR 43070, Aug. 
22, 1994, $217.9 was amended by revising para-
graphs (a), (b) Introductory text , (b)(5), (c), 
and (d), and adding paragraph (e) effective 
November 21, 1994. For the convenience of 
the user, the superseded text is set forth 
below. 
9217.9 Program of operational tests and In-
spections; recordkeeping. 
(a) Each rai lroad to which this par t applies 
shall periodically conduct operational tes ts 
and Inspections to determine the extent of 
compliance wi th i t s code of operat ing rules, 
t imetables , and t imetables special instruc-
t ions In accordance with a program filed 
with the Federal Railroad Administrator . 
(b) Before March 1. 1975, or 30 days before 
commencing operat ions, whichever Is later , 
each railroad to which this par t applies shall 
file with the Federal Railroad Adminis-
t ra tor , Washington, DC 20590, three copies of 
a program for periodic conduct of the oper-
at ional tes ts and inspections required by 
paragraph (a) of th is section. The program 
shall— * * * 
(5) Begin within 30 days after i t is filed 
with the Federal Railroad Administrator; 
and 
* * * * * 
(c) Each amendment to a rai l road 's pro-
gram for periodic conduct of operational 
testa and inspections required under para-
graph (a) of th is section shall be filed with 
the Federal Railroad Adminis t ra tor within 
30 days after i t is issued. 
(d) Records. Each railroad shall keep a 
record of the date and place of each oper-
at ional t e s t and Inspection performed in ac-
cordance with i t s program. Each record mus t 
provide a brief description of the operational 
t e s t or inspection, including the character is-
t ics of the operation tested or inspected, and 
the resul ts thereof. Records mus t be retained 
for one year and made available to represent-
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Atives of the Federal Railroad Administra-
tion for inspection and copying during regu-
lar business hours. 
i 217.11 Program of instruction on op-
erating rules: recordkeeping; elec-
tronic recordkeeping. 
(a) To ensure t h a t each railroad em-
ployee whose act ivi t ies are governed by 
the rai l road's operating rules under-
stands those rules, each railroad to 
which th is par t applies shall periodi-
cally ins t ruc t each such employee on 
the meaning and application of the 
rai lroad's operat ing rules in accord-
ance with a wr i t ten program retained 
a t i t s system headquarters and a t the 
division headquarters for each division 
where the employee is instructed. 
(b) On or after November 21, 1994, or 
30 days before commencing operations, 
whichever is la ter , each railroad to 
which this par t applies shall re tain one 
copy of i t s cur ren t program for the 
periodic ins t ruct ion of i t s employees as 
required by paragraph (a) of this sec-
tion and one copy of each subsequent 
amendment to t h a t program. The sys-
tem headquarters of the railroad shall 
re ta in one copy of all these records; the 
division headquar ters for each division 
where the employees are instructed 
shall re ta in one copy of all portions of 
these records t h a t the division applies 
and enforces. These records shall be 
made available to representatives of 
the Federal Railroad Administrat ion 
for inspection and copying during nor-
mal business hours. This program 
shall— 
(1) Describe the means and proce-
dures used for instruct ion of the var-
ious classes of affected employees; 
(2) S ta t e the frequency of instruct ion 
and the basis for determining tha t fre-
quency; 
(3) Include a schedule for completing 
the ini t ial instruct ion of employees 
who are already employed when the 
program begins; 
(4) Begin within 30 days after Novem-
ber 21, 1994, or the date of commencing 
operations, whichever is later; and 
(5) Provide for ini t ial instruct ion of 
each employee hired after the program 
begins. 
(c) Bach railroad to which this par t 
applies is authorized to re ta in by elec-
tronic recordkeeping its program for 
periodic inst ruct ion of i t s employees 
§217.13 
on operat ing rules provided t h a t the re-
quirements s ta ted in § 217.9(e)(1) 
through (5) of this pa r t are satisfied. 
[39 FR 41176. Nov. 25, 1974, as amended a t 59 
FR 43071. Aug. 22, 1994) 
EFFECTIVE D A T E NOTE: At 60 FR 43071, Aug. 
22. 1994. {217.11 was amended by revising the 
section heading and paragraphs (a), (b) intro-
ductory text , (b)(4), and (c) effective Novem-
ber 21. 1994. For the convenience of the user, 
the superseded t ex t Is se t forth below. 
{217.11 Program of instruction on operating 
rules. 
(a) To ensure t h a t each rai l road employee 
whose ac t iv i t ies are governed by the rail-
road's operat ing rules understands those 
rules, each rai lroad to which this par t ap-
plies shall periodically ins t ruc t t h a t em-
ployee on the meaning and application of the 
rai l road 's operat ing rules in accordance wi th 
a program filed with the Federal Railroad 
Adminis t ra tor . 
(b) Before March 1. 1975 or 30 days before 
commencing operat ions, whichever is la ter , 
each rai lroad shall file with the Federal 
Railroad Adminis t ra tor , Washington. DC 
20590. three copies of a program for the peri-
odic ins t ruct ion of i ts employees as required 
by paragraph (a) of th i s section. This pro-
gram shall— * * * 
(4) Begin within 30 days after i t is filed 
with the Federal Railroad Adminis t ra tor ; 
* * * * * 
(c) Each amendment to a rai lroad's pro-
gram for the periodic Instruct ion of i t s em-
ployees required under paragraph (a) of th is 
section shall be filed with the Federal Rail-
road Adminis t ra tor within 30 days after i t Is 
issued. 
$217.13 Information collection. 
(a) The information collection re-
quirements in this pa r t have been re-
viewed by the Office of Management 
and Budget pursuant to the Paperwork 
Reduction Act of 1980, Public Law 9&-
511, and have been assigned OMfi con-
trol number 2130-0035. 
(b) The information collection re-
quirements a re found in the following 
sections: 
(1) Section 217.7. 
(2) Section 217.9. 
(3) Section 217.11. 
(4) Section 217.13. 
[50 FR 7919. Feb. 27. 1985. Redesignated and 
amended a t 59 FR 43071. Aug. 22, 19941 
EFFECTIVE DATE NOTE: At 59 FR 43071. Aug. 
22, 1994. {217.13 was removed and 1217.15 was 
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redesignated as §21713 and amended by re-
moving paragraph (b)(4) effective November 
21, 1994 For the convenience of the user, the 
superseded text is set forth below 
(217.13 Annual report. 
Before March 1 of each year, each railroad 
to which this part applies except for a rail-
road with fewer than 400 000 total manhours, 
shall file with the Federal Railroad Adminis-
trator Washington, DC 20590 a written re-
port of the following with respect to its pre-
vious year's activities 
(a) The total number of train miles which 
were operated over its track 
(b) A summary of the number, type, and re-
sult of each operational test and inspection, 
stated according to operating divisions 
where applicable, that was conducted as re 
quired by J 217 9 
(c) The number of operational tests and In 
spections conducted as required by 8217 9 per 
10,000 train miles 
[39 FR 41176. Nov 25, 1974. as amended at 50 
FR 7919, Feb 27, 1985, 50 FR 31578 Aug 2, 
1985. 53 FR 47131, Nov 21, 1988. 54 FR 53279, 
Dec 27, 1989. 55 FR 22794. June 4. 1990, 58 FR 
68235. Dec 23, 1993] 
APPENDIX A TO PART 217—SCHEDULE OF CIVIL 
PENALTIES ' 
49 CFRCh. II (10-1-94 Edition] 
APPENDIX A TO PART 217—SCHEDULE OF CIVIL 
PENALTIES t—Continued 
Section 
(b) 
217 9 Prop/am of operational 
tests and inspections and rec 
ordkeeping 
(a) 
(b) and (c) 
(d) 
217 11 Program of Instruction 
on operating rules 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
217 13 Annual report 
(a) and (c) 
(b) and (d) 1 
Violation 
1 2500 
5000 
2500 
1000 
5000 
2500 
2500 
1000 
2500 1 
1 Wifuivtofe 
1 tlon 
500C 
7500 
5000 
2000 
7500 
5000 
6000 
2000 
5000 
' A penalty may be assessed against an individual only tor 
a willful violation The Administrator reserves the right to as-
sess a penalty of up to $20 000 for anv violation where dr 
cumstances warrant See 49 CFR part 209 appendix A. 
[53 FR 52927. Dec 29. 1988) 
PART 218-RAILROAD OPERATING 
PRACTICES 
Section 
217 7 Operating rules 
(a) 
(b) 
(c) 
217 9 Operational tests and inspec 
bona 
(a) Program 
(b) Record of program 
(c) Record of tests and inspections 
(d) Annual summary 
217 11 Program of instruction on oper 
ating rules 
(a) 
(b) 
1A penalty may be assessed against an individual only for 
a willful violation The Administrator reserves the nght to as 
sess a penalty of up to $20 000 for any violation where cir 
cumstances warrant See 49 CFR part 209 appendix A 
[59 FR 43071. Aug 22. 1994] 
EFFECTIVE DATE NOTE At 59 FR 43071. Aug 
22 1994, appendix A to part 217 was revised 
effective November 21, 1994 For the conven 
ience of the user the superseded text Is set 
forth below 
APPENDIX A TO PART 217—SCHEDULE OF CIVIL 
PENALTIES ' 
Section 
217 7 Filing of operating rules 
(a) 
Willful viola-
tion 
$2 5001 $5 000 
Subpart A—General 
Purpose 
Application 
Definitions 
Waivers 
Civil penalty 
Filing, testing-, and instruction 
Subpart B-Wue Signal Protection of 
Workers 
Scope 
Utility employee 
Blue signal display 
Workers on a main track 
Workers on track other than main 
track 
218 29 Alternate methods of protection 
218 30 Remotely controlled switches 
Subpart C—Protection of Trains and 
Locomotives 
218 31 Scope 
218 35 Yard limits 
218 37 Flag protection 
218 39 Hump operations 
218 41 Noncompliance with hump operations 
rule 
Subpart D—Prohibition Against Tampering 
With Safety Devices 
218 51 Puipose 
218 53 Scope and definitions 
218 55 Tampering prohibition 
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218 67 Responsibilities of individuals 
218 59 Responsibilities of railroads 
til 61 Authority to deactivate safety de-
vices 
Subpart E—Protection of Occupied Camp 
Cars 
218 71 Purpose and scope 
218 73 Warning signal display 
218 75 Methods of protection for camp cars 
218 77 Remotely controlled switches 
218 79 Alternative methods of protection 
218 80 Movement of occupied camp cars 
APPBNDIX A TO PART 218—SCHEDULE OF CIVIL 
PENALTIES 
APPENDIX B TO PART 218—STATEMENT OF 
AOLNCY ENFORCEMENT POLICYON BLUE 
SIGNAL PROTECTION FOR UTILITY EMPLOY-
EES 
APPENDIX C TO PART 218—STATEMENT OF 
AOENCY ENFORCEMENT POLICY ON TAM 
PERINO 
AUTHORITY 4 5 U S C 431 and 438 as amend-
ed, Pub L 100-342, and 49 CFR 1 49<m) 
SOURCE 44 FR 2175, Jan 10. 1979. unless 
otherwise noted 
EDITORIAL NOTE Nomenclature changes to 
Part 218 appear at 58 FR 43292 Aug 16. 1993 
Subpart A—General 
5218.1 P u r p o s e . 
T h i s part prescribes m i n i m u m re-
q u i r e m e n t s for rai lroad opera t ing ru les 
and prac t i ce s B a c h rai lroad m a y pre-
scribe addi t iona l or more s t r i n g e n t re-
q u i r e m e n t s in i t s operat ing ru les , t i m e -
tab les , t i m e t a b l e specia l i n s t r u c t i o n s , 
and o t h e r spec ia l i n s t r u c t i o n s 
ft 218.3 Appl ica t ion . 
(a) E x c e p t a s provided in paragraph 
(b) of t h i s s e c t i o n , t h i s part appl i e s to 
ra i lroads t h a t operate r o l l i n g equip-
m e n t on s tandard gage t r a c k w h i c h is 
part of t h e genera l rai lroad s y s t e m of 
t r a n s p o r t a t i o n 
(b) T h i s part does no t app ly to— 
(1) A ra i lroad t h a t o p e r a t e s o n l y on 
t rack ins ide an i n s t a l l a t i o n w h i c h i s 
n o t part of the general ra i lroad s y s t e m 
of t r a n s p o r t a t i o n , or 
(2) Rapid t r a n s i t opera t ions in an 
urban area t h a t are not c o n n e c t e d w i t h 
the genera l ra i lroad s y s t e m of trans-
p o r t a t i o n 
[44 FR 2175, Jan 10 1979 as amended at 53 
FR 28599. July 28. 1988] 
$218.5 Def in i t ions . 
Absolute block m e a n s a b l o c k in w h i c h 
no t r a i n i s p e r m i t t e d t o e n t e r w h i l e i t 
i s o c c u p i e d by a n o t h e r t r a i n 
Blue signal m e a n s a c l e a r l y d i s t i n -
g u i s h a b l e b lue f lag or b lue l i g h t by day 
and a b lue l i g h t a t n i g h t When a t -
t a c h e d t o the o p e r a t i n g c o n t r o l s of a 
l o c o m o t i v e , i t need n o t be l i g h t e d if 
t h e i n s i d e of t h e c a b a r e a of t h e l o c o -
m o t i v e i s s u f f i c i e n t l y l i g h t e d s o a s t o 
m a k e t h e b lue s i g n a l c l e a r l y d i s t i n -
g u i s h a b l e 
Camp car m e a n s a n y o n - t r a c k v e h i c l e , 
i n c l u d i n g out f i t , c a m p , or b u n k c a r s or 
m o d u l a r h o m e s m o u n t e d on f la t c a r s 
used t o h o u s e rai l e m p l o y e e s I t d o e s 
n o t i n c l u d e w r e c k t r a i n s 
Car shop repair track area m e a n s one 
or m o r e t r a c k s w i t h i n a n a r e a in w h i c h 
t h e t e s t i n g , s e r v i c i n g , repair , inspec -
t i o n , or rebu i ld ing of ra i l road r o l l i n g 
e q u i p m e n t i s under t h e e x c l u s i v e c o n -
tro l of m e c h a n i c a l d e p a r t m e n t person-
nel 
Controlling Locomotive m e a n s a l o c o -
m o t i v e arranged a s h a v i n g t h e o n l y 
c o n t r o l s over a l l e l e c t r i c a l , m e c h a n i c a l 
and p n e u m a t i c f u n c t i o n s for o n e or 
m o r e l o c o m o t i v e s , i n c l u d i n g c o n t r o l s 
t r a n s m i t t e d by radio s i g n a l s if so 
equipped I t d o e s n o t i n c l u d e t w o or 
m o r e l o c o m o t i v e s c o u p l e d in m u l t i p l e 
w h i c h c a n be m o v e d f r o m m o r e t h a n 
one s e t of l o c o m o t i v e c o n t r o l s 
Effective locking device w h e n used in 
r e l a t i o n t o a m a n u a l l y o p e r a t e d s w i t c h 
or a dera i l m e a n s one w h i c h i s 
(1) V a n d a l r e s i s t a n t , 
(2) T a m p e r r e s i s t a n t , a n d 
(3) Capable of b e i n g l o c k e d and un-
l o c k e d o n l y by t h e c l a s s , craf t or g r o u p 
of e m p l o y e e s for w h o m t h e p r o t e c t i o n 
i s b e i n g provided 
Flagman's signals m e a n s a red flag by 
day a n d a w h i t e l i g h t a t n i g h t , and a 
spec i f i ed n u m b e r of t o r p e d o e s and 
fusees a s prescr ibed i n t h e ra i l road' s 
o p e r a t i n g r u l e s 
Group of workers m e a n s t w o or m o r e 
w o r k e r s of t h e s a m e or d i f ferent craf t s 
a s s i g n e d t o w o r k t o g e t h e r a s a u n i t 
under a c o m m o n a u t h o r i t y and w h o are 
in c o m m u n i c a t i o n w i t h e a c h o t h e r 
w h i l e t h e w o r k i s b e i n g d o n e 
Interlocking limits m e a n s t h e t r a c k s 
b e t w e e n t h e o p p o s i n g h o m e s i g n a l s of 
an i n t e r l o c k i n g 
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(6) A s t a t ement signed by the as-
signee acknowledging the ass ignment 
to h im of responsibility for purposes of 
compliance with this par t . 
(d) If the Adminis t ra tor is satisfied 
t h a t the assignee is competent and able 
to carry out the duties and responsibil-
i t ies of the t rack owner under th is 
part , he may grant the pet i t ion subject 
to any conditions he deems necessary. 
If the Adminis t rator g ran t s a pet i t ion 
under this section, he shall so notify 
the owner and the assignee. After the 
Adminis t ra tor g ran t s a peti t ion, he 
may hold the t rack owner or the as-
signee or both responsible for compli-
ance with this par t and subject to pen-
al t ies under §213.15. 
(e) A common carr ier by rai lroad 
which is directed by the In te r s ta te 
Commerce Commission to provide serv-
ice over the t rack of ano ther rai lroad 
under 49 U.S.C. 11125 is considered the 
owner of t ha t t rack for the purposes of 
the application of this par t during the 
period the directed service order re-
mains in effect. 
[47 FR 39402. Sept. 7. 1982] 
§213.7 Designation of qualified per-
sons to supervise cer ta in renewals 
and inspect track. 
(a) Each t rack owner to which th is 
pa r t applies shall designate qualified 
persons to supervise res tora t ions and 
renewals of t rack under traffic condi-
t ions. Each person designated mus t 
have— 
(1) At l e a s t -
(i) One year of supervisory experience 
in railroad t rack maintenance; or 
(ii) A combination of supervisory ex-
perience in t rack main tenance and 
t ra in ing from a course in t rack main te -
nance or from a college level edu-
cat ional program related to t r ack 
maintenance; 
(2) Demonstrated to the owner t h a t 
he— 
(i) Knows and unders tands the re-
quirements of this part ; 
(ii) Can detect deviat ions from those 
requirements; and 
(iii) Can prescribe appropriate reme-
dial act ion to correct or safely com-
pensate for those deviations; and 
(3) Writ ten author izat ion from the 
t rack owner to prescribe remedial ac-
t ions to correct or safely compensate 
for deviations from the requirements in 
th is par t . 
(b) Each t r ack owner to which this 
par t applies shall designate qualified 
persons to inspect t r a c k for defects. 
Each person designated m u s t h a v e -
CD At least— 
(i) One year of experience in railroad 
t rack inspection; or 
(ii) A combinat ion of experience in 
t rack inspection and t r a in ing from a 
course in t rack Inspection or from a 
college level educat ional program re-
lated to t rack inspection; 
(2) Demonstrated to the owner that 
he— 
(i) Knows and unders tands the re-
quirements of this par t ; 
(ii) Can detect deviat ions from those 
requirements; and 
(iii) Can prescribe appropr ia te reme-
dial act ion to correct or safely com-
pensate for those deviat ions; and 
(3) Writ ten au thor iza t ion from the 
t r ack owner to prescribe remedial ac-
t ions to correct or safely compensate 
for deviations from the requi rements of 
th is part , pending review by a qualified 
person designated under paragraph (a) 
of th is section. 
(c) With respect to designations 
under paragraphs (a) and (b) of th is sec-
tion, each t r ack owner m u s t main ta in 
wri t ten records of— 
(1) Each designation in effect; 
(2) The basis for each designation; 
and 
(3) Track inspections made by each 
designated qualified person as required 
by §213.241. 
These records mus t be kep t available 
for inspection or copying by the Fed-
eral Railroad Adminis t ra tor during 
regular business hours. 
[36 FR 20336, Oct. 20, 1971, as amended at 38 
FR 875, Jan. 6, 19731 
§213.9 Classes of track: operating 
speed limits. 
(a) Except as provided in paragraphs 
(b) and (c) of th i s sect ion and 
§§ 213.57(b), 213.59(a), 213.113(a). and 
213.137 (b) and (c), the following maxi-
m u m allowable operat ing speeds apply: 
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(in mites per hour) 
Over track that meets aN of the re-
quirements prescribed in this part 
Class 1 track 
Class 2 track 
Class 3 track 
Class 4 track 
Class 5 track 
Class 6 track 
for— 
The maxi-
mum al-
lowable 
operating 
speed for 
freight 
trains is— 
10 
25 
40 
60 
80 
110 
The maxi-
mum al-
lowable 
operating 
speed for 
passenger 
trains is— 
15 
30 
60 
80 
90 
110 
(b) If a segment of t rack does not 
mee t all of the requirements for i ts in-
tended class, i t is reclassified to the 
next lowest class of t rack for which i t 
does meet all of the requirements of 
th is par t . However, if the segment of 
t r ack does not a t least meet the re-
qui rements for Class 1 t rack, oper-
a t ions may continue a t Class 1 speeds 
for a period of not more than 30 days 
wi thout bringing the t rack into com-
pliance, under the author i ty of a per-
son designated under § 213.7(a), who has 
a t least one year of supervisory experi-
ence in railroad track maintenance, 
after t h a t person determines tha t oper-
a t ions may safely continue and subject 
to any l imi t ing conditions specified by 
such person. 
(c) Maximum operating speed may 
not exceed 110 m.p.h. without prior ap-
proval of the Federal Railroad Admin-
is t ra tor . Pe t i t ions for approval must be 
filed in the manner and contain the in-
formation required by §211.11 of this 
chapter . Each petition must provide 
sufficient information concerning the 
performance characterist ics of the 
t rack , signaling, grade crossing protec-
t ion, trespasser control where appro-
pr ia te , and equipment involved and 
also concerning maintenance and in-
spection practices and procedures to be 
followed, to establish t h a t the proposed 
speed can be sustained in safety. 
[36 FR 20336, Oct. 20, 1971, as amended at 38 
FR 875, Jan. 6. 1973; 38 FR 23405, Aug. 30, 1973; 
47 FR 39402, Sept. 7. 1982; 48 FR 35883. Aug:. 8, 
1983} 
ft 213.11 Restoration or renewal of 
track under traffic conditions. 
If during a period of restorat ion or 
renewal, t r ack is under traffic condi-
t ions and does not meet all of the re-
quirements prescribed in this part, the 
work on the t r ack must be under the 
cont inuous supervision of a person des-
ignated under § 213.7(a) who has a t least 
one year of supervisory experience in 
rai l road t r ack maintenance . The te rm 
"cont inuous supervision" as used in 
th is sect ion means the physical pres-
ence of t h a t person a t a job si te . How-
ever, since the work may be performed 
over a large area, i t is not necessary 
t h a t each phase of the work be done 
under the visual supervision of t ha t 
person. 
[47 FR 39402, Sept. 7, 1982) 
§213.13 Measuring t rack not under 
load. 
When unloaded t rack is measured to 
de termine compliance with require-
men t s of th is part , the amoun t of rail 
movement , if any, t h a t occurs while 
the t r ack is loaded mus t be added to 
the measurement of the unloaded 
t rack . 
[38 FR 875, J a n . 6, 1973] 
§213.15 Civil penalty. 
Any person (including a rai lroad, any 
manager , supervisor, official, or other 
employee or agent of a rai lroad, any 
owner of t r ack on which a railroad op-
era tes , or any person held by the Fed-
eral Railroad Adminis t ra tor to be re-
sponsible under § 213.5(d)) who violates 
any requi rement of this par t or causes 
the violat ion of any such requirement 
is subject to a civil penalty of a t least 
$250 and not more than $10,000 per vio-
la t ion, except tha t : Penal t ies may be 
assessed agains t individuals only for 
willful violat ions, and, where a grossly 
negl igent violation or a pa t t e rn of re-
peated violat ions has created an immi-
nent hazard of death or injury to per-
sons, or has caused death or injury, a 
penal ty no t to exceed $20,000 per viola-
t ion may be assessed. Each day a viola-
t ion cont inues shall cons t i tu te a sepa-
r a t e offense. See appendix B to this 
par t for a s t a t emen t of agency civil 
penal ty policy. 
[36 FR 20336. Oct. 20. 1971. as amended at 53 
FR 28598, July 28. 1988; 53 FR 52924. Dec. 29. 
1988] 
§ 213.17 Exemptions. 
(a) Any owner of t rack to which this 
par t applies may pet i t ion the Federal 
Rai lroad Adminis t ra tor for exemption 
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Every person willfully failing, neglecting or refusing to comply from a locomotive engir 
with the provisions of this section is guilty of a misdemeanor constitute prima facie e\ 
and shall be fined in any sum not exceeding $50. 1963 such railroad. 
56-1-13. Fencing right of way — Gates. 
Every railroad company shall erect and maintain a fence on 
each side of its rights of way where the same passes through 
lands owned and improved by private owners, and at all public 
road crossings shall connect the same with cattle guards. Such 
fence shall not be less than four and one-half feet in height and 
may be constructed of barbed or other fencing wire with not 
less than five wires, and good, substantial posts not more than 
one rod apart with a stay midway between the posts attached 
to the wires to keep said wires in place; and whenever such 
railroad company shall provide gates for private crossings for 
the convenience of the owners of the land through which such 
railroad passes, such gates shall be so constructed that they 
may be easily operated; and every railroad company shall be 
liable for all damages sustained by the owner of any domestic 
animal killed or injured by such railroad in consequence of the 
failure to build or maintain such fence. The owner of such 
lands shall keep such gate closed at all times when not in 
actual use, and if such owner fails to keep such gates closed, 
and in consequence thereof, any animal owned by him strays 
upon such railroad, and is killed or injured, such owner shall 
not be entitled to recover damages therefor. 1953 
56-1-14. Procedures at grade crossings. 
Every locomotive shall be provided with a bell which shall 
be rung continuously from a point not less than eighty rods 
from any city or town street or public highway grade crossing 
until such city or town street or public highway grade crossing 
shall be crossed, but, except in towns and at terminal points, 
the sounding of the locomotive whistle or siren at least 
one-fourth of a mile before reaching any such grade crossing 
shall be deemed equivalent to ringing the bell as aforesaid; 
during the prevalence of fogs, snow and dust storms, the 
locomotive whistle shall be sounded before each street cross-
ing while passing through cities and towns. All locomotives 
with or without trains before crossing the main track at grade 
of any other railroad must come to a full stop at a distance not 
exceeding 400 feet from the crossing, and must not proceed 
until the way is known to be clear; two blasts of the whistle or 
two sounds of the siren shall be sounded at the moment of 
starting; provided, that whenever interlocking signal appara-
tus and derailing switches or any other crossing protective 
device approved by the Department of Transportation is 
adopted such stop shall not be required. 
Provided, that local authorities in their respective jurisdic-
tion may by ordinance approved by the Department of Trans-
portation provide more restricted sounding of bells or whistles 
or sirens than is provided herein and may prescribe points 
different from those herein set forth at which such signals 
shall be given and may further restrict such ringing of bells or 
sounding of whistles or sirens so as to provide for either the 
ringing of a bell or the sounding of a whistle or of a siren or the 
elimination of the sounding of such bells or whistles or sirens 
or either of them, except in case of emergency. 
The term locomotive as used herein shall mean every 
self-propelled steam engine, electrically propelled interurban 
car and so-called diesel operated locomotive. 
Every person in charge of a locomotive violating the provi-
sions of this section is guilty of a misdemeanor, and the 
railroad company shall be liable for all damages which any 
person may sustain by reason of such violation. 1975 (i§t S.&) 
56-1-15. Fire caused by sparks emitted. 
In any action for damages on account of fire caused by 
sparks emitted from locomotive engines on a steam railroad 
proof that the fire occurred and was caused by sparks emitted 
56-1-16. Time schedul 
delays. 
Every railroad compan; 
transportation of persons 
as it shall fix by public n 
shall announce on a bull 
and public place at each 
before the regular time c 
the time of such depart 
probable duration of sue 
guilty of a misdemeanor, 
for all damages that may 
of the failure of any oi 
requirements of this secti 
56-1-17. Adequate ac< 
required. 
Every railroad compai 
dations for the transport 
as shall, within a reason* 
any train, offer or be offe 
siding or stopping place 
charging passengers and 
and shall take, transport 
property at, from and to 
tolls, freight or fare then 
shall refuse to take and 
or to deliver the same at 
be liable to the party agj 
56-1-18. Injury to pi 
cars. 
In case a passenger or 
suffer personal injury wl 
or on any baggage, wood 
the company's printed r 
conspicuous place inside 
or in violation of verbal 
such train or company, 
liable for such injury proi 
had available room insic 
train sufficient for the a< 
56-1-18.5. Railroad pi 
(1) A person may not 
climb on, off, under, over 
or train. 
(2) A person may not 
upon railroad yards, trac 
any location other than ] 
(3) A person may noi 
with train operations or 
purposes. 
(4) (a) Except as prov 
or operator of a railn 
employees, owes no 
tracks, bridges, or a 
any person violating 
(b) The owner or 
tionally, willfully, o: 
owner or operator r 
presence on the pro] 
(5) This section does 
business invitee, or othe 
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J. CLARE WILLIAMS, #3490 
MORRIS O HAGGERTY, #5283 
Attorneys for Defendant 
UNION PACIFIC RAE.ROAD COMPANY 
406 West 100 South 
Salt Lake City, UT 84101-1151 
IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT IN AND FOR UTAH COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
ALECIA JENSEN, ) 
) ORDER GRANTING SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
Plaintiffs, ) 
vs. ) 
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD ) 
COMPANY ) Civil No. 940400280 
Defendant. ) Judge Boyd L. Park 
Defendant, Union Pacific Railroad Company's Motion for Summary Judgment came on for 
hearing by the Court on April 17, 1995; with defendant being represented by J. Clare Williams 
and plaintiff, who was present in the courtroom, being represented by Allen K. Young; and with 
the parties having filed written briefs and exhibits and having argued their respective positions to 
the Court, and the Court being fully advised in the premises, now rules as follows: 
The Court finds and concludes: 
(1) That the speed of defendant's train was not a proximate cause of the 
accident; 
(2) That defendant was not responsible for any conditions which may have 
been present at the time of the accident and created a "more than ordinarily hazardous" 
JUN - 2 
crossing; and 
(3) That defendant did sound the train's bell and whistle as it approached the 
crossing. 
Therefore, the Court finds that there is no genuine issue as to any material fact to prevent 
it from acting on defendant's motion as a matter of law. 
Accordingly, the Court hereby grants defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment and 
orders plaintiffs Complaint dismissed w'th prejudice, with each party to pay its own costs and 
expenses. 
DATED this tf day of June, 1995. 
BY THE COURT: 
)G£ BOYDK PARK 
Approved as to form this day 
of , 1995. 
Allen K. Young 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
c 
<^J MAY - 5 Fourth . F , | - E D 
* . Deputy 
IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
ALECIA JENSEN, 
Plaintiff, 
vs. 
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD, INC., 
Defendant. 
MEMORANDUM DECISION 
CASE NO. 940400280 
DATE May 15, 1995 
JUDGE BOYD L. PARK 
This matter came before the Court on April 17, 1995 for oral argument on 
defendant's Motion For Summary Judgment. The Court, having received and reviewed the 
motion, memorandum in support, memorandum in opposition, reply memorandum, and 
supplemental reply memorandum; having heard oral arguments; and having reviewed the 
applicable law, now makes the following findings and conclusions: 
1. This Court has jurisdiction to decide this case. Although plaintiff is a resident of 
Salt Lake County, State of Utah, defendant Union Pacific Railroad is a Utah corporation 
authorized to do business in the State of Utah and in Utah County, State of Utah. The 
accident which gave rise to this cause of action occurred in Utah County, State of Utah, and 
therefore jurisdiction and venue are properly vested in this Court. 
2. On February 5, 1994, the parties were involved in a collision between defendant's 
train and plaintiffs automobile. Plaintiff was a passenger in her automobile, which was 
crossing the railroad tracks at approximately 5950 South 650 West in Utah County when the 
automobile was struck by a train owned and operated by defendant. Plaintiff alleges she 
suffered severe and permanent injuries as a direct and proximate result of this collision. 
3. On February 7, 1995 defendant filed with this Court a Motion For Summary 
Judgment and an accompanying Memorandum of Points and Authorities in Support of Motion 
For Summary Judgment. On March 2, 1995 plaintiff filed a Memorandum in Opposition to 
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Defendant's Motion For Summary Judgment and a Request for Hearing on Plaintiffs 
Memorandum in Opposition to Defendant's Motion For Summary Judgment. On March 15, 
1995 Defendant's Reply Memorandum in Support of Motion For Summary Judgment was 
filed. On April 12, 1995 Defendant's Supplemental Reply Memorandum in Support of 
Motion For Summary Judgment was filed with the Court. Oral arguments on this motion 
were heard on April 17, 1995. 
4. The accident giving rise to this cause of action occurred at approximately 12:10 
p.m. on February 5, 1994 at a public railroad crossing of defendant's Provo Subdivision 
mainline trackage located near 650 West and 5950 South in Spanish Fork, Utah County. At 
the time of the accident, plaintiffs automobile was being driven by plaintiffs boyfriend, 
Bruce Brinkmeier, also a minor at the time of the accident. Brinkmeier was cited for driving 
without a license. The train in question was an empty coal train with three locomotives and 
46 trailing empty coal cars. The train weighed 1424 tons and was 2622 feet in length. 
5. According to the train's engineer, the train was traveling from Milford to Provo in 
a southwest to northeast direction. See Affidavit of Ryan Puffer, defendant's Memorandum 
in Support, Exhibit D. The trackage at that location is relatively straight and flat. See 
Affidavit of Lawrence Curley, defendant's Memorandum in Support, Exhibit B, at J 5(e). 
Plaintiffs automobile was traveling southbound on 650 West. The road (650 West) is 
straight and flat for hundreds of feet before reaching the crossing. Id. The trackage and 
road intersect at an angle greater than 90 degrees with reference to the directions of approach 
of the train and car. Id. at ^ 5(a). 
6. The crossing is located in a rural farming area and is surrounded by open fields on 
the approach side. A Utah Livestock Auction building and animal pens are located in the 
southwest quadrant of the crossing intersection, which is on the opposite side of the tracks 
from which plaintiffs automobile approached. The northwest quadrant, which is the view 
quadrant for the approaching train and car, is an open field. See Affidavit of Lawrence 
Curley, defendant's Memorandum in Support, Exhibit B. At the time of the accident, a 
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livestock auction was taking place. There was a considerable amount of traffic, and trucks 
and trailers were parked near the crossing. 
7. An advance stop sign warning sign was posted alongside 650 West approximately 
572 feet north of the crossing. Also posted were an advance railroad crossing warning sign, 
an advance railroad crossing sign painted on the road, railroad crossing "crossbuck" signs, 
and a stop sign. See Affidavit of Lawrence Curley, defendant's Memorandum in Support, 
Exhibit B. 
8. Defendant alleges that its engineer began sounding the locomotive whistle and bell 
approximately 1/4 mile away from the 5950 South crossing and continued to sound them up 
to the point of the accident at the 650 West crossing. See Affidavit of Ryan Puffer, W 7-8, 
defendant's Memorandum in Support, Exhibit D. The distance between the 5950 South and 
650 West crossings is approximately 1,100 feet. See Affidavit of Lawrence Curley, 
defendant's Memorandum in Support, Exhibit B, at f  5(b). 
9. At about the time the train passed over the 5950 South crossing, the engineer 
noticed a truck pulling a horse trailer begin to drive over the tracks in a southbound 
direction. Shonly after seeing the truck/horse trailer clear the crossing, the engineer noticed 
plaintiffs automobile rolling towards the crossing. The car was following a few seconds 
behind the truck/horse trailer and moving past the stop sign. The engineer placed the train in 
emergency braking immediately upon seeing the car. See Affidavit of Ryan Puffer, <ffl 9-
11, defendant's Memorandum in Support, Exhibit D. 
10. The train was a few hundred feet from the crossing when the engineer first saw 
plaintiffs car approaching the intersection. See Affidavit of Ryan Puffer, ^ 10, defendant's 
Memorandum in Support, Exhibit D. It took the train approximately 1,400 feet to stop after 
emergency braking was initiated. See Affidavit of Lawrence Curley, defendant's 
Memorandum in Support, Exhibit B, at <[ 5(g). The left side of the snowplow of the leading 
locomotive struck the right front portion of the car. See Affidavit of Ryan Puffer, ^ 10, 
defendant's Memorandum in Support, Exhibit D; Affidavit of Lawrence Curley, defendant's 
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Memorandum in Support, Exhibit B, at J 4(g)-(h). Both occupants were ejected from the car 
and thrown in the same northeasterly direction. Neither occupant was wearing a seatbelt. 
11. Defendant alleges that plaintiff and Brinkmeier played a "wish" game upon arrival 
at the crossing, lifting their feet from the floor of the car and looking for something metallic 
within the car to touch with their fingers while simultaneously making a wish and crossing 
the tracks. Plaintiff admits this, but asserts that she has no recollection of doing so just prior 
to the collision. The parties agree, for the purpose of the summary judgment motion, that 
plaintiff and Brinkmeier never saw or heard the train prior to impact. 
12. The parties agree that the "authorized speed limit" for the trackage in question was 
set by the Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) at 60 m.p.h. for freight trains and 80 
m.p.h. for passenger trains. However, defendant Union Pacific voluntarily filed with the 
FRA a lower "timetable" speed of only 50 m.p.h. for its freight trains. Plaintiff argues that 
it is this timetable speed that applies rather than the FRA's authorized speed limit of 60 
m.p.h. 
13. Defendant claims that the train was traveling between 49 and 51 m.p.h. for at least 
the last three miles before the engineer initiated emergency braking. See Affidavit of Ryan 
Puffer, <[ 5, defendant's Memorandum in Support, Exhibit D; Affidavit of George E. 
Ohlsson, <[ 7, defendant's Memorandum in Support, Exhibit F. Plaintiff argues that the train 
was traveling an average speed of 51.5 m.p.h. for the three minutes prior to the collision. 
See Affidavit of Dennis Andrews, 1 8, Plaintiffs Memorandum in Opposition, Exhibit 2. 
14. Summary judgment is appropriate only when no genuine issue of material fact 
exists and the moving party is entitled to judgment as a matter of law. See U.R.C.P. 56; 
Ehlers & Ehlers Architects v. Carbon County, 805 P.2d 789 (Utah Ct. App. 1991). 
Furthermore, "[although summary judgment may on occasion be appropriate in negligence 
cases, it is appropriate only in the most clear-cut case." Ingram v. Salt Lake City, 733 P.2d 
126, 126 (1987) (citing Bowen v. Riverton City, 656 P.2d 434 (Utah 1982)). 
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15. Defendant's Motion For Summary Judgment addresses three areas of analysis: 1) 
Union Pacific was not negligent in traveling in excess of the timetable speed limit; 2) Union 
Pacific did not fail to reduce the speed of its train through what plaintiff alleged to be a 
"more than ordinarily hazardous crossing"; and 3) Union Pacific complied with requirements 
of U.C. A. § 56-1-14, which governs the use of whistles and bells when approaching railroad 
crossings. The Court will analyze these issues individually. 
Authorized Speed Limit 
16. Although the FRA has set the speed limit for freight trains at 60 m.p.h., Union 
Pacific has voluntarily chosen to set a lower "timetable" speed limit of 50 m.p.h. for its 
freight trains, 10 m.p.h. below the speed limit mandated by the FRA. According to 
plaintiffs accident reconstructionist, the train was averaging a speed of 51.5 m.p.h. for the 
three minutes prior to the collision. See Affidavit of Dennis Andrews (Plaintiffs 
Memorandum in Opposition to Defendant's Motion For Summary Judgment, Exhibit 2). At 
oral arguments, plaintiff presented a speed graph obtained from the train's recorder. That 
graph indicated variations in the train's speed prior to the accident, and recorded the train's 
speed as varying from 50 m.p.h. to as much as 52.5 m.p.h. 
17. Based on data retrieved from the train's Pulse Electronics "speed recorder" device 
which electronically recorded the train's speed on tape prior to the accident, defendant claims 
that the train was traveling between 49 and 51 m.p.h. for at least the last three miles before 
emergency braking was initiated. See Affidavit of George Ohlsson (defendant's 
Memorandum of Points and Authorities in Support of Motion For Summary Judgment, 
Exhibit F); see also Pulse Electronic printout (defendant's Memorandum of Points and 
Authorities in Support of Motion For Summary Judgment, Exhibit A). In the Affidavit of 
George E. Ohlsson, Manager of Operating Practices for Union Pacific Railroad (see 
defendant's Memorandum in Support, Exhibit F), Mr. Ohlsson stated the following: 
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It is difficult for even the most competent engineer to maintain a long and 
heavy train at a certain and undeviating speed. The curvature and 
undulation of the trackage will retard and increase the speed of a long and 
heavy train even though an engineer is holding a steady throttle on the 
locomotive. A train which travels for a number of miles at a speed which 
does not deviate more than one or two miles an hour is, in my 
professional opinion, going at a steady speed. It is simply not possible to 
control a train's speed any better than that. 
Id. at 1 8. 
18. Defendant argues that the FRA's "authorized speed limit" of 60 m.p.h. for freight 
trains preempts plaintiffs claim of excessive speed. Defendant cites CSX Transportation, 
Inc. v. Easterwood, 113 S.Ct. 1732 (1993) in support of its argument that plaintiffs claims 
of common law negligence are unfounded. In Easterwood, the plaintiff sued for the death of 
her husband resulting from a railroad crossing accident, alleging that CSX was negligent 
under Georgia law for failing to maintain adequate warning devices at the crossing and for 
operating the train at an excessive speed. The authorized speed limit for the track in 
Easterwood was set at 60 m.p.h. and, while conceding that the train was traveling at a speed 
under 60 m.p.h., Easterwood nevertheless claimed that CSX breached its common-law duty 
to operate its train at a moderate and safe rate of speed. 
19. The federal regulations involved in Easterwood had been issued by the Secretary of 
Transportation pursuant to the Federal Railroad Safety Act of 1970 (FRSA), which 
established an authorized speed limit of 60 m.p.h. for freight trains. A clause of the FRSA 
permits states to adopt or continue in force any state law, rule, regulation, order, or standard 
relating to railroad safety until such time as the Secretary adopted a regulation covering the 
subject matter of such state requirement. The preemption clause of the FRSA (45 U.S.C.S. 
§ 434) confers on the Secretary of Transportation the power to preempt state common law. 
Given the Secretary's adoption of train-speed regulations pursuant to the FRSA (49 C.F.R. § 
213.9(a)), a state's common-law restrictions on train speed are not preserved by a saving 
clause in 45 U.S.C.S. § 434, under which a state may continue in force an additional or 
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more stringent law relating to railroad safety when necessary to eliminate or reduce an 
essentially local safety hazard and when not incompatible with any federal law. Easterwood, 
113 S.Ct. at 1743 (1993). 
20. The Court in Easterwood found for CSX, who had argued that Easterwood's claim 
was preempted because the federal speed limits are regulations covering the subject matter of 
the common law of train speeds. The Court further stated that to hold otherwise would be to 
deprive the Secretary of the power to preempt state common law, a power clearly conferred 
by § 434. Therefore, the Court found that Easterwood's reliance on the common law was 
incompatible with both the FRSA and the Secretary's regulations. Id. at 1743. 
21. In the case now before this Court, defendant argues that its train was traveling well 
below the federally imposed speed limit of 60 m.p.h. for freight trains. "The fact that the 
Union Pacific had set a lower 'timetable' speed limit than that specified by the FRA is 
irrelevant since any claim based upon a violation of the railroad set limit would be but a 
variation of plaintiffs common law negligence claim of excessive or unreasonable speed." 
See Defendant's Memorandum in Support at 8, *f 1. 
22. Plaintiff argues that, because defendant filed its timetable with the FRA pursuant to 
49 C.F.R. 217, the Court should consider that action as evidence that the maximum 
authorized speed at the intersection of the collision is 50 m.p.h. and that timetables filed with 
the FRA are therefore enforceable against the defendant, and train speeds in excess of those 
timetables violate federal law. See Affidavit of Bruce Reading (plaintiffs Memorandum in 
Opposition, Exhibit 1). Furthermore, plaintiff claims that this case is distinguishable from 
Easterwood because there is no attempt to impose on Union Pacific a state-enforced speed 
regulation which is more stringent than its federal counterpart. Instead, plaintiff claims that 
defendant's train was exceeding its own maximum authorized timetable speed, thus violating 
federal law, and that defendant was therefore negligent. 
23. Given the ruling in Easterwood and the parties' arguments, the issue now before the 
Court is (a) whether Union Pacific's timetable speed of 50 m.p.h. for freight trains is a 
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variation of plaintiffs common law negligence claim of excessive speed and thus preempted 
by federal law governing the"subject area," or (b) whether the FRSA covers speed limits 
self-imposed by Union Pacific and, if not, whether defendant was negligent in exceeding its 
speed limit for freight trains. 
24. The FRSA specifically permits states to adopt or continue in force any state law, 
rule, regulation, order, or standard relating to railroad safety until such time as the Secretary 
adopts a regulation covering the subject matter of such state requirement. This legislation 
was designed to prevent states from interfering with regulations established by the FRA. In 
this case, it is clear that the FRA had designated an "authorized speed limit" of 60 m.p.h. 
for freight trains traveling along this stretch of track. However, the State of Utah has not 
attempted to impose a more stringent law, rule, or regulation regarding authorized train 
speed. Instead, Union Pacific has created its own timetable speed of 50 m.p.h. The Court 
finds the present case to be distinguishable from Easterwood, where the State of Georgia 
tried to impose law, rules, or regulations governing train speed. The Court in Easterwood 
did not explain how the FRSA addresses the question of timetable speeds which are a) self-
imposed by railroad companies and not by States; and b) lower than the federally authorized 
train speeds. 
25. In his affidavit, plaintiffs witness Bruce Reading alleges that, under federal law, 
each railroad company is required to file a copy of its Operating Rules and Timetables with 
the FRA, and concludes that the speed limits mandated in the Union Pacific Railroad 
Company Operating Rules and Timetables thus become the federally mandated guidelines and 
maximum speed limits for the railroad company and are enforceable by the FRA. See 
Affidavit of Bruce Reading, f <[ 4-9, Plaintiffs Memorandum in Opposition, Exhibit 1. 
Accordingly, Union Pacific's self-imposed timetable speed of 50 m.p.h. would become its 
federally authorized speed and could not be preempted by the FRA. 
26. Defendant argues that 49 C.F.R. § 217 does not authorize timetables to change the 
federal speed limits set in 49 C.F.R. § 213.9 and that timetable filings therefore have no 
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effect on the maximum speeds at which a railroad may operate its trains. According to 
defendant, section 217 requires only the filing of operating rules and timetables, which may 
or may not contain speed limits, and does not require that speed limit changes be filed with 
the FRA. Defendant again turns to the Easterwood decision and argues that it is § 213.9 
which sets the "ceiling" or "maximum" speed, not timetables, and asserts that "[i]mplicit in 
such holding is the understanding that while a railroad may not exceed such limit, it may by 
internal fiat voluntarily operate its trains at any slower speed deemed appropriate." See 
Defendant's Reply Memorandum in Support at 4. 
27. The Easterwood case does not provide any clear rule as to how one should address 
the issue of timetable speeds within 49 C.F.R. §§ 217 and 213.9. However, plaintiff has 
equally failed to provide any case law which would substantiate her claim that Union 
Pacific's timetable filing under § 217 has an effect on the maximum speed at which a 
railroad may operate its train under § 213.9. Defendant has provided the Court with the 
recent case of Southern Pacific Transp. Co. v. Public Util. Comm'n of Oregon, 9 F.3d 807 
(9th Cir. 1993), which supports defendant's argument that the FRA, by requiring Union 
Pacific to file its timetable speed limits, does not thereby adopt that timetable limit as a 
federal law enforceable against the railroad and preemptive of the speed limits set forth in 49 
C.F.R. § 213.9. In Southern Pacific, an Oregon law permitted local authorities to ban the 
sounding of locomotive whistles under certain conditions. Southern Pacific Transportation 
Company argued that the state law was preempted by three federal statutes and moved for 
summary judgment. The state of Oregon made a cross-motion for summary judgment, 
claiming that its regulations were not preempted as a matter of law. Following the Supreme 
Court's decision in Easterwood, the circuit court held that the state law and regulations were 
not preempted by any of the three federal statutes cited by Southern Pacific and affirmed the 
district court's grant of partial summary judgment in favor of the State of Oregon. 
28. In addressing Southern Pacific's claim that the Oregon statute was also preempted 
by 45 C.F.R. § 217, which requires railroads to keep their operating rules on file with the 
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FRA, the circuit court stated that "[bjecause the FRA neither approves nor adopts the 
railroad's rules in any manner, the rules do not have the force of law and therefore cannot 
preempt the Oregon statute." Southern Pacific, 9.F3d at 812 n.5. This statement is equally 
applicable in the case now before this Court, in that it supports defendant's argument that 49 
C.F.R. § 217 does not authorize timetables to change the federal speed limits set in 49 
C.F.R. §213.9. The railroad's rules and timetable filings submitted to the FRA in 
accordance with section 217 are not approved or adopted by the FRA and therefore do not 
have the force of law. 
29. Even if defendant were bound by its timetable speed of 50 m.p.h., there still 
remain the questions of (a) whether Union Pacific was negligent in exceeding that speed, and 
(b) if the train's speed was a proximate cause of the collision. 
30. The train's speed in this matter was not a causal factor unless the train could have 
stopped, prior to collision, from the point at which plaintiff first saw the danger. The Court 
agrees with the holding in Dombeck v. Chicago, Milwaukee, St. Paul & Pacific R. Co., 129 
N.W.2d 185 (Wise. 1964). In that case, the Wisconsin Supreme Coun determined that, even 
under an assumption that the train's speed was negligent, such speed as a matter of law could 
not be causal: 
In order to be causal the train's speed must either have misled . . . the 
driver of the car or it must have interfered with the control and 
management of the train to the extent of rendering it probable that such 
control and management would have otherwise been effective to have 
avoided the collision. 
Id. at 192. As to the first prong of this test, whether Brinkmeier, as driver, or plaintiff, as 
passenger, were misled as to the speed of the train, plaintiff stated in her affidavit that she 
did not see the train prior to the collision, nor did she hear the train blow its whistle or 
sound its horn prior to the collision. See Affidavit of Alicia Jensen, 11 7-8, Plaintiffs 
Memorandum in Opposition, Exhibit 3. In his recorded statement, Mr. Brinkmeier also 
stated that he did not hear the train or its horn. See the recorded statement of Bruce 
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Brinkmeier at 15, Plaintiffs Memorandum in Opposition, Exhibit 4. The Court finds that, 
because both plaintiff and Brinkmeier admit that they were not looking or listening for a 
train, and because both stated that they never saw or heard the train prior to impact, neither 
could have been misled as to the speed of the train in estimating its time of arrival at the 
crossing. As to the second prong of this test, whether the train's speed interfered with the 
control and management of the train to the extent of rendering it probable that such control 
and management would have otherwise been effective to have avoided the collision, the 
Court finds that plaintiff has made no argument or produced any evidence that the train could 
have been stopped or sufficiently slowed to have allowed plaintiffs automobile to safely 
cross the tracks if the train had indeed been traveling 50 m.p.h. at the time the engineer 
activated the emergency brakes. Defendant, however, provided the Court with the Affidavit 
of Ryan Puffer, the engineer. See defendant's Memorandum in Support, Exhibit D. In his 
affidavit, Engineer Puffer stated that he placed the train into emergency braking as soon as 
he saw plaintiffs automobile, because it was his impression that the car was not going to 
stop and was going to come onto the track directly in front of the train. He further stated 
that "[a] long heavy train takes a number of seconds, after placing it into emergency braking, 
before it even begins to slow down. On this occasion the train did not even begin to slow 
down before the accident happened." Id. at *[ 11. In addition, defendant provided the Court 
with the affidavit of George E. Ohlsson, Manager of Operating Practices for Union Pacific 
Railroad Company. See defendant's Memorandum in Support, Exhibit F. In his affidavit, 
Mr. Ohlsson stated that the small difference between the 50 m.p.h. timetable speed and an 
actual speed of approximately 51 m.p.h. "would not have made any significant difference in 
terms of how far the train would have gone before slowing down or stopping after the brakes 
were applied. A matter of 1 m.p.h. is, in my opinion, insignificant in terms of stopping time 
and distance." Id. at 1 10. 
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31. For these reasons, the Court finds that, even if the train had been traveling one or 
two miles above the timetable speed limit of 50 m.p.h., the train's speed was not a 
proximate cause of the accident. 
Dangerous Crossing 
32. According to the Utah Supreme court in English v. Southern Pacific Co., 45 P.47 
(1896), a crossing that is "more than ordinarily hazardous" places an additional duty of care 
on the railroad. Plaintiff argues that several conditions existed at the time of the accident 
which created a "more than ordinarily hazardous" crossing. These conditions include (a) an 
auction barn near the tracks accompanied by the busy nature of a livestock auction; and (b) 
trucks and trailers parked near the crossing which may have impeded vision or caused 
plaintiff to not hear the train as it approached. According to plaintiff, the accident occurred 
during a time when the commotion and noise of a livestock auction rendered the nearby 
crossing "more than ordinarily hazardous." 
33. More recently, the Utah Court of Appeals applied the English standard of "more 
than ordinarily hazardous" in Gleave v. Denver & Rio Grande Western R.R. Co., 749 P.2d 
660 (Utah App. 1988). In Gleave, the plaintiff was hit by an empty coal train at a crossing 
in Springville, Utah. The court instructed the jury that "UDOT was statutorily given 
ultimate responsibility for crossing design and warning and safety devices and that, 
accordingly, [the jury] could not find Rio Grande negligent 'based upon any defects which 
might exist with respect to the design of the 1600 South crossing or based upon any problems 
you may perceive in the lack of traffic warning devices' there." Id. at 663. The jury found 
the crossing to be more than ordinarily hazardous and then further found that Rio Grande 
failed to exercise reasonable care in driving the train across the roadway "given the 
crossing's design, its physical characteristics, and the existing warning signs." Id. at 664. 
The conditions that contributed to this "hazardous" crossing in Gleave included a dangerous 
crossing angle, a mound of earth, and a curving track. 
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34. In Duncan v. Union Pacific R.R., 842 P.2d 832 (Utah 1992), a car containing a 
driver and three passengers was struck by a freight train in Tooele County on Droubay Road. 
While the road intersected the track at 43 degrees on the north and 136 degrees on the south, 
nothing obstructed the motorist's view of the tracks for several thousand feet. The Utah 
Supreme court in Duncan affirmed the trial court's finding that the "crossing was not 'more 
than ordinarily hazardous' because plaintiffs could not demonstrate, or even suggest, what 
more Union Pacific could have done to make this crossing safer, short of installing automatic 
warning lights and signs and gates, which admittedly was not its responsibility." Id. at 833. 
However, the Duncan court did reiterate the criteria used in the English case to determine 
whether a crossing would be found to be more than ordinarily hazardous: 
[A] crossing might be found to be more than ordinarily hazardous if it was 
in a thickly populated portion of a city; if the view of the tracks was 
obstructed because of the railroad itself or natural objects; if the crossing 
was frequented by heavy traffic so that approaching trains could not be 
heard; or if, for any reason, devices employed at the crossing were 
rendered inadequate to warn the public of the danger of an approaching 
train. 
Id. at 834 (quoting English, 13 Utah at 419-20, 45 P. at 50 (1896)). 
35. In light of the criteria set forth in English and reiterated in Duncan, the plaintiff in 
this case now argues that conditions present at the time of the accident, namely the auction 
barn and the traffic and commotion which accompany a livestock auction, meet the criteria of 
a "more than ordinarily hazardous" crossing. Plaintiff further argues that a factfinder should 
therefore be allowed to determine if the crossing was hazardous and, if so, whether 
defendant exercised reasonable care when driving the train across this particular railroad 
crossing. 
36. While not agreeing that the crossing was more than ordinarily hazardous, defendant 
argues that, assuming arguendo, "such a scenario does not impose a duty upon Union Pacific 
to reduce the train's speed below the federally mandated limit." See defendant's 
Memorandum in Support at 9, *[ 1. Defendant argues that the plaintiff in Easterwood also 
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alleged unsafe crossing conditions requiring additional warning devices. However, despite 
the Easterwood court's finding that plaintiff may have had a viable claim for an unsafe 
crossing, the Court found that the railroad had no duty to reduce the train's speed below the 
federal limit. Defendant argues that its train was traveling 10 m.p.h. below the federal limit 
and that because the FRA sets train speeds with crossing safety concerns already in mind, 
plaintiffs allegation of defendant's failure to reduce the speed of its train through the "more 
than ordinarily hazardous" crossing is unfounded. 
37. Defendant further argues that, when a crossing is deemed to be extrahazardous, a 
railroad's duty of care is limited to those unsafe conditions which it created or over which it 
has responsibility. See defendant's Reply Memorandum at 13. Defendant cites Gleave v. 
Denver & Rio Grande Western R.R., 749 P.2d 660 (Utah Ct. App. 1988), and Duncan v. 
Union Pacific R. Co., 842 P.2d 832 (Utah 1990), in alleging that a railroad's duty of care 
extends only to obstructions to view or sound caused by the railroad or located on railroad 
right of way or property. Defendant then cites Utah Code Ann. § 41-6-19, which places a 
duty of care on property owners to remove vegetation or other obstructions on their property 
which constitute a traffic hazard by obstructing the view of any motor vehicle operator, and 
Utah Code Ann. § 54-4-14 et seq., which delegates to the Utah Department of Transportation 
(UDOT) the responsibility for regulating the safe travel of motorists on roads and highways, 
including those which pass over and across railroad tracks. 
38. This Court finds that, even if a jury could determine the existence of conditions that 
would make the accident site a "more than ordinarily hazardous" crossing, those conditions 
were not the responsibility of defendant. The noise around the auction was not something 
within defendant's control. The fact that there were "No Parking" signs posted around the 
area following the accident to prevent parked cars from obstructing drivers' views of the 
railroad track does not imply any lack of care on defendant's part prior to the accident, since 
such precautions are not the defendant's responsibility. 
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39. For these reasons, the Court finds that, even if die railroad crossing was a "more 
than ordinarily hazardous" crossing when a livestock auction was in progress, any unusually 
hazardous conditions resulting from the auction were not defendant's responsibility. 
U.C.A § 56-1-14 (Locomotive Bells & Whistles) 
40. Utah Code Ann. § 56-1-14 governs the operation of locomotive whisde and bell 
devices at public railroad crossings. It provides as follows: 
Every locomotive shall be provided with a bell which shall be rung 
continuously from a point not less than than 80 rods from any city or town 
street or public highway grade crossing until such city or town street or 
public highway grade shall be crossed, but, except in towns and at 
terminal points, the sounding of the locomotive whistle or siren at least 
1/4 of a mile before reaching any such grade crossing shall be deemed 
equivalent to ringing the bell as aforesaid. . . 
Id. According to defendant, where the grade crossing is in a rural area such as the one in 
question, the requirement is that either the bell or die whistle must be operated beginning "at 
least" 1320 feet from the crossing. Defendant argues that Engineer Puffer sounded both the 
bell and the whistle approximately 1/4 of a mile from the crossing, well in excess of the 
statutorily required distance of 1320 feet. 
41. Plaintiff argues that neither the driver nor die passenger of the car ever heard the 
train's whistle or bells prior to the accident. See Affidavit of Alicia Jensen, Plaintiff's 
Memorandum in Opposition, Exhibit 3, and the recorded statement of Bruce Brinkmeier, 
Plaintiffs Memorandum in Opposition, Exhibit 4. Plaintiff alleges that the Pulse Electronics 
graph, attached to the Affidavit of Bruce Reading, indicates that no whistles or bells were 
sounded by the train as it approached the crossing. Plaintiff points to the statements of 
several witnesses who were near the crossing at the time of the accident. In their voluntary 
statements to police, Gerald and Whitney Hill made no mention of the train's whistle or bells 
at the time of the accident. Other witnesses also made voluntary statements to police and 
said nothing about hearing the train's whistle or bells at the time of the accident. However, 
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plaintiff has not provided the Court with any such statements in affidavit form, as required 
by Rule 4-501 of the Utah Code of Judicial Administration. 
42. The failure of the Pulse Electronics graph to record the whistle or bells of the train 
prior to the accident is explained by George E. Ohlsson in his Supplemental Affidavit. Mr. 
Ohlsson stated that the event recorder device installed on the locomotive used only 8-track 
cassettes, which do not have sufficient channels to record everything relative to the operation 
of the train; specifically, the 8-track cassette does not have a channel for showing whether 
the horn or whistle was being sounded. See Supplemental Affidavit of George E. Ohlsson, f 
2. Mr. Ohlsson further stated that Union Pacific is beginning to replace the 8-track cassette 
event recorders with solid state event recorders which are capable of recording the sounding 
of a train's whistle. Id. at *[ 4. Furthermore, there is testimony in the police record to 
support defendant's claim that the train did sound its whistle and bells at some point before 
reaching the crossing, and that there were witnesses to the accident who did hear the train's 
whistle and bells. See defendant's Memorandum in Support, Exhibit A (Voluntary 
Statements of Johnny Starks and Robert Craw). Ryan Puffer, engineer of the train, stated 
that he began sounding the whistle and the bells approximately 1/4 mile away from the 
crossing at 5950 South, and then continued operating the bells and whistle from 5950 South 
for another 1100 feet until the train reached the crossing at 650 West where the accident 
occurred. See defendant's Memorandum in Support, Exhibit C. 
43. The Court fmds that, despite plaintiffs reference to the voluntary statements of 
witnesses who said nothing about having heard the train's bells or whistle, plaintiff did not 
submit any affidavits to that effect in accordance with the requirements of Rule 4-501 of the 
Utah Code of Judicial Administration. Furthermore, there is no evidence to indicate that 
those witnesses were in a position to hear the bells and whistles if they had in fact been 
sounded. Conversely, defendant submitted the affidavit of Lhe train's engineer, Ryan Puffer, 
who stated that he checked the train prior to leaving Milford to verily that the brakes, 
whistle, and headlights worked properly. Mr. Puffer also stated that he sounded the train's 
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bells and whistles for over 1/4 of a mile prior to reaching the crossing at 5950 South, and 
continued to sound the whistle beyond that crossing because he knew there was another 
crossing (the 650 West crossing) shortly beyond the 5950 South crossing. Finally, Mr. 
Puffer stated that he was sounding the whistle continuously as he watched the truck and horse 
trailer cross the tracks just ahead of plaintiffs automobile. 
44. The Court finds the affidavit evidence presented is uncontradicted and that 
defendant did appropriately sound the train's bells and whistle as warning. 
Conclusion 
45. The Court concludes (a) that the speed of defendant's train was not a proximate 
cause of the accident; (b) that defendant was not responsible for any conditions which may 
have been present at the time of the accident and creating a "more than ordinarily hazardous" 
crossing; and (c) that defendant did sound the train's bells and whistle as it approached the 
crossing. Therefore, the Court finds no genuine issues of material fact remain as to 
defendant's liability to plaintiff. Accordingly, the Court grants defendant's Motion For 
Summary Judgment. 
Counsel for defendant is to prepare, within 15 days of the date hereof, an order 
consistent with the terms of this decision and submit it to opposing counsel for approval as to 
form prior to submission to the Court for signature. 
Dated at Provo, Utah this 15th day of May, 1995. 
:OURT: 
JUDGfe BOYD L. PARK 
cc: J. Clare Williams 
Allen Young 
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DEFENDANT'S REPLY MEMORANDUM 
IN SUPPORT OF MOTION 
FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
Civil No. 940400280 
Judge Boyd L. Park 
Defendant, Union Pacific Railroad Company ("Union Pacific"), 
submits the following Reply Memorandum in Support of its Motion for 
Summary Judgment. 
I. THERE IS NO GENUINE FACTUAL OR LEGAL DISPUTE REGARDING TRAIN 
SPEED. 
1. Plaintiff's Expert Witness Affidavits Are Incompetent, 
Conclusionary And Legally Insufficient Regarding What The 
Event Recorder Shows The Speed To Be. 
Plaintiff cannot raise a "genuine issue . . . [of] . . . 
material fact" regarding train speed by means of affidavits from 
incompetent expert witnesses making unsupported conclusionary 
statements. 
The only evidence of train speed on which plaintiff is relying 
is defendant's locomotive event recorder printout which, according 
to the Affidavit of George E. Ohlsson (Exhibit F to defendant's 
initial brief), shows an appropriate speed of 49-51 m.p.h. The 
Affidavits of J. Bruce Reading and Dennis Andrews do not raise any 
genuine issue concerning whether the train was traveling at an 
excessive speed because Reading and Andrews are not qualified to 
testify regarding what speed the event recorder printout shows. 
Rule 56(e) requires that opposing affidavits "shall show affirma-
tively that the affiant is competent to testify to the matters 
stated therein." As set forth in the Ohlsson Affidavit, Ohlsson has 
special knowledge, experience and training which qualify him to 
interpret event recorder printouts and determine whether they show 
excessive speed. Reading and Andrews set forth no such qualifica-
tions . 
Reading is an attorney and former UDOT civil engineer and 
Andrews is a former police officer and an accident reconstruction-
ist. They know about intersections and collisions, not railroad 
trains, train handling and locomotive event recorders. They profess 
no expertise in these unique and specialized areas of knowledge. 
Reading merely states that he reads the printout to show that the 
train "was traveling in excess of 50 m.p.h." (H 12). Andrews 
states little more, advising that he has "studied" the printout and 
has "ascertained" and "determined" that the train's speed was "in 
excess of 50 m.p.h." (H 7) and "was 51.5 m.p.h." (U 8). Without 
some explanation of their familiarity with and understanding of 
locomotive event recorders and train handling, Reading and Andrews 
are incompetent to testify regarding interpretation of the event 
recorder printout and whether the train was traveling at an 
excessive speed. Furthermore, their testimony in this regard is 
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unsupported and conclusionary. Accordingly, their affidavits are 
insufficient and should be disregarded on this issue. Edwards v. 
Didericksen, 597 P.2d 1328 (Utah 1979); Gaw v. State, 798 P.2d 1130 
(Utah Ct. App. 1990); Northern v. Blackham, 669 P.2d 857 (Utah 
1983) . 
2. 49 CFR § 217 Does Not Authorize Timetables To Change The 
Federal Speed Limits Set In 49 CFR § 213.9. 
Rule 704, Utah Rules of Evidence, was not intended to allow a 
witness, expert or not, to give legal conclusions. Davidson v. 
Prince, 813 P.2d 1225 (Utah Ct. App.) cert, denied, 826 P.2d 651 
(Utah 1991). Bruce Reading's assertion at «I«I 7-9 of his affidavit, 
to the effect that the federal speed limits set in 49 CFR § 213.9 
are "clarified and restricted" by 49 CFR § 217, is a legal 
conclusion and should be disregarded. 
Section 217 does not require speed limit changes be filed with 
the Federal Railroad Administration ("FRA"). It requires only the 
filing of railroad operating rules and timetables which may or may 
not contain speed limits.1 Section 217 makes no reference to train 
speed limits and says nothing about timetable speeds modifying the 
federal limits imposed by § 213.9. Neither does § 213.9 say 
anything about the maximum speed limits set forth therein being 
subject to modification by railroad timetables. As explained in CSX 
Transportation, Inc. v. Easterwood, 113 S. Ct. 732; 123 L. Ed.2d 387 
(1993), it is § 213.9 which sets the "ceiling" or "maximum" speed, 
Although timetables contain system wide speed limits, speed 
limits can also be set and adjusted by Superintendents' orders which 
are not contained in the timetable. 
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not timetables. Implicit in such holding is the understanding that 
while a railroad may not exceed such limit, it may by internal fiat 
voluntarily operate its trains at any slower speed deemed 
appropriate. It would seem nonsensical to blame a railroad for 
operating at a fraction over a self-imposed timetable speed limit 
when it could have increased that limit at any time by substantially 
more than the fractional amount without making any reference to the 
timetable or filing the change with the FRA. 
Timetable filings under § 217 have no effect on the maximum 
speeds at which a railroad may operate its trains under § 213.9. 
The Code of Federal Regulations does not authorize it and plaintiff 
can cite no case law that supports such an argument. The only 
authority on point is Easterwood which specifically holds that 
§ 213.9 "covers the subject matter" regarding train speed limits. 
123 L.Ed.2d at 403. The Court should not rule otherwise. 
3. The Train Was Traveling Within The Timetable Speed Limit. 
49 CFR § 229.117 (copy attached as Exhibit K) requires every 
locomotive operating in excess of 20 m.p.h. to be equipped with a 
"speed indicator" (event recorder) accurate within +3 m.p.h. at 
speeds of 10-30 m.p.h., and accurate within +5 m.p.h. at speeds 
above 30 m.p.h. These federal accuracy standards recognize the 
inherent variables in locomotive speed gauges and event recorders 
referred to in the Ohlsson Affidavit, and preempt any argument of 
excessive speed as long as the speed was within the variable 
allowed. Accordingly, here any speed shown on the event recorder 
printout up to and including 55 m.p.h. is an allowable variable 
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under to 49 CFR § 229.117. Therefore, not only was the train 
traveling within the federal speed limit, but it was also traveling 
within the timetable limit as that limit must be interpreted by 
factoring in the 5 m.p.h. variable allowed by § 229.117. To rule 
otherwise would be to assume that the event recorder was precisely 
accurate when in fact the actual speed may have been well below 50 
m.p.h. 
II. PLAINTIFF HAS NOT RAISED A GENUINE ISSUE OF MATERIAL FACT 
CONCERNING WHETHER DEFENDANT COMPLIED WITH UCA § 56-1-14. 
1. Plaintiff's Affidavit Is Inconsistent With Her Previous 
Testimony. 
Plaintiff's statement in her affidavit that she "did not hear 
the train blow its whistle or sound its horn anytime prior to the 
collision" is inconsistent with her Answer to Interrogatory No. 26. 
In response to the question of how the accident happened, plaintiff 
answered simply: 
I remember nothing of the accident and very 
little, if anything, of what happened prior to 
the accident. 
Plaintiff's Answer to Interrogatory No. 26, copy attached as 
Exhibit M. Since a party may not rely on a subsequent affidavit 
that contradicts prior sworn testimony in order to create an issue 
of fact, plaintiff's affidavit testimony that she did not hear the 
whistle should be disregarded. Webster v. Sill, 675 P.2d 1170 (Utah 
1983); Gaw v. State, 798 P.2d 1130 (Utah Ct. App. 1990). 
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2. Plaintiff's Statement In Her Affidavit That She Did Not 
Hear The Whistle Is Not Probative Evidence. 
Plaintiff does not testify in her affidavit that the whistle 
was not sounded--only that she did not hear it. Such a statement 
is considered "negative" testimony and, without more, is not suffi-
ciently probative to raise an issue of fact regarding whether the 
whistle was blown, in the face of the positive testimony set forth 
in the affidavit of Engineer Ryan Puffer (Exhibit D to defendant's 
initial brief). In order for plaintiff's testimony to rise to the 
level of positive testimony sufficient to raise a question of fact, 
she must additionally testify that not only was she in a physical 
position to hear the whistle, but also that she was paying 
sufficient attention that she would have heard the whistle had it 
been sounded. Hudson v. Union Pacific RR, 233 P.2d 357 (Utah 1951); 
Seabold v. Union Pacific RR, 239 P.2d 175 (Utah 1951); Bebout v. 
Norfolk & Western Rwy. Co., 982 F.2d 1178 (7th Cir. 1993). 
Plaintiff has not laid this kind of foundation in her affidavit. 
In view of her earlier testimony that she remembers little if 
anything of the events leading up to the accident and her failure 
to deny involvement in the "wish game" she was playing with Bruce 
Brinkmeier, she cannot do so now. The fact that she did not hear 
any whistle even though others did, including independent witnesses, 
is supportive of the fact that plaintiff was not paying attention. 
3. Bruce Brinkmeier's Statement Is Not Probative Evidence. 
For the same reasons set forth in paragraph II. 2. above, Bruce 
Brinkmeier's negative statement that he did not hear the whistle 
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does not raise an issue of fact concerning whether the whistle was 
blown. As stated at p. 15 of his statement (attached as Exhibit 4 
to plaintiff's Memorandum in Opposition): 
CR--(Claim Representative) Did you hear any 
trains coming? 
I-- (Interviewee) Nope, I didn't hear the train 
or a horn. 
CR--You weren't paying attention for any train 
horns, do you know or ? 
I--Oh, I'm sure I was subconsciously, but not 
paying attention. 
CR--Right. 
I--But the people, the witnesses at the 
auction, said that he was blowing his horn from 
a ways back. 
CR—Right. 
I--But I never heard anything. 
Not only does Brinkmeier admit that he never heard the whistle, 
but he also admits that he was not listening or paying attention. 
Thus, he impliedly admits that the whistle could have been sounded--
he just didn't hear it. His statement is negative testimony and 
cannot be changed into positive testimony since he cannot meet the 
second portion of the two-pronged foundational test of paying 
sufficient attention. 
In any event, Brinkmeier's statement is not in affidavit form 
and is not, therefore, competent to raise an issue of fact in the 
face of Engineer Puffer's Affidavit testimony that the whistle was 
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sounded. It is clear that when a motion for summary judgment is 
filed and supported by Affidavit, the party opposing the motion has 
an affirmative duty to respond with affidavits or other materials 
allowed by Rule 56(e). This plaintiff has not done. Brinkmeier's 
statement that he did not hear the whistle should be disregarded. 
D & L Supply v. Saurini, 775 P.2d 420 (Utah 1989). 
4. The Statements Of Gerald and Whitney Hill Are Not 
Probative Evidence That Defendant Did Not Comply With The 
Whistle Statute. 
The Hills make no reference to the whistle one way or the 
other--the subject simply was not addressed. A failure to make 
mention that the whistle was sounded does not provide a basis for 
arguing that it was not. If it did, by the same reasoning defendant 
could argue that a failure to mention that the whistle was not 
sounded gives rise to the implication that it was. For obvious 
reasons, including their not being in affidavit form, these state-
ments are not evidence on the issue of whether the whistle was blown 
for the statutory distance or at all. The statements should be 
disregarded on this issue. 
Defendant also notes that in mentioning the Hills' failure to 
say that the whistle was sounded, plaintiff selectively overlooks 
the statement from eyewitness Johnny Starks, which was also attached 
to the Sheriff's Report, that: "I heard the train honking". 
5. There Is No Material Variation Between Defendant's 
Statement Of Facts And Its Answers To Interrogatories. 
U.C.A. §56-1-14 does not require a particular "sequence" of 
whistle sounds--only that the whistle or the bell be operated 
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"continuously" from one-quarter (1/4) mile away on up to the 
crossing. The continuous requirement could mean one constant blast 
for the entire distance without any interruption—or it could mean 
intermittent blasts of one length or another "continuously" for the 
required distance. Statutorily, it does not matter which way the 
engineer chooses to do it as long as he does it for the requisite 
distance. Accordingly, it is irrelevant whether defendant's Answer 
to Interrogatory No. 10 dated July 22, 1994, specified that the 
whistle was sounded intermittently in a certain sequence of sounds 
and that its Statement of Facts, based upon Engineer Puffer's later 
Affidavit, specified that the whistle and bell were being operated 
"continuously" for the required distance. In this regard, plaintiff 
fails to mention that at the same time that Engineer Puffer provided 
his Affidavit, defendant filed Supplemental Answers to Interrog-
atories dated February 3, 1995, which conformed its earlier Answer 
to Interrogatory No. 10 to Engineer Puffer's testimony in his 
Affidavit. (Defendant's Answer to Interrogatory No. 10 and 
Supplemental Answer to Interrogatory No. 10 are attached hereto 
collectively as Exhibit L) . Accordingly, there is no inconsistency 
or variation in defendant's facts regarding the sounding of the 
whistle. 
6. The Event Recorder Printout Is Not Evidence That The 
Whistle Was Not Sounded. 
As explained in the attached Supplemental Affidavit of George 
E. Ohlsson (attached as Exhibit N) , the event recorder printout 
fails to show that the whistle was being sounded because the design 
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of the recording device used on the locomotive is of the older type 
which does not have a channel for recording a whistle. The event 
recorder installed on the locomotive uses an 8 track cassette which 
does not have a channel for hookup to record whether or not the 
whistle was sounded. Accordingly, the reason why the event recorder 
printout does not show a whistle is not that the whistle was not 
being sounded. It was because the recorder was not designed or 
installed on the locomotive to do so. The event recorder printout 
is irrelevant on the issue of whether the whistle was sounded. 
7. Defendant's Operation Of The Bell Alone Satisfies The 
Requirements Of U.C.A. § 56-1-14. 
As previously mentioned, U.C.A. § 56-1-14 allows either the 
whistle or the bell to be operated for the statutory distance. 
Engineer Puffer's affidavit testimony is that he operated both 
warning devices for the requisite distance. Plaintiff has not 
produced any probative evidence or made any argument to the effect 
that defendant did not operate the bell. Accordingly, the Court may 
find that defendant met the statutory requirements imposed by 
§ 56-1-14 by sounding the bell regardless of whether the whistle was 
also blown. 
III. THE CONDITION OF THE CROSSING AT THE TIME OF THE ACCIDENT DID 
NOT IMPOSE ADDITIONAL DUTIES OF CARE ON UNION PACIFIC. 
1. Other Than As To Speed Plaintiff Does Not Complain That 
Defendant Was Negligent Because Of The Extrahazardous 
Nature Of The Crossing. 
Paragraph 9 of plaintiff's Complaint contains her specific 
allegations of negligence which include only (1) excessive train 
speed; (2) excessive train speed through a more than ordinarily 
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hazardous crossing; and (3) failure to blow the whistle in 
accordance with U.C.A. § 56-1-14. Plaintiff's only allegation with 
reference to an extrahazardous crossing was made in support of her 
argument that the speed of defendant's train was excessive. 
Defendant addressed that contention in U II, pp. 9-11 of its initial 
brief. Plaintiff's Complaint does not state that the alleged 
extrahazardous nature of the crossing imposed any additional duties 
upon defendant with reference to either the crossing or its train 
operations. 
2 . There Is No Probative Evidence That The Crossing Was More 
Than Ordinarily Hazardous. 
Apparently plaintiff's only basis for arguing a more than 
ordinarily hazardous crossing is her allegation that the auction 
held at the Utah Livestock Auction premises located in the southwest 
quadrant of the crossing intersection, which is on the opposite side 
of the tracks from which plaintiff's automobile approached, brought 
additional traffic congestion and noise to the area sufficient to 
obstruct the view of the approaching train and obscure or muffle the 
warning sounds of the train's approach. Plaintiff, however, does 
not present even a scintilla of probative evidence to the effect 
that either such obstructions were present or that they made the 
crossing more than ordinarily hazardous. 
While plaintiff now testifies by affidavit that "I noticed that 
there were a lot of trucks and trailers which obstructed our view 
of the tracks in all directions", in earlier answers to interrogato-
ries plaintiff specifically testified that she did not remember 
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whether the view at the crossing was obstructed. Defendant's 
Interrogatories Nos. 25 and 26 and plaintiff's Answers thereto 
(Copies attached as Exhibit M) are as follows: 
25. Describe in detail any and all obstructions to 
your vision of the train's approach and railroad 
crossing where the accident occurred at the time of 
the accident. 
Answer: I do not recall if the view was 
obstructed. 
26. State in detail your version of how the 
accident occurred. 
Answer: I remember nothing of the accident and very 
little, if anything, of what happened prior to the 
accident. 
As explained above under paragraph II. 1. above, for purposes of 
defeating a motion for summary judgment plaintiff is not allowed to 
change previously sworn testimony in order to create an issue of 
fact. Plaintiff's affidavit testimony that the train's approach was 
obstructed should be disregarded. 
There is no probative evidence regarding obstruction to view 
and no evidence whatsoever, either in affidavit form or otherwise, 
that the auction noise obscured the sound of the warning devices on 
the train. Accordingly, in the face of the photographs attached to 
defendant's initial brief, which speak for themselves, plaintiff's 
bare allegation that the crossing was more than ordinarily hazardous 
does not create an issue of fact for jury consideration, and the 
Court should so rule as a matter of law. Duncan v. Union Pacific 
R. Co., 790 P.2d 595 (Utah Ct. App. 1990), afield., 842 P.2d 832 
(Utah 1992) . 
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3. The Law Imposes No Additional Duty On Defendant Because 
Of The Nature Of The Crossing. 
Plaintiff misstates the duty of care Utah law imposes on 
railroads where crossings are or may be determined to be more than 
ordinarily hazardous. Initially, a railroad cannot be held liable 
for crossing conditions unless the crossing is more than ordinarily 
hazardous. Duncan v. Union Pacific R. Co., 842 P.2d 832, 833 (Utah 
1990). Where a crossing is or may be deemed to be extrahazardous, 
a railroad's duty of care is limited to those unsafe conditions 
which it created or over which it has responsibility. Thus, 
obstructions to view or sound caused or created by the railroad or 
located on railroad right of way or property would be the railroad's 
responsibility to abate. Gleave v. Denver & Rio Grande Western 
R.R., 749 P.2d 660 (Utah Ct. App. 1988); Duncan, supra. However, 
adjacent property owners have responsibility to remove vegetation 
or other obstructions on their property which constitute a "traffic 
hazard," (UCA § 41-6-19); and UDOT has been delegated the 
responsibility for regulating the safe travel of motorists on roads 
and highways, including those which pass over and across railroad 
tracks. UCA § 54-4-14 et seq.; Duncan, supra. 
It is not enough for plaintiff to simply allege that the 
crossing was more than ordinarily hazardous. Plaintiff must also 
allege and prove the specific duty of care that was breached by the 
Railroad, such as the "wild vegetation" the Railroad allowed to grow 
on its right of way and which obstructed the motorist's view in the 
Gleave case, supra. 
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Here plaintiff makes a bare allegation of an extrahazardous 
crossing but fails to allege how defendant was negligent with 
respect to such condition. Under Duncan, defendant had no duty to 
signalize the crossing. Under Easterwood, defendant had no duty to 
reduce its speed (even though it did) below the federal limit (see 
defendant's initial brief, pp. 9-11). And obviously, defendant was 
not responsible for any problems that may have been caused by the 
livestock action which was located entirely off the right of way. 
As stated in Duncan: 
Plaintiff has failed to "demonstrate, or even 
suggest what more Union Pacific could [legally] 
have done to make this crossing safer, short of 
installing automatic warning lights and gates, 
which admittedly was not its responsibility. 
842 P.2d at 833-34. The Court should rule as a matter of law not 
only that the crossing was not more than ordinarily hazardous, but 
also that defendant breached no duty of care owed to the plaintiff. 
CONCLUSION 
As a matter of law the federally set speed limit for the 
trackage where the crossing is located was 60 m.p.h. and there is 
no factual dispute that defendant's train was traveling 
substantially under that limit. There is no probative evidence that 
the train whistle and bell were not sounded as prescribed by the 
statute. There is no probative evidence that the crossing was more 
than ordinarily hazardous or even assuming that it was, that 
defendant breached any duty of care owed to the plaintiff with 
respect to such alleged condition. Defendant submits that the 
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undisputed probative facts and the law show that the accident was 
not caused by any negligence on defendant's part, and that the Court 
should grant defendant's Motion. 
DATED this 8th day of March, 1995. ^ /") / 
)rneys for Defendant 
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No Service 
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§229.113 49CFRCh. II (10-1-94 Edition) 
water. The fill test valve may not dis-
charge steam or hot water into the 
s team generator compartment . 
} 229.113 Warning notice. 
Whenever any steam generator has 
been shut down because of defects, a 
distinctive warning notice giving rea-
sons for the shut-down shall be con-
spicuously attached near the s team 
generator s tar t ing controls until the 
necessary repairs have been made.,The 
locomotive in which the s team genera-
tor displaying a warning notice is lo-
cated may continue in service unti l the 
next periodic inspection. 
CABS AND CA3 EQUIPMENT 
§ 229.115 Slip/slide alarms. 
(a) Except for MU locomotives, each 
locomotive used in road service shall 
be equipped with a device tha t provides 
an audible or visual alarm in the cab of 
either slipping or sliding wheels on 
powered axles under power. When two 
or more locomotives are coupled in 
multiple or remote control, the wheel 
slip/slide alarm of each locomotive 
shall be shown in the cab of the con-
trolling locomotive. 
(b) Except as provided in §229.9, an 
equipped locomotive may not be dis-
patched in road service, or continue in 
road service following a daily inspec-
tion, unless the wheel slip/slide protec-
tive device of whatever type— 
(1) Is functioning for each powered 
axle under power; and 
(2) Would function on each powered 
axle if it were under power. 
(c) Effective January 1, 1981. all new 
locomotives capable of being used in 
road service shall be equipped with a 
device tha t detects wheel slip/slide for 
each powered axle when it is under 
power. The device shall produce an au-
dible or visual alarm in the cab. 
§ 229.117 Speed indicators. 
(a) After December 31. 1980. each lo-
comotive used as a controll ing loco-
motive at speeds in excess of 20 miles 
per hour shall be equipp-ed with a sp-eed 
indicator which is— 
(1) Accurate within r3 miles per hour 
of actual speed at speeds of 10 to 30 
miles per hour and accurate within r5 
miles per hour at speeds above 30 miles 
per hour; and 
2^) Clearly readable from the engi-
neer's normal position under all light 
conditions. 
ib) Each speed indicator required 
shall be tested as soon as possible after 
departure by means of speed test sec-
tions or equivalent procedures. 
^229.119 Cabs, floors, and passage-
ways. 
(a) Cab seats shall be securely 
mounted and braced. Cab doors shall be 
equipped with a secure and operable 
latching device. 
(b) Cab windows of the lead loco-
motive shall provide an undistorted 
view of the right-of-way for the crew 
from their normal position in the cab. 
vSee also. Safety Glazing Standards, 49 
CFR part 223, 44 FR 77348, Dec. 31, 1979.) 
(c) Floors of cabs, passageways, and 
compartments shall be kept free from 
oil, water, waste or any obstruction 
that creates a slipping, tripping or fire 
hazard. Floors shall be properly treated 
to provide secure footing. 
(d) The cab shall be provided with 
proper venti lat ion and with a heating 
arrangement tha t maintains a tem-
perature of a t least 50 degrees Fahr-
enheit 6 inches above the center of 
each seat in the cab. 
(e) Similar locomotives with open 
end platforms coupled in multiple con-
trol and used in road service shall have 
a means of safe passage between them; 
no passageway is required through the 
nose of car body locomotives. There 
shall be a continuous barrier across the 
full width of the end of a locomotive or 
a continuous barrier between loco-
motives. 
(f) Containers shall be provided for 
carrying fusees and torpedoes. A single 
container may be used if it has a parti-
tion to separate fusees from torpedoes. 
Torpedoes shall be kept in a closed 
metal container. 
§ 229.121 Locomotive cab noise. 
(a) After August 31, 1980. the permis-
sible expcsure to a continuous noise in 
a locomotive cab shall not exceed an 
eight-hour time-weighted average of 
S0d3CA), with a doubling rate of 5dB(A) 
as indicated in the table. Continuous 
noise i3 any sound with a ri3e time of 
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IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
—oooOooo— 
: PLAINTIFF'S MEMORANDUM 
ALICIA JENSEN, IN OPPOSITION TO DEFENDANT'S 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
Plaintiff, : 
v. : 
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD, INC., : Civil No. 940400280 
Defendant. : Judge: Boyd L. Park 
—oooOooo— 
COMES NOW the plaintiff, by and through counsel, Allen K. Young of Young & 
Kester, and hereby responds to Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment. 
I. 
PLAINTIFF'S RESPONSE TO DEFENDANT'S 
"UNDISPUTED FACTS" 
1. Admit. 
2. Admit. 
3. Admit. 
4. Admit. 
5. Admit. 
6. Deny. Each Saturday morning, there is a livestock auction at the 
intersection of 650 West 5950 South, Spanish Fork, Utah. Vehicles park all around and 
obstruct the view in all directions. Shortly after the accident, the investigating officer 
requested that "No Parking" signs be posted in the area of the tracks. See the report of the 
investigating officer, C. J. Witney, attached as exhibit A to the Defendant's Memorandum 
in support of its Motion for Summary Judgment. The photographs attached to the Affidavit 
of Claims Adjustor Lawrence Curley were clearly not taken on a Saturday morning during 
the busy auction. 
7. The plaintiff has no knowledge sufficient at this time to deny the allegations 
in Paragraph 7 and therefore admits the same at this time. 
8. The plaintiff has no knowledge upon which to deny the allegations of 
Paragraph 8 at this time, and therefore admits the same. 
9. Deny. The Federally mandated speed limit for the area in question is 50 
miles per hour. See the Affidavits of J. Bruce Reading and Dennis Andrews, attached 
hereto as Exhibits 1 and 2. At the time of the collision, the train was traveling at a speed in 
excess of 50 miles per hour, and had been averaging 51.5 miles per hour for the three 
minutes immediately prior to the collision. See the Affidavit of Dennis Andrews, attached 
hereto as Exhibit 2. 
10. Deny. The train was traveling at a speed in excess of 50 miles per hour as 
the train approached the intersection and had been for more than three minutes. Had the 
train been traveling at no more than the 50 mile per hour speed limit, the collision would 
never have occurred. See the Affidavit of Dennis Andrews, attached hereto as Exhibit 2. 
11. Admit. 
12. Deny. The plaintiff Alicia Jensen has no recollection of seeing the train or 
its lights prior to the collision. See the Affidavit of Alicia Jensen, attached hereto as Exhibit 
3. 
13. Deny. The plaintiff, Alicia Jensen, did not hear a train whistle prior to the 
collision. See the Affidavit of Alicia Jensen, attached hereto as Exhibit 3. Bruce 
Brinkmeier did not hear the train whistle prior to the collision. See the recorded statement 
of Bruce Brinkmier, taken by Lawrence Curley, Union Pacific Claims Representative, 
attached hereto as Exhibit 4. The Pulse Electronics chart taken from the train shows no 
evidence of the train whistle blowing before the intersection. See the Pulse Electronics 
chart attached to the Affidavit of J. Bruce Reading as Exhibit E. In Answers to 
Interrogatories and in Affidavits, the defendant has made inconsistent statements with 
regard to the train's whistle blowing prior to the collision. See Answers to Interrogatories 
and the Affidavit of Puffer. 
14. Deny. See response to Paragraph 13. 
15. Deny. See response to Paragraphs 12 and 13. 
16. The plaintiff has no facts to dispute Mr. Puffer's statement about his 
observations at this time, and therefore admits the same. 
17. The plaintiff has no facts to dispute Mr. Puffer's statement about his 
observations at this time, and therefore admits the same. 
18. Generally admit. 
19. Generally admit. However, Alicia Jensen has no recollection of doing so 
just prior to the collision. See the Affidavit of Alicia Jensen, attached hereto as Exhibit 3. 
20. Admit that they never saw or heard the train prior to impact. Deny the 
remainder of the Allegation. 
21. Deny for lack of knowledge and failure of defendant to cite location of 
citation in record. 
22. Admit the first four sentences. Deny allegation that Puffer did everything 
within his power to warn, since both occupants of the vehicle deny seeing lights or hearing 
the horn. 
23. Admit. 
II. 
PLAINTIFF'S STATEMENT OF UNCONTROVERTED FACTS 
1. The maximum speed limit for trains in the area of the collision, according to 
the Union Pacific Timetable in force on the date of the collision was 50 Miles per hour. 
See the Affidavit of J. Bruce Reading, attached hereto as Exhibit 1, and the Union Pacific 
Timetable attached to Mr. Reading's Affidavit as Exhibit C. See also the Affidavit of 
Dennis Andrews, attached hereto as Exhibit 2. 
2. 50 miles per hour is the Federally enforceable speed, and speeds in excess 
of 50 violate Federal law. See the Affidavit of J. Bruce Reading, attached hereto as Exhibit 
1. 
3. Just prior to the collision, the train was traveling at a speed in excess of 50 
miles per hour. See the Affidavit of J. Bruce Reading and and the Pulse Electronics speed 
tape attached thereto as Exhibit E. See also the Affidavit of Dennis Andrews. 
4. Had the defendant's train traveled at 50 miles per hour or less for the three 
minutes immediately prior to the collision, the train would have been at least 392.25 feet 
southwest of the intersection, and would have been at least 5.35 seconds from the 
crossing, thereby avoiding a collision with the vehicle in which the plaintiff was a 
passenger. See the Affidavit of Dennis Andrews, attached hereto as Exhibit 2. 
5. The Pulse Electronics, Inc. graph taken from the train at the scene does not 
reflect that a horn was sounded prior to the collision. See the Pulse Electronic, Inc. chart 
attached to the Affidavit of J. Bruce Reading as Exhibit E. 
III. 
MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES 
A. Summary Judgment Should Not Be Granted Because Material Facts 
Are In Dispute. 
When a Motion for Summary Judgment is submitted, the moving party must 
establish that there are no material facts in dispute and that the moving party is entitied to 
judgment as a matter of law. Atkinson v. IHC Hospitals. Inc.. 798 P. 2d 733 (Utah 
1990). The plaintiff has disputed relevant facts that the defendant has set forth as 
uncontroverted. The plaintiff and Bruce Brinkmeier both deny hearing any warning bells 
or whistles prior to the collision. The Pulse speed graph which has a line for the horn and 
whistle does not show that a whistle was blown prior to the collision. The railroad has 
made inconsistent statements in its Answers to Interrogatories and its Affidavits about the 
nature and manner of warnings. All of these facts are material to a finder of fact. The 
undisputed Affidavits of plaintiffs experts show that the train was speeding at the time of 
the collision and had been for at least three minutes prior to the collision. Had the train not 
been speeding, the accident would not have occurred, according to expert Dennis 
Andrews. If material facts are in dispute, summary judgment is inappropriate and 
should not be granted by the trial court. Therefore, on the factual basis alone, summary 
judgment in favor of the defendant should be denied. Nevertheless, the following 
argument establishes the reasons defendant is not entitled to summary judgment as a matter 
of law. 
B . Union Pacific Can Be Held Liable For The Injuries To Plaintiff 
Because The Train Was Traveling In Excess Of The Authorized 
Speed Limit. 
The defendant lays most of its eggs in the basket of CSX Transportation, Inc. V. 
Easterwood. 113 S. Ct. 732; 123 L. Ed. 2d 387. In that case, the plaintiffs made claims 
under state common law negligence issues and claims that the defendants exceeded 
reasonable speeds. The facts in the case were undisputed that the Federal Railway 
Administration had set a maximum authorized speed on the section of track in question at 
60 miles per hour and the train which struck the plaintiffs' vehicle was going significantly 
slower. The Supreme Court, in a 7-2 opinion, ruled that the "speed limits must be read as 
not only establishing a ceiling, but also precluding additional State regulation of the sort 
which respondent seeks to impose on petitioner." 123 L. Ed. 2d at 403. The logic of the 
Supreme Court in the Easterwood case is that the Court did not want states or 
municipalities to interfere with Federal law, the Federal Railway administration, or 
interstate commerce. 
The facts in this case are very different. In this case, the defendant Union Pacific 
Railroad Co., pursuant to 49 C. F. R. 217, has filed with the Federal Railway 
Administration its Timetable evidencing that the maximum authorized speed at the 
intersection of this collision is 50 miles per hour. See page 77 of the Union Pacific 
Railroad System Timetable No. 9, attached hereto as Exhibit C of the Affidavit of J. Bruce 
Reading. The rules, regulations and Timetables filed with the Federal Railway 
Administration are enforceable against the defendant, and train speeds in excess of those 
Timetables violate Federal law. See the Affidavit of Bruce Reading, attached hereto as 
Exhibit 1, and Exhibits A through E attached to his Affidavit. 
The undisputed fact is that the defendant's train was traveling in excess of 50 miles 
per hour immediately prior to the collision and had averaged, for three miles immediately 
prior to the collision, a speed of 51.5 miles per hour. See the Affidavit of J. Bruce 
Reading attached as Exhibit 1 hereto. See also the Affidavit of Dennis Andrews, attached 
hereto as Exhibit 2. 
The plaintiff in this case does not attempt to impose upon the defendant Union 
Pacific Railroad Co. a State speed regulation which is more stringent than its Federal 
counterpart. Rather, the plaintiff claims that the defendant's train was exceeding its own 
maximum authorized Timetable speed (thereby violating Federal law) and in so doing was 
negligent. Plaintiff submits that this negligence was a cause in fact of the collision which 
so horribly injured the plaintiff. 
The Supreme Court, in its decision in Easterwood. is careful to conclude that most 
state law claims are not pre-empted by Federal statute. The issue of speed was pre-empted 
because there was no allegation in the pleadings (in fact the parties agreed that the train was 
traveling 40-45 miles per hour in a 60 mile per hour zone) that the train exceeded the 
maximum authorized speed. It would be illogical to argue that the Federal Government 
intended to pre-empt claims based on negligence where the train exceeds the maximum 
authorized Federal speed; in other words to allow the defendant to operate its trains 
unlawfuly and negligently, and then hide behind Federal pre-emption. 
C. Compliance With Requirements of U.C. A. § 56-1-14 Is An Issue of 
Genuine Material Fact. 
Whether Union Pacific fulfilled its duty to conduct the proper procedure required by 
Utah law is a disputed issue of genuine material fact. Utah Code Annotated § 56-1-14 
requires: 
Every locomotive shall be provided with a bell which shall be rung 
continuously from a point not less than eighty rods from any city or 
town street or public grade crossing until such city or town street or 
public highway grade crossing shall be crossed except in towns and 
in terminal points, the sounding of the locomotive whistle or siren at 
least one-fourth of a mile before reaching any such grade crossine shall 
be deemed equivalent to ringing the bell as aforesaid. . . U.C.A § 56-1-14 
(Emphasis added). 
Neither the plaintiff, nor the driver of the vehicle, Bruce Brinkmeier ever heard the 
train sound its horns or whistles. Train horns and whistles are historically very loud. The 
failure of the plaintiff or her driver to hear them certainly creates an issue of fact about 
whether the engineer ever, or in what manner, sounded the horns or bells. 
In the statements of witnesses Gerald and Whitney Hill, and Ryan Puffer, the 
engineer, there is no mention of the train's horn blowing or bell sounding as is required by 
law. See Exhibit A to Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment, the Utah County 
Sheriffs Department Report, Voluntary Statements. Gerald and Whitney Hill were 
occupants of the automobile which proceeded across the grade crossing immediately before 
the defendant's train struck plaintiffs car as it started across the grade crossing. The 
plaintiff submits that the Hills' statements are not only proof that the whistle was not 
blown, but also of the "more than ordinarily dangerous" nature of the grade crossing, 
which is specifically addressed in Section D of this response. 
Furthermore, the defendant's Statement of Fact varies from its Answers to 
Plaintiffs First Set of Interrogatories. In its answer to plaintiffs Interrogatory asking, 
"How many times, and at what intervals, was the whistle of the defendant's train activated 
in the minute prior to the collision with the vehicle in which the plaintiff was a passenger?" 
the defendant answered, "continuously from approximately one quarter mile prior to the 
crossing in a two long, one short, one long repeat sequence." Yet according to Number 15 
of Defendant's Memorandum of Points and Authorities, "Puffer turned the bell on when he 
started sounding the whistle for the 5950 South crossing. He never turned the bell off until 
after the accident. Puffer operated the whistle and bell continuously from more than one 
quarter mile away up to the point of accident." The first account of the whistle blowing 
mentions a pattern or "sequence"; however, the second record does not mention any such 
pattern. It merely states that the bell and whistle were operated "continuously" 
(Defendant's Memorandum of Points and Authorities in Support of Motion for Summary 
Judgment, page 5). 
The Pulse Electronics graph attached to the Affidavit of J. Bruce Reading as Exhibit 
E, and taken from the train by the Utah County Sheriff at the time of the collision, indicates 
that no whistles or bells were sounded by the train. It is & question of material fact as to 
whether or not the recorder was working properly, or if the train did not in fact sound any 
whistles or bells, and is a question for a finder of fact, to be determined by a jury, from 
evidence and testimony at trial. 
The plaintiff, Alicia Jensen, did not hear the train sound its whistle or bells. See the 
Affidavit of Alicia Jensen, attached hereto as Exhibit 3. See also, the taped statement of 
Bruce Brinkmeier, the driver of the Jensen vehicle, taken by Lawrence Curley, Union 
Pacific Claims Representative, wherein Mr. Brinkmeier stated that he did not hear the train 
blow its whistle. See Exhibit 4, at page 10. Whether Alicia Jensen and Bruce Brinkmeier 
did not hear the train's whistle or bells because they were not blown, or because the sound 
was muffled by the sounds of the auction, is a question of material fact. 
In sum, the issue of whether Union Pacific actually operated its bell and whistle, as 
is required by law, is a genuine issue of material fact. 
D , Plaintiff Is Claiming That Grade Crossing is More than Ordinarily 
Dangerous. Which Is An Issue For Trial. 
Plaintiffs Complaint avers that the crossing was "more than ordinarily hazardous" 
(Plaintiffs Complaint, Paragraph 7). Under the holding in English v. Southern Pacific 
Co.. 13 Utah 407, 45 P.47 (1986), a crossing that is "more than ordinarily hazardous" 
adds an additional duty of care to the railroad. The English standard was recently applied 
in Gleave v. Denver & Rio Grande Western Railroad Company. 749 P. 2d 660 (1988), for 
injuries caused in a grade crossing accident. In Gleave. the Court held that the plaintiff 
could not argue any defect which was the responsibility of UDOT, meaning any permanent 
warning devices. However, if the plaintiff had proven that the crossing was "more than 
ordinarily dangerous", it was a matter for the jury to determine whether or not the railroad 
was at fault. The Gleavejury found Rio Grande at fault because trees blocked the view of 
the train; the jury's verdict was upheld by the Utah Supreme Court. 
Recently, in Duncan v. Union Pacific Railroad. 842 P. 2d 832 (1992), a car 
containing a driver and three passengers was struck by a train on Droubay Road in Tooele 
County. The Duncan Court upheld precedent established in English v. Southern Pacific 
Co.. 13 Utah 407, 45 P. 47 (1896), that railroad companies are not responsible for 
crossing conditions unless the crossing is "more than ordinarily hazardous." Id at 833. 
The Utah Supreme Court, in Duncan, held that the crossing was not more than ordinarily 
hazardous as 'plaintiffs could not demonstrate, or even suggest, what more Union Pacific 
could have done to make this crossing safer, short of installing automatic warning lights 
and signs and gates, which admittedly was not its responsibility." Id, at 833. However, in 
Duncan, the plaintiffs claim centered around the warning devices issue, to which the Utah 
Court of Appeals held that "the plaintiffs could not prove or claim that there were any other 
reasons for the train company's negligence." So reading English in the light of Duncan, a 
plaintiff must aver that the rail crossing was extra hazardous for reasons other than warning 
devices, which the plaintiff has done, arguing that the auction barn accompanied by the 
busy nature of a livestock auction, including trucks and trailers parked near the crossing, 
creates all of the elements of a more than ordinarily dangerous crossing (plaintiffs 
Complaint, Paragraph 7). In Duncan, the Court stated the criteria for a "more than 
ordinarily dangerous crossing": 
a crossing might be found to be more than ordinarily hazardous 
if it was in a thickly populated portion of a city: if the view of the 
tracks was obstructed because of the railroad itself or because of the 
natural objects: if the crossing was frequented by heavy traffic so 
that approaching trains could not be heard: or if, for any reason 
devices employed at the crossing were rendered inadequate to warn the 
public of the danger of an approaching train... Duncan v. Union 
Pacific Railroad. 842 P. 2d 832 at 834 (1992) [emphasis added]. 
This line of argument is directly in conflict with Defendant's Motion for Summary 
Judgment (Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment, Section 2, p. 9). Union Pacific 
"denies that the crossing was more than ordinarily dangerous", yet plaintiff claims the 
auction barn as well as the traffic which accompanies a livestock auction complies with the 
criteria established in English and upheld in Duncan. The grade crossing which was the 
scene of the accident is as busy during an auction as any suburban city street; furthermore, 
the noise and commotion resulting from a livestock auction created noise and commotion so 
that a driver might not hear the train's whistle or bell when properly operated. Defendant's 
photographs, taken on the sixth of February, the Sunday following the accident, do not 
capture the full story of the grade crossing on an auction day. 
IV-
CONCLUSION 
Summary Judgment is not appropriate where legitimate issues of fact exist. There 
are clearly issues of fact about the negligent operation of the train in excess of Federally 
protected speeds. Issues about warning and the extraordinarily hazardous nature of the 
crossing as well preclude Summary Judgment in this case. The Court should deny this 
Motion and let a jury decide these very important issues of fact, in addition to the damages 
that the plaintiff has suffered. 
DATED this $- day of /flJhAS 1995. 
ALLEN K^0UNG 
Attorney ror Plaintiff 
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Subpart A—General 
1217.1 Purpose. 
Through the requirements of this 
part, the Federal Railroad Administra-
tion learns the condition of operating 
rules and practices with respect to 
trains and other rolling: equipment in 
the railroad industry, and each rail-
road is required to instruct i ts employ-
ees in operating practices. 
\tllJ5 Application. 
(a) Except as provided in paragraph 
;b) of this section, this part applies to 
railroads that operate trains or other 
rolling equipment on standard gage 
track which is part of the general rail-
road system of transportation* 
(b) This part does not apply to— 
(1) A railroad that operates only on 
track inside an installation which is 
lot part of the general railroad system 
3f transportation; or 
(2) Rapid transit operations in an 
irban area that are not connected with 
:he general railroad system of trans-
portation. 
40 FR 2890, Jan. 15, 1975, as amended at 54 
?R 33229, Aug. 14, 1969] 
[217J Penalty. 
Any person (including a railroad and 
my manager, supervisor, official, or 
)ther employee or agent of a railroad) 
FXHIBIT f\ 
§217.9 
part or causes the violation of any such 
requirement is subject to a civil pen-
alty of at least S250 and not more than 
510,000 per violation, except that: Pen-
alties may be assessed against individ-
uals only for willful violations, and, 
where a grossly negligent violation or 
a pattern of repeated violations has 
created an imminent hazard of death or 
injury to persons, or has caused death 
or injury, a penalty not to exceed 
$20,000 per violation may be assessed. 
Each day a violation continues shall 
constitute a separate offense. See ap-
pendix A to this part for a statement of 
agency civil penalty policy. 
[53 FR 2S509, July 28, 1968, as amended at 53 
FR 52927, Dec. 29, 1968] 
5 217.7 Filing of operating roles. 
(a) Before February 1, 1975, each rail-
road that is in operation on January 1, 
1975, shall file with the Federal Rail-
road Administrator. Washington, DC 
20590, one copy of its code of operating 
rules, timetables, and timetable special 
instructions which were in effect on 
January 1, 1975. Each railroad that 
commences operation after January 1, 
1975, shall file with the Administrator 
one copy of its code of operating rules, 
timetables, and timetable instructions 
before it commences operations. 
Cb) Each amendment to a railroad's 
code of operating rules, each new time-
table, and each new timetable special 
instruction which is issued after Janu-
ary 1, 1975, shall be filed with the Fed-
eral Railroad Administrator within 30 
days after it is issued. 
$217.9 Program of operational tacts 
and inspections; recordkeeping. 
(a) Each railroad to which this part 
applies shall periodically conduct oper-
ational tests and Inspections to deter-
mine the extent of compliance with its 
code of operating rules, timetables, and 
timetables special instructions in ac-
cordance with a program filed with the 
Federal Railroad Administrator. 
(b) Before March 1, 1975, or 30 days 
before commencing operations, which-
ever is later, each railroad to which 
this part applies shall file with the 
Federal Railroad Administrator, Wash-
ington, DC 20590, three copies of a pro-
gram for periodic conduct of the oper-
J217.11 
>y paragraph (a) of this section. The 
•ogTam shall— 
sl) Provide for operational testingr 
md inspection under the various oper-
Lting conditions on the railroad; 
(2) Describe each type of operational 
^st and inspection adopted, including 
he means and procedures used to carry 
t out; 
(3) State the purpose of each type of 
•perational test and inspection; 
(4) State, according to operating divi-
ions where applicable, the frequency 
7ith which each type of operational 
est and inspection is conducted; 
(5) Begin within 30 days after i t Is 
[led with the Federal Railroad Admin-
3trator, and 
(6) Include a schedule for making the 
rogram fully operative within 210 days 
fter it begins. 
(c) Each amendment to a railroad's 
rogram for periodic conduct of oper-
tional tests and inspections required 
nder paragraph (a) of this section 
lall be filed with the Federal Railroad 
dministrator within 30 days after it is 
uied. 
vd) Records. Each railroad shall keep 
record of the date and place of each 
?erational test and inspection per-
rmed in accordance with its program. 
a^h record must provide a brief de-
:ription of the operational test or in-
action, including the characteristics 
the operation tested or inspected. 
id the results thereof. Records must 
» retained for one year and made 
mailable to representatives of the Fed-
ul Railroad Administration for in-
action and copying during regular 
isiness hours. 
S17.ll Program of instruction on op-
erating roles. 
(a) To ensure that each railroad em-
oyee whose activities are governed by 
e railroad's operating rules under-
ands those rules, each railroad to 
lich this part applies shall periodi-
l ly instruct that employee on the 
eaning and application of the rail-
ad's operating rules in accordance 
th a program filed with the Federal 
dlroad Administrator. 
(b) Before March 1, 1975 or 30 days he-
re commencing operations, which-
er is later, each railroad shall file 
th the Federal Railroad Adminls-
49 CFR Ch. II (10-1-93 EcStk^ 
trator, Washington, DC 20590, thr^ 
copies of a program for the periodic i^ 
struction of its employees as require 
by paragraph (a) of this section. T^j. 
program shall— 
(1) Describe the means and proce* 
dures used for instruction of the var, 
ious classes of affected employees; 
(2) State the frequency of instruction 
and the basis for determining that fr^ 
quency; 
(3) Include a schedule for completing 
the initial instruction of employe^ 
who are already employed when the 
program begins; 
(4) Begin within 30 days after it i8 
filed with the Federal Railroad Admin-
istrator; 
(5) Provide for initial instruction of 
each employee hired after the program 
begins. 
(c) Each amendment to a railroad's 
program for the periodic instruction of 
its employees required under paragraph 
(a) of this section shall be filed with 
the Federal Railroad Administrator 
within 30 days after it is issued. 
§ 217.13 Annual report. 
Before March 1 of each year, each 
railroad to which this part applies, ex-
cept for a railroad with fewer than 
400,000 total manhours, shall file with 
the Federal Railroad Administrator, 
Washington, DC 20690, a written report 
of the following with respect to its pre-
vious year's activities, 
(a) The total number of train mile* 
which were operated over its track. 
(b) A summary of the number, type, 
and result of each operational test and 
inspection, stated according to operat-
ing divisions where applicable, that 
was conducted as required by 5217.9. 
(c) The number of operational testi 
and Inspections conducted as required 
by §217.9 per 10,000 train miles. 
(d) The number, type and result of 
each test and Inspection related to en-
forcement of part 219 of this subchapter 
and the railroad's rule on alcohol and 
drug use ("Rule G"). This information 
shall be reported on Form FRA 6180.77, 
shall be provided separately for em-
ployees covered by the Hours of Service 
Act and other employees subject to the 
railroad's code of operating rules and 
operational testing program, and shall 
include the following* 
* * * * * 
Railroad Administration, DOT 
Total number of observations of (1)Jinal empl°yees (including obser-
todivia f0r which breath, blood or v
^
ti
°
Dte8t3 were included and observa-
a r l n e
 ^Ster accidents/incidents and rule 
ti0?5fTonfl) and t o t a J number of em-
d
° *eli charged with violation of Rule 
i°nr a similar rule. 
o\ Number of breath tests conducted 
H r the authority of §219.301 of this 
ia and number of such tests that 
re positive; number of breath tests 
Wnduct*d under railroad authority for C£eciflc cause and not relying on 
1119 301 and number that were positive. 
a) Number of urine tests conducted 
under the authority of §219.301 of this 
rjTle and number of such tests that 
were positive; number of urine tests 
conducted under railroad authority for 
specific cause and not relying on 
• 219.301 and number that were positive. 
For positive tests indicate number for 
alcohol and for each of the following 
controlled substance drug groups: 
marijuana, cocaine, phencyclidine, opi-
ates, amphetamines, and other con-
trolled substances. 
(4) Number of employees who refused 
to cooperate in testing under §219.301; 
number of employees who refused to 
cooperate in testing under railroad au-
thority for specific cause and not rely-
ing on §219.301. 
(5) Number of blood tests demanded 
by employees in connection with such 
observations and results by substance 
(alcohol, controlled substance drug 
jroup) (separated as to blood tests de-
manded under subpart D of this part 
and blood tests conducted under rail-
road authority). 
(6) Number and results of random 
drug tests conducted under the author-
ity of §219.601 of this chapter. For posi-
tive tests indicate the number for each 
controlled substance by drug group, 
and the following information: number 
and type of disciplinary actions taken, 
number of employees referred for eval-
uation, number of employees evaluated 
as not requiring formal treatment, 
number of employees evaluated as re-
quiring outpatient treatment, number 
of employees evaluated as requiring in-
patient treatment, number of employ-
ees failing to complete abatement or 
rehabilitation, number of employees 
who completed abatement or rehabili-
Pt. 217, App. A 
tation determined after investigation 
to have been involved in subsequent al-
cohol/drug disciplinary offenses, and 
number of follow-up tests and results 
by drug group (including refusals). Also 
indicate number of refusals to cooper-
ate in random and follow-up testing. 
(7) Number of test results reported by 
the laboratory as positive that are de-
clared negative by the Medical Review 
Officer due to scientific insufficiency, 
as provided in 49 CFR 40.33. 
[39 FR 41176, Nov. 25, 1974. as amended at 50 
FR 7919, Feb. 27, 1985; 50 FR 31578, Aug. 2. 
1965; 53 FR 47131, Nov. 21, 1988; 54 FR 53279, 
Dec. 27.1989; 55 FR 22794, June 4,1990] 
§217.15 Information collection. 
(a) The information collection re-
quirements in this part have been re-
viewed by the Office of Management 
and Budget pursuant to the Paperwork 
Reduction Act of 1980, Public Law 96-
511, and have been assigned OMB con-
trol number 2130-0035. 
Cb) The information collection re-
quirements are found in the following 
sections: 
(1) Section 217.7. 
(2) Section 217 J . 
(3) Section 217.11. 
(4) Section 217.13. 
[50 FR 7919, Feb. 27, 1985] 
APPENDIX A TO PART 217—SCHEDULE OF CIVIL 
PENALTIES * 
Section 
217.7 Flng of operating rtiee: 
(a) 
(b) — — ~ ~ ~ : 
217.9 Program of operational 
Inspections 
fSCOfdUMptflCJ? 
(a) 
and 
(b)and(O 
(d) 
217.11 of tftstruction 
on operating rotas: 
(a) 
Cb) 
CO 
217.13 Annus! report 
(a)and(c) 
(b)and(d) 
ton 
$5,000 
5,000 
7,500 
5,000 
2,000 
7,500 
5,000 
5,000 
2,000 
5.000 
*A may bs atsettert against an indMdusI onry for 
>rioftslion. The Administrator reserves the right to as-
a penefty of ip to 520,000 for any violation where or-
warrant Sea 49 CFR part 2t». appends A. 
[53 FR 52927, Dec. 29, 1968] 
. ^ Railroad Administration, DOT 
„ The consistency of the conditions 
( ? H « proposed disqualification with 
o f
 Iiiflcation orders issued against 
^ J f c m p l o y e c s for the same or simi-
? *. violations; 
laf^rWhether the respondent was on 
H r e of any safety regulations that 0 0 ! i violated or whether the respond-
tfhsA been warned about the conduct 
inr7)U6The respondent's past record of 
nmjnitting violations of safety regula-
tions including previous FRA 
warning issued, disqualifications im-
vo&ed, civil penalties assessed, railroad 
disciplinary' actions, and criminal con-
victions therefor; 
(8) The civil penalty scheduled for 
the violation of the safety regulation 
in question; 
(9) Mitigating circumstances sur-
rounding the violation, such as the ex-
istence of an emergency situation en-
dangering persons or property and the 
need for the respondent to take imme-
diate action; and 
(10) Such other factors as may be 
warranted in the public interest. 
§209-331 Enforcement of disqualifica-
tion order, 
(a) A railroad that employs or for-
merly employed an individual serving 
under a disqualification order shall in-
form prospective or actual employers 
of the terms and conditions of the 
order upon receiving notice that the 
disqualified employee is being consid-
ered for employment with or is em-
ployed by another railroad to perform 
any of the safety-sensitive functions 
described in §209.303. 
(b) A railroad that is considering hir-
ing an individual to perform the safety-
sensitive functions described in §209.303 
shall ascertain from the individual's 
previous employer, if such employer 
was a railroad, whether the individual 
is subject to a disqualification order. 
(c) An individual subject to a dis-
qualification order shall inform his or 
her employer of the order and provide a 
copy thereof within 5 days after receipt 
of the order. Such an individual shall 
likewise inform any prospective em-
ployer who is considering hiring the in-
dividual to perform any of the safety-
sensitive functions described in §209.303 
EXHIBIT |5 
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within 5 days after receipt of the order 
or upon application for the position, 
whichever first occurs. 
§ 209.333 Prohibitions. 
(a) An individual subject to a dis-
qualification order shall not work for 
any railroad in any manner inconsist-
ent with the order. 
(b) A railroad shall not employ any 
individual subject to a disqualification 
order in any manner inconsistent with 
the order. 
§209.335 Penalties. 
(a) Any individual who violates 
§ 209.331(c) or § 209.333(a) may be perma-
nently disqualified from performing 
the safety-sensitive functions described 
in §209.303. Any individual who will-
fully violates § 209.331(c) or § 209.333(a) 
may also be assessed a civil penalty of 
at least $1,000 and not more than $5,000 
per violation. 
(b) Any railroad that violates §209.331 
(a) or (b) or § 209.333(b) may be assessed 
a civil penalty of at least $5,000 and not 
more than $10,000 per violation. 
(c) Each day a violation continues 
shall constitute a separate offense. 
§ 209.337 Information collection. 
The information collection require-
ments in §209.331 of this part have been 
reviewed by the Office of Management 
and Budget pursuant to the Paperwork 
Reduction Act of 1980, (44 U.S.C. 3501 et 
seq.) and have been assigned OMB con-
trol number 2130-0529. 
[56 FR 66791. Dec. 26, 1991] 
APPENDIX A TO PART 209—STATEMENT 
OF AGENCY POLICY CONCERNING EN-
FORCEMENT OF THE FEDERAL RAIL-
ROAD SAFETY LAWS 
The Federal Railroad Administration 
("FRA") enforces the federal railroad safety 
statutes under delegation from the Secretary 
of Transportation. See 49 CFR 1.49 (c), (d), 
(f), (gr), and (m). Those statutes include the 
Federal Railroad Safety Act of 1970 ("Safety 
Act"), 45 U.S.C. 421 et seq.t and a group of 
statutes enacted prior to 1970 referred to col-
lectively herein as the "older safety stat-
utes": The Safety Appliance Acts, 45 U.S.C. 
1-16; the Locomotive Inspection Act, 45 
U.S.C. 22-34; the Accident Reports Act, 45 
U.S.C. 38-43; the Hours of Service Act, 45 
U.S.C. 61-64b; and the Signal Inspection Act, 
\ S V J h # t . f « U V S L S U I T U I I L L I I n i v t n a u i M n u n r i o i u d ^ 
Radio Display — 2020 
S O U T H 
STATIONS 
N O R T H 
C P G I 9 2 
M c C A M M O N C P G l U T I 
6 4 C P G I I O 
Q R E E N RIVER DIVISION 
U T A H DIVISION 
A R I M O 
9 8 
D O W N E Y 
10 6 
SWAN LAKE 
36 
COULAM 
7 4 
D A Y T O N 
6 0 
W E S T O N 
88 
TRENTON 
SO 
CACHE JCT T 
46 
WHEELON 
S3 
D E W E Y 
5J 
HONEYVILLE 
BRJGHAMCITY © T 
65 
W1LLARD 
51 
LITTLE MOUNTAIN JCT 
T 
0 5 
H O T S P R I N G S 
S P J C T © 
O G D E N © T 
S u 
Uon 
No. 
IY03S 
1114 
io«_ M P 111 4 - M P 1916 
LTN105 
UN095 
UN085 
UN078 
UN071 
UN065 
UN057 
UN049 
UN045 
UN036 
UN030 
UN021 
UNO U 
U N 0 0 9 
U N 0 0 2 
UY993 
PR0V0 SUBDIVISION — UTAH DIVISION 77 
e6624 
w6368 
6046 
5991 
6005 
6007 
6011 
6103 
6098 
S619 
6010 
6044 
5984 
Y d 
6027 
5938 
6079 
Yd. 
MasJ««oi Speed 
McCammon to 
Ogden 
(Except as below) 
Betwee* Mlk 
Poau — 
110 8 and 111 2 
107 J and 107 8 
102 3 and 102 7 
994and997 
92.3 and 93 9 
90 1 and 904 
85 6 and 87 J 
817 and 83 0 
660 and 672 
64 1 and 64 5 
53.5 and 53 9 
51 1 and 51 4 
472 and 49 4 
46 J and 47 2 
44 6 and 46.2 
43 9 and 44 6 
420 and 43 9 
38 1 and 410 
37 8 and 38 1 
23 1 and 23 5 
20 9 and 21 1 
191 and 209 
lOJand 14 0 
19 and 3 0 
0 8 and 1 9 
0 0 and 0 8 
Ogden Terminal Limits 
Cecil Jet. Through 
crossover 
MPH 
P»fr Fn. 
45 
70 
65 
60 
70 
55 
70 
50 
50 
70 
70 
50 
40 
40 
12 
45 
50 
70 
50 
70 
45 
65 
70 
75 
45 
20 
40 
60 
60 
55 
€0 
SO 
60 
45 
45 
60 
6ft 
45 
30 
25 
n 40 
45 
60 
45 
60 
40 
55 
60 
55 
25 
IS 
15 15 
Virginia 
Conush 
Randall 
Wip 
HamavUle 
• Tracks M P 
1004 
6 0 5 
6 3 
58 
47 
Sta. 
New 
UN10D 
UN061 
UN007 
UN00* 
UNOQS 
Yard L I - i t s : M P 23 0 to M P 1 9 A 
M P 1 0 Otden Subdiv to M P 11LO 
Salt Lake Subdiv _ 
-TraJa Defect Detectors © M P 88 7. 
© M P 59 7 © M P 40 0 © 1 6 5 
Special Instruction Item 20 for AMTK schedules 
thwaxd AMTK Trains at Ogden must receive Track Warrants for the Ogden Nampa and 
bdivosions at Salt Lake City listing the Subdiv The Ogden Subdiv Track Warrant will 
rack Bulletins for the Pocatello Subdiv when necessary 
Z tn effect MP 109 8 to MP 1 0 
Mountain Branch Little Mountain Jet to Little Mountain 14 4 mJes TWC in effect. 
its in effect MP 12.0 to MP 14 4 Maximum Speed 40 MPH (except as below) 
15 3 5 and 3 7 25 
20 14 2 and 14 3 (End LP operations) 15 
frock M P Sta. No. 
intain 14 3 UL314 
Brashch Malad to Bngham City 52 1 miles southward TWC in effec* Yard linuu arc in 
* 0 0 to MP 4 0 Maximum Speed 40 MPH (except as below) Radio Display 2020 
3 4 20 29 3 and 29 9 30 
S5 30 32 0 and 511 30 
12.1 30 51 l a n d 52 1 10 
27 9 30 
rack* MP 
515 
310 
17 8 
19 7 
Sta. 
No. 
UD9<2 
UD931 
UD918 
UD920 
B v t i m i Tmc 
Ford 
Connne 
Bngham City 
S o . 
MP No, 
115 UD912 
^ 5 5 UD906 
T © 0 0 UN021 
Valley Branch Preston to Cache Jet 51 1 Mile* Southward. TWC in effect. 
MPH (Except as below) Radio display 2020 
19 15 50 2 and 51 i 
10 15 
racka 
Max. 
MP 
508 
43 6 
415 
315 
24 1 
Sta. No. 
UC251 
UC244 
UC242 
UC232 
UC224 
Boaiocos Tracks 
Holt 
Hyrum 
Wellsville(E) 
Cache Jet. T 
MP 
202 
176 
138 
0 2 
St. . No. 
UC230 
UC2U 
UC2I* 
UN04* 
Radio Display — 4142 
£ W?T « STATIONS EAST 
r--i LtMC7" 
r"> H C749 
NORTH YARD T © 
07
 ^ ^ 
GRANT TOWER ® © 
DRGW © ( 3 > © 
S A N D Y © 
GENEVA © 
0 6 
LAXOTA JCT ® © 
52 _ 
PROVO T © 
3C723 
a 0 7 2 1 
| C 7 1 0 
2C702 
4C700 
b ] C 6 9 6 
3 C 6 9 5 I 
'JC681 
-JC680 
^ | C 6 6 9 
Sc666 
15 7 
PAYSON 
14 1 
STARR 
<? 
Su 
tion 
Noa 
Sid-
ings 
219 
NEPHI HOLD SIGNAL . 
SHARP T 
46 
JUAB 
153 
PARLEY 
150 
LEMINGTON 
31 
LYVNDYL 
T 
T 
xT 135 1 
Yd 
5072 
5975 
6102 
UP042 
LP072 
UP076 
LT092 
UP 107 
UT128 
UP133 
UP148 
UZ147 I 6930 
M a x J n a s Speed M P H 
Botweeo M l k Porta — 
P748 9 and P665 7 50 
(Except as below) 
Salt Lake Cry — 
Between 1st South A 
9th South Sta. 10 
Betweeo Mlk Poets — 
Midvale Spur 
at Atwood 10 
P7987 andr57 3 20 
P757 3 and r < 3 4 30 
P753 4 and r 5 2 8 20 
Geneva Steel Plant 
Xings 15 
P752 8 and P748 9 15 
P733 5 and P7316 30 
P711 8©and P7100 30 
P694 4 and P6916 35 
P6916 and P691 8 30 
Parley Siding 20 
P686 2 and P6"*6 4 30 
P6^6 4 uid PV4 S 35 
P667 2 and P666 3 35 
P666 3 and P665 8 30 
Yard Uaaits 
P800 1 and P~ 48 9 
6082 
In addition trains operate over DRGW between Grant Tower 
xad Lakou Jcu MP P757 1 
Train Defect Detector © M P P743 7 © M P P^27 8 ©MP) 
P~G9Q © M P P 6 9 0 1 (Eastward trains must immediately] 
red-ce to restricted speed until head end of train is at MP P694J 
be crc stopping to inspect train) © M P P671 0 
Sta. 
Bosiocao Tracks MP No. 
Officer P797 4 UP032 
Burton P*96 8 UP033 
Huslers P795 6 UP034 
Murray P793 0 UP034 
Pallas P791 7 UP037 
Draper P7816 UP046 
Mount P775 8 UP053 
Cutler P771 1 UP058 
Uhi P769J UP059 
American 
Fork r~66 4 UP062 
Pleasant 
Grove r 6 3 0 UP065 
Hardy (W) P^61 8 UP067 
PipemiU P760 9 LP069 
Bunker (E) P759 9 UP0"0 
Gatex (E) P~<6 I LP075 
Spanish 
Fork (E W) p-44 4 UP085 
Nephi r i l « UP1I8 
Manmar P6~6 1 UP153 
CTC between MP P757 3 
and MP r < 1 8 CPC '49 
and CPC 666 
\ t PTOTO — Normal position all switches on West leg of Wye is for West eg of W>x No-aai 
posircc at East end of Pipe Plant lead for DRGW Connection 
Marray — Units must not move over under track hopper on Gibbons and Reed Spur 
Pro*o — So units arc permitted to operate cm Pipe Plant Highlme beyond sign at underpass 
Cedar City Brasses Lund to Cedar City 32 5 Miles Westward TWC in effect Yard omits in 
c5ec- MP 0 0 to MP 1 0 Main track derail at MP 31 8 Max Speed 40 MPH (Except as 
be 0*) Radio Display 4242 
OOard 0 3 
23 0 ard 29 7 
10 
20 
29 *» and 32 4 10 
Bosueu Tracks M P Sta. No. Boaioeas Tracks M P Sta. N«. 
U n d T J 0 1 CX272 Iron Springs T 20 3 C1321 
w e n s - s E e c 16 1 Cedar Ctry 318 C1333 
\ase-caa Axide 16 3 
Iroo M L Breach Iron Springs to Iron ML 14 "* Miles Wesrward TWC in effect Yard arruts are ui 
efec* MP 0 0 to MP l_l Retaining vmlves must be used on all cars on all trains from Iroo ML or 
Cocutoct to Iron Springs Air brakes must be used on all cars handled on all trackage Locoooouvea or 
=ypoli caoocoes must not operate under the old tipple located over tracks Noa. 732 and 733 at Comstock. 
LoccEcuves ire not allowed 00 the scale South of the tipp+e on trmck "33 Max. Speed 15 MPH (Except 
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TIMETABLE NO. 9 TIMETABLE NO. 9 
UNION PACIFIC 
RAILROAD CO. 
SYSTEM 
TIMETABLE 
No. 9 
Effective 0001 Sunday, 
OCTOBER 25, 1992 
CENTRAL TIME EAST OF NORTH PLATTE, NE., 
HORACE, KS., OAKLEY, KS., EL PASO, TX., 
AND ON PLAINVILLE BRANCH 
MOUNTAIN TIME WEST OF NORTH PLATTE, NE. 
HORACE, KS., OAKLEY, KS., AND EL PASO, TX. 
TO SMELTER, UT., LAS VEGAS, NV., AND 
LA GRANDE, OR. 
PACIFIC TIME WEST OF SMELTER, UT., 
LAS VEGAS, NV.t AND LA GRANDE, OR. 
FOR THE GUIDANCE AND USE OF 
EMPLOYEES AFFECTED. 
A. L. SHOENER, Executive Vice President —- Operation. 
M. F. KELLY, Vice President — Field Operations. 
E. S. HAWLE Y, Vice President — Transportation Services. 
S. J. McLAUGHLIN, Vice President — Engineering Services. 
H. WAGENSEIL, Vice President — Supply & Maintenance 
Operations. 
ALLEN K. YOUNG (A3583) 
YOUNG & KESTER 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
101 East 200 South 
Springville, Utah 84663 
Telephone: (801)489-3294 
IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
—oooOooo— 
: AFFIDAVIT OF 
ALICIA JENSEN, J. BRUCE READING, P.E. 
Plaintiff, : 
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD, INC., : Civil No.: 940400280 
Defendant. : Judge: Boyd L. Park 
-oooOooo-
'' - S ) 1 
STATE OF UTAH ) , /> Z ^ f K 
;ss. '""" 
COUNTY OF UTAH ) 
J. Bruce Reading, P.E., being first duly sworn on oath and based on his 
knowledge, information and belief, deposes and says: 
1. I received a degree in Civil Engineering from the University of Utah in 
1969. I received a Juris Doctorate degree from the University of Utah, and am a practicing 
attorney in the State of Utah. I am a registered professional Engineer for the State of Utah. 
I have been employed by the Utah Department of Transportation. While employed, I was a 
principal engineer on the development of the Utah Railroad Grade Crossing Index and 
prioritization list. I have qualified as an expert in the Federal and State Courts of Utah with 
regard to Railroad grade crossings. In that regard, I have become familiar with the Union 
Pacific Timetable and Operating Rules and the Code of Federal Regulations as it deals with 
the Railroad. 
2. I have been retained by the law firm of Young & Kester to look at the 
records, charts and files of the above entitled matter, and based on my experience and 
education, render opinions thereon. 
3. In particular, I have studied the Investigating Officer's Report, witness 
statements, and the Union Pacific System Operating Rules and Timetable in effect for the 
area of the accident, at 5950 South 650 West, and 49 C.F.R. Sections 209, 217 and 240. 
4. By Federal law, each Railroad is required to file a copy of its Operating 
Rules and Timetables with the Federal Railway Administration. See the Federal Railroad 
Administration 49 C.F.R., § 217 attached hereto as Exhibit A. 
5. In addition, each year, the Railroad must file an Annual Report with regard 
to its Operating Rules. See 49 C.F.R. § 217.13. 
6. The Federal Railway Administration enforces the Federal Railroad safety 
statutes and the Operating Rules and Timetables under delegation from the Secretary of 
Transportation. See 49 C.F.R. § 209.A attached hereto as Exhibit B. 
7. The speed limits mandated in the Union Pacific Railroad Co. Operating 
Rules and Timetables thus become the Federally mandated guidelinesgv and maximum 
speed limits for the Railroad, and are enforceable by the Federal Railway Administration. 
8. 49 C.F.R. § 213.9, with all of its exceptions, is therefore clarified and 
restricted by the Operating Rules and Timetable. 
9. The maximum speed for freight trains on the Provo Subdivision of the 
Union Pacific Railroad as identified on page 77 of Union Pacific Railroad Co. Timetable 
No. 9 is 50 miles per hour. See page 77 of the Operating Rules and Timetable, attached 
hereto as Exhibit C. 
10. The maximum speed for all trains, therefore, at the intersection of 5950 
South 650 West Spanish Fork, Utah, is 50 miles per hour, according to the Union Pacific 
Railroad Co. Timetable No. 9. 
11. If the Railroad or its employees violate the Operating Rules, they are subject 
to civil penalties as set forth in 49 C.F.R. § 240. See C.F.R. § 240 attached hereto as 
Exhibit D. 
12. By observation of the Event Recorder Graph, attached hereto as Exhibit E, 
and reading Defendant's Supplemental Answer to Plaintiffs Interrogatory No. 2, the train, 
immediately prior to impact, was traveling in excess of 50 m.p.h., a speed in excess of its 
maximum authorized speed, and therefore in violation of the Federal law. 
DATED this I day of __ L\A\TV^ 1995. 
On this l_ 'S/ 
:ADING,P. 
day of —^y/,/r^ ^^ . 1995, personally appeared 
before me, J. Bruce Reading, P.E., who being first duly sworn, states that he is the person 
who executed the foregoing instrument, that he has read the same and knows the contents 
thereof, that the matters stated therein are true of his own knowledge, except such matters 
as stated to be upon information and belief, and as to those matters, he believes them to be 
true. yZ^^T / ' 
^tTBRUGE READING, P.E. 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me, this /^'' 
/ % V i Z - / ^ , 1995. 
I <z? A-*'*—J 
dav of 
'U t 
My Commission Expires: 
NOTARY PUBLIC 
Residing in: NOTART PV»l"C 
MARSHA L. aipUCR 
My CommlwW Ztp** 
April 1 . 1 * 7 
ALLEN K. YOUNG
 {A35S3) 
YOUNG & KESTER 
101 East 200 South 
Springville, Utah 84663 
Telephone: (801)489-3294 
IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
—oooOooo— 
: ANSWERS TO 
ALICIA JENSEN, INTERROGATORIES 
Plaintiff, : 
v. : 
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD, LNC, : Civil No.: 940400280 
Defendants. : Judge: Boyd L. Park 
—oooOooo-
COMES NOW the plaintiff, by and through counsel. Allen K. Young, and hereby 
answers Defendant's First Set of Interrogatories as follows: 
1. State the names and addresses of all persons of whom you are aware who 
witnessed the accident referred to in your Complaint. 
ANSWER: Bruce Brinkmeier, the Union Pacific engineer, and Gerald Hill. 
2. State the names and addresses of any and all persons of whom you are 
aware having knowledge of any relevant facts regarding the accident referred to in your 
Complaint, other than those referred to in Interrogatory No. 1. 
ANSWER: None. 
(b) The nature of the offenses for which you were arrested and the 
charges that were filed against you; and 
(c) The ultimate disposition of each of the offenses with which you was 
(sic) charged. 
ANSWER: No. 
22. Have you ever been a party to any civil litigation either as a plaintiff or a 
defendant? If the answer is yes, please state specifically and in detail the following: 
(a) The title of each case you or you (sic) have been involved in; 
(b) The civil number of each such case and the name of the court in 
which it was filed; 
(c) The date when each such case was filed; 
(d) The nature of each of the claims and counterclaims in each such 
case; and 
(e) The ultimate disposition of each of the claims and counterclaims of 
each of such cases. 
ANSWER: No. 
23. State whether or not you were experiencing any difficulty in operating the 
vehicle at the time of the accident and, if so, state in detail the nature of the difficulty 
experienced. 
ANSWER: No problems with the vehicle. 
24. State the name of your spouse, including birth date, and the names and ages 
of your children, if any. 
ANSWER: Single/not married. 
25. Describe in detail any and all obstructions to the (sic) your vision of the 
train's approach and railroad crossing where the accident occurred at the time of the 
accident. 
ANSWER: I do not recall if the view was obstructed.* 
26. State in detail your version of how the accident occurred. 
ANSWER: I remember nothing of the accident and very little, if anything, of 
what happened prior to the accident. 
27. State whether at the time of the accident you were on any particular errand 
or mission for someone and, if so, specify the particular errand or mission you was (sic) 
on and the name and address of the person for which you was (sic) acting. 
ANSWER: We were not on an errand. 
28. State whether or not you filed an accident report with the State of Utah 
concerning this accident. 
ANSWER: An accident report was filed. 
29. State the exact speed of your vehicle immediately preceding the accident at 
the following distances away from the point of impact: 
(a) One-half mile; 
(b) One-quarter mile; 
(c) 1,000 feet; 
(d) 500 feet; 
(e) 250 feet; 
(f) 100 feet; 
(g) 50 feet; 
(h) 25 feet; and 
(i) The point of impact. 
ANSWER: I do not recall. I was not driving. 
30. What was the posted speed limit for your vehicle as it crossed over the 
railroad crossing intersection? 
ANSWER: I don't know. I was not driving. 
ALLEN K. YOUNG (A3583) 
YOUNG &KESTER 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
101 East 200 South 
Springville, Utah 84663 
Telephone: (80]) 489-3294 
IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
"OooOooo— 
: AFFID AVIT OF ROBERT HITS ON 
ALICIA JENSEN, 
Plaintiff, 
v. ; 
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD, INC., : Civil No.: 940400280 
Defendant. : Judge: Boyd L. Park 
- O O O O O O O " 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
:s$. 
COUNTY OF UTAH ) 
ROBERT HITS ON, being first duly sworn on oath and based upon his 
knowledge, education, experience, information and belief, deposes and says: 
1. I was born on September 8, 1928, and graduated from Rogue River High 
School in 1946. 
2. I was a Locomotive Fireman from November, 1948 through April, 1957 
on the Portland Division, Shasta Division and Salt Lake Division. 
3. I was a Locomotive Engineer from April, 1957 through August, 1979 on 
the Portland Division and Los Angeles Division. 
4. 1 was Road Foreman of Engines from August, 1979 to November, 1986 on 
the San Joaquin Division and the Los Angeles Division. 
I.HP 10 'r: ioi0^ rOUMG K&5TER PETRO-S014393298 P.3 
5. I have been self employed as a consultant and expert witness on Railroad 
operations and locomotive and train handling from December, 1986 to the present. 
6. I have additional specialized education in General Code of Operating 
Rules, Railway Engineers Annual Certification, Train Handling Principles and Practices, 
Locomotive Maintenance Practices, Design and Operation of Pulse Company 
Locomotive Event Recorders, Principles and Operation of Diesel Electric Locomotives, 
Principles and Operation of Doppler Radar, Accident Prevention and Safety, and 
Accident Investigation. 
7. I have been retained by the law firm of Young & Kester. Based upon my 
education, experience in Railroading and the material furnished to me with regard to the 
above entitled matter, when a class is placed on a section of track (such as Class 1, 2, 3, 
4) that establishes a maximum allowable speed subject to a number of exceptions, such as 
signal spacing, track qualify, angle of curve, inside rail height, etc. In other words, the 
class of track establishes the minimum standard set by the Federal Railway 
Administration. When other speeds are set by the Railroad in their Timetables, trains 
must not operate in excess of those Timetable speeds. 
8. Mr, Dick Clairmont, an officer of the F.R.A,, has informed me that ihe 
F.R.A. will not interfere with the Railroad's rules were so long as the Timetable speed 
does not exceed the F.R.A, minimum standards. Mr. Clairmont also informed me that the 
F.R.A. would ensure that the Railroad enforces its own rule or rules. Mr. Clairmoni can 
be reached in Billings, Montana, 406-657-6642. 
9. I have personal knowledge and experience of operating a train when an 
engineer and fireman were dismisscdjrom^ryicefor six months for operating a train 
two and one half M.P.H. over the^TO^^gpeed The Brotherhood of Locomotive 
Engineers appealed the decision to the Federal Labor Board. The Board's decision was in 
favor of the Railroad, and the discipline stood. 
»M=> 10 " r ^ 1 6 : i g
 f.-,i.f„G » TnTFR PFTTRO-80148*53293 
10. When a speed is placed on a track by the Railroad, as long as that speed is 
not in excess of F.R.A, minimum standards, the F.R. A. insists that the Railroad enforce 
that speed, 
DATED this / O day of fi/l^r^
 f 1995. 
ROBERT HTTSON 
On this /&*£ day of fyl*rs>U , 1995, personally appeared 
before me, Robert Hitson, who being first duly sworn, states that he is the person who 
executed the foregoing instrument, (hat he has read the same and knows the contents 
thereof, that the matters stated therein are true of his own knowledge, except such matters 
as stated to be upon information and belief, and as to those matters, he believes them to 
be true, 
tOBERT HITSON 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORiN to before me, this /O 
M*c*L , 1995, 
day of 
NOTXRJHPUBLIC 
My Commission Expires: 8 *<* " 7 $ Residing in: cTwf ***c/ 
® s s s s s s < 
0FFIC3AL 5£AL 
C HOG AN 
NOTARY PUBLIC - OREGON 
COMMISSION NO. 008750 
MY COMMISSION EXPIRES AUG. 6,1 • ' 
F 
J. CLARE WILLIAMS, #3490 
MORRIS 0 HAGGERTY, #5283 
Attorneys for Defendant 
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY 
406 West 100 South 
Salt Lake City, UT 84101-1151 
IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT IN AND FOR UTAH COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
1995 
ALECIA JENSEN, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs . 
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD, 
INC- , 
Defendant. 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY 
JUDGMENT 
Civil No. 940400280 
Judge Boyd L. Park 
Defendant, Union Pacific Railroad Company, moves the Court for 
an order of summary judgment with respect to the following claims 
of negligence as set forth in paragraph 9 of plaintiff's Complaint: 
1. Defendant's train was "traveling in excess of 
the authorized speed limit." 
2. Defendant failed "to reduce the speed of its 
train through the more than ordinarily 
hazardous crossing." 
3. Defendant failed "to comply with Section 
56-1-14, Utah Code Annotated, by failing to 
blow train whistles in the manner required 
therein." 
The motion is being made for the reason that defendant believes 
there is no genuine issue as to any material fact that defendant was 
J. CLARE WILLIAMS, #3490 
MORRIS 0 HAGGERTY, #5283 rrn 7 1Q95 
Attorneys for Defendant rtb • 
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD COMPANY 
406 West 100 South 
Salt Lake City, UT 84101-1151 
IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT IN AND FOR UTAH COUNTY 
STATE OF UTAH 
ALECIA JENSEN, 
Plaintiffs, 
vs • 
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD 
COMPANY, 
Defendant. 
MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND 
AUTHORITIES IN SUPPORT OF 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
Civil No. 940400280 
Judge Boyd L. Park 
Defendant, Union Pacific Railroad Company ("Union Pacific11), 
submits the following Memorandum of Points and Authorities in 
Support of its Motion for Summary Judgment. 
UNDISPUTED MATERIAL FACTS 
1. Alecia Jensen, age 17, was seriously injured when the 
automobile in which she was riding as a passenger drove in front of 
and was struck by a Union Pacific train. (Utah County Sherifffs 
Case File for the accident (21 pp.), collectively attached as 
Exhibit A). 
2. The accident occurred at approximately 12:10 p.m. on 
February 5, 1994, at a public railroad crossing of Union Pacific's 
Provo Subdivision mainline trackage located near 650 West and 5950 
South in Spanish Fork. (Sheriff's File, Exhibit A). 
3. The car, a 1982 Honda Civic, had been purchased and was 
owned by Danny Jensen, Alecia Jensen's father, for Alecia Jensen's 
personal use. (Plaintiff's Answers to Interrogatories, No. 14). 
The car was being driven at the time of the accident by Jensen's 
boyfriend, Bruce Brinkmeier, age 17. (Sheriff's File, Exhibit A; 
Plaintiff's Answers to Interrogatories, No. 52). 
4. Brinkmeier was not licensed to drive an automobile, and 
received a citation for same. (Sheriff's File, Exhibit A). 
5. The train was traveling from Milford to Provo in a 
southwest to northeast direction. The trackage at this location is 
relatively straight and flat. The road (650 West) travels in a 
north/south direction and the car was traveling southbound. The 
road is straight and flat for hundreds of feet before reaching the 
crossing. The trackage and road intersect at a greater than 90° 
angle with reference to the directions of approach of the train and 
car. (Sheriff's File, Exhibit A; Lawrence Curley Affidavit with 
appended diagram and photographs, attached as Exhibit B; Olympus 
Aerial Surveys Aerial Photograph of the crossing, attached as 
Exhibit C). 
6. The crossing is located in a rural farming area and is 
surrounded by open fields on the approach side. A Utah Livestock 
Auction building and animal pens are located in the southwest 
quadrant of the crossing intersection, which is on the opposite side 
of the tracks from which Jensen's automobile approached. The 
northwest quadrant, which is the view quadrant for the approaching 
train and car, is an open field. (Curley Affidavit, Exhibit B; 
Aerial Photograph, Exhibit C). 
7. 650 West is an asphalted road and the railroad crossing 
was planked and asphalted. An advance stop sign warning sign was 
MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES IN SUPPORT 
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posted along side 650 West at approximately 572 feet north of the 
crossing. An advance railroad crossing warning sign was posted 
along side the road at approximately 332 feet north of the crossing. 
An advance railroad crossing warning sign was painted on the road 
surface at approximately 281 feet north of the crossing. Another 
railroad crossing warning sign, somewhat faded but still observable, 
was painted on the road surface at approximately 175 feet north of 
the crossing. Stop signs and railroad crossing "crossbuck" signs 
were located on both sides of the crossing. The stop and crossbuck 
signs on the north side were located approximately 17 and 9 1/2 
feet, respectively, away from the tracks. White stop sign stop 
lines were painted on the roadway surface on both sides of the 
crossing approximately 22 feet away from the tracks. All of these 
signs, with the possible exception of the second painted road sign, 
were in excellent condition and easily visible to motorists 
approaching the crossing in a southbound direction. (Curley 
Affidavit, Exhibit B). 
8. The train was an empty coal train with three locomotives 
and 46 trailing empty coal cars. The train weighed 1424 tons and 
was 2622 feet in length. The locomotives were painted yellow and 
ranged in height from 15 1/2 feet to a little over 16 feet. The 
total length of the three locomotives which were coupled back to 
back was approximately 200 feet. (Curley Affidavit, Exhibit B; 
Affidavit of Engineer Ryan Puffer, attached as Exhibit D). 
9. The federally set speed limit for the trackage in question 
was 60 m.p.h. for freight trains and 80 m.p.h. for passenger trains. 
MEMORANDUM OF POINTS AND AUTHORITIES IN SUPPORT 
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Union Pacific had voluntarily imposed a 50 m.p.h. speed limit for 
freight trains. (Affidavit of William E. Van Trump, attached as 
Exhibit E; Puffer Affidavit, Exhibit D). 
10. Ryan Puffer was the engineer of the train and was 
controlling the train's movements from the cab of the leading 
locomotive. He was operating the train at approximately 50 m.p.h. 
as the train approached the crossing and at the time he placed the 
train into emergency braking just before the accident. He monitored 
the train speed by means of a speedometer in the cab of the leading 
locomotive. (Puffer Affidavit, Exhibit D; Affidavit of George E. 
Ohlsson, attached as Exhibit F). 
11. One of the locomotives (No. 3799) was equipped with a 
Pulse Electronics "Speed Recorder" device which electronically 
recorded the train's speed on tape. The tape shows the train to be 
traveling between 49 and 51 m.p.h. for at least the last three miles 
before braking was initiated. (Ohlsson Affidavit, Exhibit F). 
12. The leading locomotive (No. 9390) was equipped with two 
headlights which were operating on high beam as the train approached 
the crossing. (Puffer Affidavit, Exhibit D) ; Curley Affidavit, 
Exhibit B). 
13. Engineer Puffer was sounding the locomotive whistle and 
bell as the train approached the crossing. He began sounding the 
whistle and bell approximately 1/4 mile away from the 5950 South 
crossing and continued to sound them from the 5950 South crossing 
on up to the point of the accident at 650 West. The distance 
between the 5950 South and 650 West crossings is approximately 1,100 
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feet (Puffer Affidavit, Exhibit D; Sheriff's File, Exhibit A; Curley 
Affidavit, Exhibit B). 
14. At about the time the train passed over the 5950 South 
crossing, Puffer noticed a truck pulling a horse trailer begin to 
drive over the tracks in a southbound direction. Puffer focused his 
attention on the truck/horse trailer to make certain that it would 
get out of the way. Puffer was sounding the whistle and bell as he 
watched the truck/horse trailer drive over the crossing. (Puffer 
Affidavit, Exhibit D; Sheriff's File, Exhibit A). 
15. The whistle and bell were operating properly and the 
whistle was a particularly loud whistle. The locomotive bell was 
also ringing. Puffer turned the bell on when he started sounding 
the whistle for the 5950 South crossing. He never turned the bell 
off until after the accident. Puffer operated the whistle and bell 
continuously from more than 1/4 mile away up to the point of the 
accident. (Puffer Affidavit, Exhibit D; Sheriff's File, Exhibit A). 
16. Shortly after seeing the truck/horse trailer clear the 
crossing, Puffer noticed the Jensen car rolling towards the 
crossing. The car was following a few seconds behind the 
truck/horse trailer and moving past the stop sign. Puffer had the 
impression that the car never fully stopped for the stop sign. The 
car rolled onto the track directly in front of the train (Puffer 
Affidavit, Exhibit D; Sheriff's File, Exhibit A). 
17. The train was a few hundred feet from the crossing when 
Puffer first saw the Jensen car approaching the crossing. Puffer 
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placed the train into emergency braking immediately upon seeing the 
car. (Puffer Affidavit, Exhibit D). 
18. Brinkmeier and Jensen had come from Brinkmeier's home in 
Salt Lake City, with Brinkmeier driving, to the place of the 
accident. The purpose of the drive was to visit Brinkmeier1 s foster 
parents who lived in the area and to see where Brinkmeier used to 
work just north of the crossing. (Plaintiff's Answers to Interroga-
tories, Nos. 15 and 35). 
19. Brinkmeier and Jensen played a "wish" game upon arrival 
at the crossing. They did so by lifting their feet up off the floor 
of the car and touching something metallic with their fingers while 
at the same time making a wish and crossing the tracks. 
20. Brinkmeier and Jensen never saw or heard the train at 
anytime before impact. They were discussing and playing the game 
and looking in a forward and/or upward direction to try and find a 
metal screw to touch as the car was at or near the stop sign. They 
did not look or listen for train traffic because of being preoccu-
pied with playing the game. (Sheriff's File, Exhibit A). 
21. In addition to not having a driver's license, Brinkmeier 
was also cited for "Failure to Stop at Stop Sign." (Sheriff's File, 
Exhibit A). 
22. Emergency braking is the quickest way to stop a train, but 
because the car was so close, it was not possible to slow the train 
before impact. It took the train approximately 1,400 feet to stop 
after emergency braking was initiated. The brakes operated normally 
and the stop was a good one under the circumstances. It was not 
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possible for Puffer to stop the train any quicker. Puffer did 
everything within his power to warn of the train's approach and to 
stop the train after perceiving that the car may not stop. (Puffer 
Affidavit, Exhibit D; Curley Affidavit, Exhibit B). 
23. The left side of the snowplow of the leading locomotive 
struck the right front portion of the Jensen car, throwing it in a 
northeasterly direction. Both occupants were ejected from the car 
and thrown in the same northeasterly direction. Neither occupant 
was wearing a seat belt. (Sheriff's File, Exhibit A; Curley 
Affidavit, Exhibit B; Puffer Affidavit, Exhibit D). 
POINTS AND AUTHORITIES 
1. Union Pacific Was Not Negligent "In Traveling In Excess Of The 
Authorize Speed Limit." 
The "authorized speed limit" for the trackage in question was 
set by the Federal Railroad Administration (FRA) at 60 m.p.h. for 
freight trains and 80 m.p.h. for passenger trains, and such limit 
preempts plaintiff's claim of excessive speed. 49 C.F.R. § 213.9(a) 
(copy attached as Exhibit G). The U. S. Supreme Court case of CSX 
Transportation, Inc. v. Easterwood, 113 S.Ct. 732; 123 L.Ed.2d 387 
(1993)(copy attached as Exhibit H), is directly in point. In that 
case the plaintiff sued for the death of her husband caused in a 
railroad crossing accident, alleging the same common law negligence 
claims made here, of a crossing that was unsafe and excessive train 
speed. The railroad argued, inter alia, that plaintiff's claim of 
excessive train speed was preempted under 49 C.F.R. § 213.9(a), and 
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the Supreme Court agreed. In rendering its decision, the Supreme 
Court clarified the extent to which federal railroad safety laws and 
regulations preempt state laws concerning train movements. The 
Court held that federal regulations implemented pursuant to 45 
U.S.C.A. § 434 (Federal Rail Safety Act of 1970), may preempt any 
state law, rule, etc., including "legal duties imposed on railroads 
by the common law," 123 L.Ed.2d at 396; and that the plaintiff's 
common law negligence allegation of excessive train speed was 
preempted by the maximum speed limits established by the FRA. The 
court stated: 
On their face, the provisions of § 213.9(a) 
address only the maximum speeds at which trains 
are permitted to travel given the nature of the 
track on which they operate. Nevertheless, 
related safety regulations adopted by the 
Secretary reveal that the limits were adopted 
only after the hazards posed by track condi-
tions were taken into account. Understood in 
the context of the overall structure of the 
regulations, the speed limits must be read as 
not only establishing a ceiling, but also 
precluding additional state regulation of the 
sort which respondent seeks to impose on 
petitioner. 
123 L.Ed.2d at 402 (emphasis added). 
In the present case it is undisputed that the train was 
operating within the federally set track speed limit of 60 m.p.h. 
The fact that the Union Pacific had set a lower "timetable" speed 
limit than that specified by the FRA is irrelevant since any claim 
based upon a violation of the railroad set limit would be but a 
variation of plaintiff's common law negligence claim of excessive 
or unreasonable speed. Bowman v. Norfolk Southern Ry. Co., 832 F. 
Supp. 1014, 1017 (D.S.C. 1993) (copy attached as Exhibit I). Such 
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a claim should be treated no differently than any other similar 
excess speed claim since the FRA speed limits "cover the subject 
matter" of such claims, even those based on state statutes or local 
ordinances. Id.; Landrum v. Norfolk Southern Corp., 836 F. Supp. 
373, 375 (S.D. Miss 1993). Accordingly, since the issue of speed 
limits has been specifically preempted by federal law and the train 
was operating within the federal limit, the jury would not be 
entitled to second guess the FRA by considering the question of 
whether the speed of the train was reasonable. Therefore, the 
train's speed, whether it be 49, 50 or 51 m.p.h., cannot provide a 
basis for arguing common law negligence. Easterwood is directly in 
point on this issue. 
2. Union Pacific Did Not "Fail To Reduce The Speed Of Its Train 
Through The More Than Ordinarily Hazardous Crossing", 
Assuming, arguendo, but not agreeing that the crossing was more 
than ordinarily hazardous1, such a scenario does not impose a duty 
upon Union Pacific to reduce the train's speed below the federally 
mandated limit. As in this case, the plaintiff in Easterwood also 
alleged, in addition to excessive train speed, unsafe crossing 
conditions requiring additional warning devices. Nevertheless, in 
HJnion Pacific denies that the crossing was more than ordinarily 
hazardous. The photographs attached to the Curley Affidavit clearly 
show otherwise and the crossing does not meet the criteria needed 
to support such a finding as set forth in Duncan v. Union Pacific 
R. Co. , 842 P.2d 832, 834 (Utah 1992) (copy attached as Exhibit J). 
However, the issue is irrelevant since, as explained below, the 
Easterwood train speed preemption rule applies even through unsafe 
conditions may have existed at the crossing. 
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spite of the fact the Court found that plaintiff may have a viable 
claim for an unsafe crossing,2 the Court still held that the railroad 
had no duty to reduce the train's speed below the federal limit, and 
dismissed that portion of plaintiff's Complaint. The Court 
specifically ruled that: 
§ 213.9(a) should be understood as cover-
ing the subject matter of train speed with 
respect to track conditions, including the 
conditions posed by grade crossings. 
123 L. Ed.2d at 403 (Emphasis added). 
The rationale for the ruling is found in the court's explana-
tions that "the limits were adopted only after the hazards posed by 
track conditions were taken into account," and that "the limits in 
§ 213.9(a) were set with [crossing] safety concerns already in mind 
. . . ", 123 L.Ed.2d at 402, 403, and in the fact that train speeds 
usually play a less significant role (than the actions of drivers) 
in causing crossing accidents. As set forth in the footnote at page 
403: 
(Nearly all grade crossing accidents can be 
said to be attributable to some degree of 
"driver error." Thus, any effective program 
for improving [crossing] safety should be 
oriented around the driver and his needs in 
approaching, traversing, and leaving the 
crossing site as safely and efficiently as 
possible); . . . (the most influential predic-
tors of train-vehicle accidents at rail-highway 
crossings are type of warning devices in-
2The plaintiff is not claiming here that Union Pacific is liable 
for the alleged unsafe crossing conditions or for failing to install 
automatic train warning devices at the crossing, such as flashing 
lights and gates. Under the Duncan case, supra, and the statutory 
scheme set forth at U.C.A. § 54-4-14, et seg., the State of Utah 
(UDOT) has exclusive responsibility to determine the need for and 
install such devices. 
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stalled, highway traffic volumes, and train 
volumes. Less influential, but sometimes 
significant [is] maximum train speed • . .) 
123 L.Ed.2d at 403 (emphasis added). 
In any event, as explained above, the undisputed evidence is 
that Union Pacific did, in fact, reduce the speed of its train some 
10 m.p.h. below the federal limit at which the train could have been 
lawfully operated. Accordingly, plaintiff's allegation in this 
respect is not only without legal support but is also factually 
incorrect. 
3. Union Pacific Complied With Requirements of U.C.A. § 56-1-14. 
Utah Code Annotated § 56-1-14 governs the operation of 
locomotive whistle and bell devices at public railroad crossings. 
It provides as follows: 
Every locomotive shall be provided with a bell 
which shall be rung continuously from a point 
not less than 80 rods from any city or town 
street or public highway grade crossing until 
such city or town street or public highway 
grade crossing shall be crossed, but, except in 
towns and at terminal points, the sounding of 
the locomotive whistle or siren at least 1/4 of 
a mile before reaching any such grade crossing 
shall be deemed equivalent to ringing the bell 
as aforesaid; . . . 
Unless the crossing is located in a town or at a terminal 
point, the statute does not require the operation of both the bell 
and the whistle simultaneously. Where the grade crossing is in a 
rural area such as the one in question, the requirement is in the 
alternative—either the bell or the whistle must be operated 
beginning "at least" 1320 feet away from the crossing. 
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In this case, the evidence is that Engineer Puffer sounded both 
the bell and the whistle beginning at a point well in excess of 1320 
feet away from the crossing. Puffer's testimony is that he began 
sounding the whistle and the bell at approximately 1/4 mile away 
from the crossing at 5950, South and then continued operating the 
bell and whistle from 5950 South for another approximately 1100 feet 
to the crossing at 650 West where the accident happened. Other 
witnesses in the vicinity support such testimony. There is no 
probative evidence to the contrary. Accordingly, Union Pacific 
clearly complied with the statutory requirements of sounding either 
the whistle or the bell for a minimum of 1320 feet before the 
crossing. 
CONCLUSION 
Based upon the foregoing, Union Pacific submits that its Motion 
for Summary Judgment should be granted on the grounds that there are 
no genuine issues of material fact which should keep the Court from 
ruling as a matter of law that the train was not traveling in excess 
of the authorized speed limit; that Union Pacific was not negligent 
in failing to reduce the speed of the train over the crossing; and 
that the locomotive's signaling devices were operated in accordance 
with statutory requirements. 
DATED this J^li day of February, IjLS^ O / / A*. ^ 
JAC1^^ VWIKB^W V 
Attorneys for Defendant 
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CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the fry" day of February, 1995, a copy 
of the foregoing was served in the manner indicated below upon the 
following: 
Allen K. Young, Esq. 
Young & Kester 
101 East 200 South 
Springville, Utah 84663 
3L U.S. Mail Hand Delivered 
Overnight 
Facsimile 
No Service 
Secretary 
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EXHIBIT A 
Utah County Sheriff 
MISDEMEANOR FACT SHEET 
SCA ACA IlATE April 6, 1994 
APPROVED PR Y E S ( ) No ( ) INCIDENT NO- 94-150235 
DEFENDANT NO. 1 OF 1 
DEFFNDAKI 
NAM F_ Bruce Brinkmeier Al_ I AS 
AriDRFSS 1950 East 100 South; Sal t Lake City. 
DOB 9-16-76 SEX Male RACE White 
OFFENSE 
COUNT 1 No Drivers License CLASS 
STATUTE 41 -2-104 _ D A T E OF QFFFNSF 2-5-94 
COUNT 2 Fai lure t o Stop a t Stop Sign CLASS 
STATUTE DATE OF OFFENSE 2-5-94 
ALCOHOL TEST RESULTS - BREATH .REFUSAL BLOOD 
TYPE OF VEHICLE 
INCIDENT LOCATION 5950 south 650 west 
ARRESTING DEPUTY C.J . witnev 
AGENCY/ADDRESS ucso: 75 south 200 East, suite 201; provo 
COURT Utah County Justice Precinct WARRANT IN CUSTODY 
WITNESSES 
NAME ADDRESS PHONE 
1. Deputy C.J. Witnev UCSO 370-8887 
Sgt. Jens H o r n n ' " 
2- Deputy Robert Eyre " " 
3- Robert L. Craw P.O. Box 53; Minersville 386-2318 
4- Rvan Puffer P.O. Box 822? Beaver 438-5460 
5- Johnny Starks 3701 s. 8235 W.; Magna 250-7039 
I* 
r\f\ UTAH COUNTY SHERIFF 
» OFFENSE REPORT PRINTED: 02/14 
***************************************************************************** 
CLASSIFICATION: 50PI INCID NO: 0150235 
SUB CLASS: 
ADDRESS OF OCCUR: 5906 S 650 W CITY: 01 RM/APT: 
DIST: S BEAT: 12 GRID: 0900 SHIFT: 2 
DATE REPORTED: 02/05/94 TIME REPORTED: 1210 
DATE OCCURED: 02/05/94 TIME OCCURED: 1210 
DAMAGED PROP AMT: STOLEN PROP AMT: 
DOB: 
CTY: 
SEX: 
ST: 
PREMISE: 
RACE: 
ZIP: 
COMPL/BUSN: 
ADDR: 
REPORTING DEPUTY: WITNEY, CARLA INITIAL INVESTG UNIT: PATROL 
COMMENTS: CAR TRAIN ACCIDENT. GO DOWN BY LONGVIEW FIBRE AND MEET CLYDE ARGYLE 
************************************************************************ 
INCIDENT NAMES 
****************************************************************************** 
INCID NO: 0150235-
JRAW, ROBERT L PASS DOB: 02/07/55 SEX: M RACE: W 
ADDR: PO 53 CTY: MINERSVILLE ST: UT ZIP: 
ID NO: MISC ID: RES PHONE: 8013862318 
BUSN/SCHOOL: UNION PACIFIC CONDUCTOR BUSN PHONE: 
INCID NO: 0150235-' 
PUFFER, RYAN PASS DOB: 03/26/70 SEX: M RACE: W 
ADDR: PO 822 CTY: BEAVER ST: UT ZIP: 
ID NO: MISC ID: RES PHONE: 8014385460 
BUSN/SCHOOL: UNION PACIFIC ENGINEER BUSN PHONE: 
INCID NO: 0150235-( 
STARKS, JOHNNY WITN DOB: 10/31/77 SEX: M RACE: W 
ADDR: 3701 S 8235 W CTY: MAGNA ST: UT ZIP: 
ID NO: MISC ID: RES PHONE: 8012507039 
BUSN/SCHOOL: BUSN PHONE: 
INCID NO: 0150235-C 
HILL, GERALD WITN DOB: 01/02/44 SEX: M RACE: W 
ADDR: 5851 S DEPOT RD CTY: SPANISH FORK ST: UT ZIP: 84601 
ID NO: MISC ID: RES PHONE: 8017986547 
BUSN/SCHOOL: BUSN PHONE:
 p 
rr5 1 5 199%^ 
WHITNEY, HILL WITN 
ADDR: 5851 SO DEPOT RD 
ID NO: MISC ID: 
BUSN/SCHOOL: 
UNION, PACIFIC RAILROAD BUSN 
ADDR: 1000 SOUTH 400 EAST 
ID NO: MISC ID: 
BUSN/SCHOOL: 
INCID NO: 0150235-
DOB: 12/18/73 SEX: M RACE: W 
CTY: SPANISH FORK ST: UT ZIP: 
RES PHONE: 798-6547 
BUSN PHONE: 
DOB: 
CTY: PROVO 
INCID NO: 0150235-
SEX: RACE: 
ST: UT ZIP: 
RES PHONE: 
BUSN PHONE: 373-1780 
JENSEN, ALECIA PASS 
ADDR: 3948 W ZODIAC DR 
ID NO: MISC ID: 
BUSN/SCHOOL: 
DOB: 
INCID NO: 0150235-t 
SEX: F RACE: W 
CTY: SALT LAKE CITY ST: UT ZIP: 
RES PHONE: 
BUSN PHONE: 
BRINKMEIER, BRUCE DRIV 
ADDR: 1950 EAST 100 SOUTH 
INCID NO: 0150235-C 
DOB: 09/16/76 SEX: M RACE: W 
CTY: SALT LAKE CITY ST: UT ZIP: 
ID NO: 
BUSN/SCHOOL: 
MISC ID: SSN529278513 RES PHONE: 485-4567 
BUSN PHONE: 
******************************************************************************* 
PROPERTY 
******************************************************************** 
STATUS: SAFEKEEP 
FILM/PHOTO BRAND: 35MM 
RECOVERED 
TYPE ARTICLE 
SERIAL NO: 
DATE REPORTED: 02/05/94 
RECOVERED/RECEIVED: 02/14/94 
:OMMENTS: PHOTOS OF CAR-TRAIN CRASH 
INCID NO: 
BIN/TAG NO: EVIDENCE FILE 
MODEL: PRINTS 
OWNER APPLIED NO: 
PROPERTY VALUE: 
RECOVERED VALUE: 
0150235-0 
RECOVERED STATUS: SAFEKEEP 
?YPE ARTICLE: FILM/PHOTO BRAND: 35MM 
SERIAL NO: 
)ATE REPORTED: 02/05/94 
LECOVERED/RECEIVED: 02/14/94 
INCID NO: 
BIN/TAG NO: EVIDENCE FILE 
MODEL: SLIDES 
OWNER APPLIED NO: 
PROPERTY VALUE: 
RECOVERED VALUE: 
:OMMENTS: PHOTOS OF CAR-TRAIN ACCIDENT 
0150235-0 
OFFENSE NARRATIVE 
INCID NO: 0150235 
SUMMARY; 
THIS IS A REPORT OF A TRAFFIC ACCIDENT INVOLVING A MOTOR VEHICLE AND A 
UNION PACIFIC TRAIN. 
DATE AND LOCATION; 
THIS ACCIDENT OCCURRED ON FEBRUARY 5TH 1994 AT SATURDAY AT APROX 1210 HRS. 
THE LOCATION OF THE ACCIDENT WAS ON 5950 SOUTH 650 WEST, WHERE IT 
INTERSECTS WITH THE RAIL ROAD TRACKS. 
CONTACT; 
WE WERE CONTACTED BY DISPATCH AND SENT TO THE SCENE OF THE ACCIDENT. 
SPANISH FORK POLICE HAD ARRIVED AT THE SCENE. SPANISH FORK AMBULANCE WAS 
RESPONDING TO THE ACCIDENT ALSO. SPANISH FORK POLICE WAS FIRST ON SCENE. 
BRUCE BRINKMEIER WAS IDENTIFIED AS THE DRIVER OF THE VEHICLE. 
ACTIONS; 
DEPUTY ROBERT EYER AND SGT JENS HORN WERE RESPONDING TO THE SCENE ALSO. SGT 
HORN MADE CONTACT WITH THE ENGINEER AND THE CONDUCTOR OF THE TRAIN. DEPUTY 
EYER WORKED ON THE DIAGRAM AND MEASUREMENTS. DEPUTY EYER CALLED FOR A 
FORENSIC NURSE TO DRAW BLOOD AT THE HOSPITAL. 
THE SCENE WAS MARKED FOR EVIDENCE. PHOTOS WERE TAKEN OF THE ACCIDENT SCENE. 
A DIAGRAM WAS DRAWN AND MEASUREMENTS TAKEN. 
TRAIN EMPLOYEES RESPONDED FOR THEIR INVESTIGATION. THE TRAIN ENGINEER AND 
CONDUCTOR WERE TESTED FOR ALCOHOL WITH A PROTABLE INTOXIMETER AND RELEASED. 
ARRANGEMENTS WERE MADE TO RECOVER A COPY OF THE TRAIN COMPUTER SPEED TAPE. 
ELEMENTS; 
THE UNION PACIFIC TRAIN WAS EAST BOUND ON THE TRACKS AT ABOUT 48 MPH. THE 
DRIVER OF THE HONDA WAS SOUTH BOUND ON 650 WEST. THE HONDA WAS MOVING AT 
^PROXIMATELY 5 MPH WHEN IT DROVE UP TO THE TRACKS. DRIVER AND PASSENGER 
DIDN'T SEE THE TRAIN. 
THE HONDA WAS STRUCK IN THE FRONT ENGINE COMPARTMENT, THE RIGHT QUARTER 
PANEL, AND THE PASSENGER COMPATRMENT. THE HONDA WAS FORCED OVER TO THE 
SOUTH EAST SIDE OF THE TRACKS. BOTH THE DRIVER AND THE PASSENGER WERE 
EJECTED. THE DRIVER WAS FOUND JUST WEST OF WHERE THE VEHICLE CAME TO REST. 
THE PASSENGER WAS FOUND EAST OF THE VEHICLE. 
NJURIES; 
3RUCE BRINKMEYER HAD SEVERAL LASERATIONS AND SCRAPES ALL OVER HIS BODY. 
ALECIA JENSEN, WHEN THE OFFICER HAD CAME OVER TO CHECK HER, WAS TOLD THAT 
SHE WASN'T BREATHING AND HER CHIN WAS ON HER CHEST. OFFICER SNOW HAD GONE 
OVER AND RE-ESTABLISHED AN AIR WAY. SHE STARTED TO BREATH ON HER OWN. 
ALECIA WAS REPORTED TO HAVE HAD C-5 AND C-6 DISLOCATED AND ONE POSSIBLE 
FRACTURE ALSO IN THE NECK. ALECIA WAS TAKEN TO THE ICU UNIT IN CRITICAL 
CONDITION. 
WITNESS SUMMARY; 
THERE WERE THREE WITNESSES IN ADDITION TO THE EDITION TO THE CONDUCTOR AND 
ENGINEER. 
WITNESSES STATED THAT THE VEHICLE SLOWED DOWN BUT DIDN'T STOP BEFORE 
ENTERING THE TRAIN TRACK AREA. THEY STATED THAT HE DIDN'T LOOK EITHER WAY 
BEFORE ENTERING THE TRACK AREA. WITNESSES STATED THAT WHEN THE VEHICLE HAD 
ENTERED THE TRACK AREA, THEY WERN'T SURE IF HE HAD STOPPED OR MOVING VERY 
SLOW. WITNESSES ALSO STATED THAT THEY CLEARLY HEARD THE TRAIN AIR HORN 
BLOWING JUST PRYOR TO THE IMPACT. 
WITNESSES STATE THAT WHEN THE TRAIN HAD IMPACTED WITH THE HONDA, THEY 
CLEARLY SAW THE DRIVER AND PASSENGER EJECTED FROM THE VEHICLE. JOHNNY 
STARKS THEN RAN TO THE AUCTION AND CALLED 911 FOR AN AMBULANCE. OTHER 
WITNESSES HAD STARTED TO RENDER AID TO THE VICTIMS TILL THE AMBULANCE 
ARRIVED. 
EXTRA PATROL; 
I WOULD LIKE TO HAVE AN EXTRA PATROL IN THIS AREA. I HAD BEEN ADVISED BY 
"SEVERAL OF THE PEOPLE IN THE AREA THAT IT IS A FREQUENT OCCURANCE THAT THE 
DRIVERS FAIL TO STOP AT THE STOP SIGN. 
OTHER ACTIONS TAKEN; 
I REQUESTED NO PARKING SIGNS BE POSTED IN THE AREA OF THE TRACKS. THESE 
WILL BE PUT UP AND REGUARLY PATROLED. 
********************************************************************** 
CASE MANAGEMENT 
***************************************************************************** 
INCID NO: 0150235 
REPORTING DEPUTY: WITNEY, CARLA INITIAL REPORTING UNIT: PATROL 
FOLLOWUP INVESTIGATOR: FOLLOWUP INVESTG UNIT: 
CASE STATUS/DISPO: OPEN PATROL STATUS/DISPO DATE: 02/05/94 
******************************************************************************, 
END OF REPORT 
******************************************************************************, 
WHITE - Provtoer 
CANARY - EMS Office 
PINK - Hospcta! 
UTAH EMS INCIDENT REPORT 
Bureau of Emergency Medical Services, Utah Department of Health t&_fjiw 
Distnct Code 
" 5 ? 6>SD iVAAt Cih 
y^p^y 
Left Scene Time ; / . . ... 
Inadent Reported Time 
Arrived Destination Time 
fSk PSte Lit 
Dispatched Tin 
I2£ I PM/EWT Number , 
Enroute Time-
 r: ••:?;, Arrived At Saeim] 
i RM/EMT Number, •-•;: 
w - j Arrived At Patient Time 
PM/EKCT-Number.v. 
- * ^ > V ' ' . * ^ . ' 
Response / Transport Bodily Fluids Exposure CPR Information Safety Equipment Usage Alcohol/Drug Usage ; \ Odometer Reading* 
Wm9 To Scape: 
^ & Lights / Siren 
D Silent Run 
From Scene: 
& Lights / Siren 
D Silent Run 
Exposure: 
# Y e s 
D No 
Tyi TEW 
Was CPR initiated prior 
to EMS Arrival? 
D Yes 
D No 
By Whom? 
D Citizen Q 1 st Responder 
Safety equipment usage? 
(Seat belt, helmetyetc.) 
D Yes yS , No 
Types: 
Suspicion of alcohol/drug 
use? ^ • • '*> v ^ ; ( 
D Yes ; D No; ::$X-
Reason: •*"'-?*•.': F-22!' 
;: : V , ^ : $ i & 
AJ S c e n e s 
Citv_
 J » / 
M.I.. Responsible Party -r-p I , . ; - TeJephoneN 
City _,
 y /i . State.. ^ : > ^ e ^ ^ C o d e ^ : / 
*-L.fi. u?. Zip Code -=>te .  ':^A 
• (\K-mm Telephone Number 
ifel 
Spsjaj ^ c u r j v J & m t o r ^ RaofcCode Primary Insurance Number Group Insurance Number^j^:^^.v £'.*•; • 
Sex*-mmmmmMmmmm^m^B Medicare Number Medicaid N u m b e r ^ ^ C * ^ , 
Chief 'Complaint, 
Ui hJfL 
story 
TfQxiWICt 
Current Medications 
i^^^W^^im 
Past Medical Histoi Allergies 
^ ' < ^ 3 ^ Narrative 77 UP ^i/Hj>h- — AU 
$... 
1'fl^JUpL 
• ~tti U4k •jr^Mzm X,T-
%i t./i /y*n.t<4 . 
A}JAMAJ A J2L SIMT~S> U T.A h,, ±4-
r$\/^Ll?;Tu.lf *?*• ST^r :>^^f^^^^^^^0l^^ 
^ ^ ^ i ^ & ^ 
CRAMS Score Components GLASGOW COMA Scale Vitals Time Pulsed I-Blood Pressurel^Rwlralidn^^Temperature 
Circulation 
JS 2 Blood Pressure ^ 100 
D 1 Blood Pressures85< 100 
D 0 Blood Pressure < 85 -
>QH>fe*None. ; ^ ^ < & ^ : 
^ n ^ ^ : ^ T o ' P a M ^ - € ^ - >;"' 
; Q ^ 3 -H^Jo Speech - ^ V : ^ ^ . ' "• 
~ r^»ntaneously^ ^  4 : ; 
Initial 
Repeat 
^ Enter Least Value of the 
Above Boxes Checked 7A 
J&2 
D 1 
D 0 
Respiration 
Rate <35 
Rate 2 35"-
Rate « 0 
; ^^fey#rbaIRwpon««^^:.>.-,. 
: ^ n -• <1*&A None <:: V^^.y:^%::J ^ 
•i Cf/2 ^^Jncomprehensible'::.' •:>: 
fG;^-'-^--Inappropriate ^ - i - : r : / 
^ Q " 4 ^ - X o n f u s e d ; / ^ - v ' ^ i v 
^ ^ 5 - ^ H D r i e n t e d •-V'-w-*' ; r : " 
Repeat 
SWn Condition 
JO, Moist 
l ^ D r y 
|2J Warm 
D Cool 
f ^ t ^ ' M o i p r Re^>on»e-i-/;' 
Skin Color 
K Pale D Cyanotic 
G Red 
D Normal J « 
L. Motor Function • \\R„ 
J^y.:--. Moves Arms
 v ^ u > 
g"^ " Moves Leas ' "T3 
L. ^ ' : t ;&'PUplll '^Tnviv.-B. 
Distal To Injury 
Sensory - D-Yes D No 
Pu lse^^DrYes - rD 'No : -
. D ; . A r ' Unreactive * D 
; : D ; . ^ .wDnatedV D 
X 7 C/^Midrange JK1 
D ; :^•Constr ic ted ' D 
Enter Least Value of the 
Above Boxes Checked 
2np :g%ocaJi2es Pain v;-rT t53£ 
r
^ g^Tjpbeys
 r^mrnands r;:-' -
Abdomerr/ Thorax 
^ 2 Abd. / Thor. Non-Tender^ 
D 1 Abd. / Thor. Tender 
D 0 Abd. Rigid or Penetrating Injury] ^ * 
Enter Value Box Checked L ^ _ 
>. . . . M o t o r 
p 2 Normal, Obeys Command . 
Q 1 Responds Only to Pain, No 
Posturing . . . . . . . 
D 0 Postures or No Response 
Enter Value Box Checked 
^^Entar ln ju lyy Vine** 'Codas r-
Sc(IA6s( to LosJt Slontfjcsnt) S 
YU 
fa 2 
D 1 
• o 
.. Speech . , 
Normal Oriented 
Confused or Inappropriate. 
No Speech or UninteU»glb,ie. 
s o u h d s \ : - ; : . r ! .'•;•••?;,: ••••»!:';-1 
Enter Value Box Checked 
^ 
? t ^En t« tT re * tm iw t Cbdss.,..-, 
Thlt Is to<certlfy thut I am refusing l r # * tow ^ t ranspor t * . I j ^ W b w ^formed of the tiikW 
Involved; and hereby rtleasethe ambulfinca service; Kt pnentfimTiviPtJ. \\$ mfll|iate|, Irpm »li 
responsibility ^hichmay result from thi« action.. y;[ \ ^ ^ ^ ! M ^ ^ < ^ ^ - : ' ' 1 ••« 
WHITE PfC '^dt 
CANARY - CMS O N K * 
PINK - Hocp'tat 
UTAH EMS INCIDENT R ORT 
Bureau of Emergency Medical Services, Utah Department of Health • * - ° " 
^ — — — — — — — - ^ • - - • - — — _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ ^ _ _ _ _ _ ^ _ ^ ^ . 
Service Number r
^^f/L| District Code Unrt PermrUyumfcer l tAJ rn _. ^ tnouiA hkMbor 
^ . &^™6dc^&0.&ud£3X^ 
D\soa\ch O a t e " A \ncid.er\\ Reported T\me lO\spa\chNouUedT\me \Otepat&ved"t*m% 
Left Scene Urne^ Armed Destinatefi Time I Back In Service Time PWWLwfcber !2M 
espon$% /Tn 
xiDestaat f
1
 M.Z. ' y^»> - hEEW"F 
Alcohol/Drug Usage Response / Transport 
To Scene 
JET l ights/ Siren 
D Silent Run 
From Scene 
P^Ligttts / Siren 
O Silent Run 
Bodily Fluids Exposure 
Exposure 
i2"Yes 
C No 
Types. ttr^Sl 
CPR Information \^ Safety Equipment Usage 
Was CPR Initiated prior 
to EMS Arrival? 
D Yes 
D No 
By Whom? 
D Citizen D 1st Responder 
^1 « < / J L ^ . 
M l 
<f ULc^- 'JLA^^ 
Wff? 
Telephone Number/ ^ 
Sex 
/ * 
Social Security Number 
Date of Birth (MM/DD/YYYY) 
Race Code 
Age n 
Safety equipment usage? 
(Seat belt helmet, etc ) 
D Yes D No 
Types* 
3d 
Suspicion of alcohol/drug 
use? 
D Yes D No 
Reason-
Odometer fli* 
At Scene 
Responsible I 
Street Addn 
%k^^<^-^e 
Beginning L^L 
1 , 0 9
 -=5= c Billable Miles 
Telephone Number 
City 
ress
 5^ r jb. ^ x ^ ^ /£fe 
TZ ^ J a i £ , / - A ZiDCpa^" 
Primary Insurai nce Number I Group Insuran 
zm> 
Medicare Number 
r ce Number 
Medicaid Number 
Chief Complaint Current Medications 
Past Medicaf History Allergies 
Narrative 
OJLUMc^h, V> 
AAJMM^J^* , ^ > / xUA^/LZtl^—,,/ / 
V(UK*J-<LJLJJLS 
CRAMS Score Components GLASGOW COMA Scale Vitals Time Pulse Blood Pressure Respiration Jg£R 
Circulation 
C 2 BlocKj Pressures 100 
C 1 Blood Pressures 85 < 100 
D 0 Blood Pressure < 8£ 
Capillary Refill 
O 2 Normal 
0 \ Delayed 
G O Absent 
Enter Least Value of the 
Abo>e Boxes Checked 
^
1 
a 2 
a 3 
a 4 
Eye Open 
None 
To Pain 
To Speech 
Spontaneously 
Initial ^Aj^j^M-Cty 
Repeat 
Respiration 
D 2 Rate < 35 
• 1 Rate >35 
D 0 Rate = 0 
Respiratory Effort 
D 2 Normal 
I JZ \ LjabOt«S«Steto* 
1
 0 0 Absent 
Enter Least Value of the 
Above Boxes Checked 
J5Ki 
D 2 
ZJ 3 
a 4 
a 5 
Verbal Response 
None 
Incomprehensible 
Inappropriate 
Confused 
Onented 
Repeat 
Skin Condition 
jflrWI Z>\/J&H> I -
Skin Color 
a Mow 
2 0 r y 
D Warm 
iB^Cool 
jjZ'Pale 
D Cyanotic 
D Red 
D Normal 
m 
15 2 
a 3 
> D 4 
D 5 
a e 
Abdomen / Thorax 
g'2 Abd / Thor Non Tender 
U 1 Abd /Thor Tender 
C 0 Abd frigid or Penetrating Injury] 
Enter Value Box Checked > 
D 2 
D 1 
JZTo 
Motor 
Normal Obeys Command 
Responds Only to Pain No 
Posturing 
Postures or^o Response^ 
Enter Value Box Checked b 
D 2 
J2^0 
Speech 
Normal Oriented 
Contused or Inappropriate 
No Sfteech or Unintelligible 
Sounds 
Enter Value Box Checked 0 
rTJi 
Motor Response 
Flaccid 
Extends to Pain 
Flexes to Pain 
Localizes Pain 
Obeys Commands 
Motor Function 
D Moves Arms 
Moves Legs 
Sensory 
Pulse 
Distal To iniury 
D 
C Yes 
C Yes 
a NO 
D No 
Pupils , 
D 
0 
D 
D 
Reactive 
UnreactivS 
Dilated 
Midrange 
Constricted 
ECG Rhythm Code 
Initial 
GLASGOW 
TOTAL 
Enter Injury / Illness Codes 
(Most to Least Significant) 
-• •• •• 
Enter Treatment Codes 
(Most to Least Significant) 
• • •D-D 
J I el 1 - I K 
Repeat 
Repeat 
Repeat 
Repeat^ 
Repeat 
Medications Given 
/ I /A-/? 
Tkne 
v*3d 
Dose j . _ ( 
Medical Control Contact 
Medi 
U At Scene D In Transit f j Standing Qrd< 
Me< 
Des/im ^ n a t i c ^ ^ s f 
Jinq Order 
lT7rT^u^jffnn^ gjsruF z: j J ^ ^ 
This7 Is to certify (hat I am refusing treatment I transport \ have been Informed of the 
Involved, and hereby release the ambulance service. Its attendants, and Its affiliate*, fr 
responsibility which mav resMllrom this action 
Sianaturflr rv~.« / T.«,« 
County of Utah - Sheriff's Deps ent 
COMPLAINT REPORT CONTINUATION — STATEMENT 
Case No. Page of 
VOLUNTARY STATEMENT 
/* // * NOT UNDER ARREST 
Ur&MJ JMf , s 
Address 
Name:. 7^6. ^^ /^^y 
Time. 
D.O.B. (-2-LtJ 
f]>e&4^() kl*// 
the events I am about to make know to . 
own free will. 
, am not under arrest for, nor am I being detained for any criminal offenses concerning 
. I volunteer the following information of my 
frokiU. f /^A/^y/< £>s?ucr6^ &af&r_r ~7^~7^<zS& 
~&j fluffs C&m//^p 
#is • A-A- -M/s A,SKLS r~ T*£r>/7fZe<& *>?f e?iA<e s- Qr^/L^ 
-&. 
^ 
^ V ^ / r Y " . V ^ ^ ; l 7 ^ 7 Qtsi. f/ 
QC<$ £^2—TP-TfC^/Crf Q l A , ^ J T o ^ ^ ^ ^ Cs*«?s <^A-^ - ^ t ^ g 
•M, ^ Cd^tf-tes^C ^f~7^> 
A~A file} ^7*1 f / ^ f ^ ^ y /jSfi*. 
A^C V&lis */ Y-7-~*z^t^/2. 
t^jtLs ^rcsu»*J -f^^/-£^^ £^^j^-S) sOiu^^ / ^ -Am^/s-j 
ct to the best of my knowledge. 
(Witness) 
Utah County Sheriff 
VOLUNTARY STATEMENT 
CASE NO. PAGE CF 
Name M P ^ V I H 4W)<* Date 3/6 M 
Address 2 7 0 / *• SZ^S iv- ^ M ^ ; U+..ZVr>W Time )TM® 
2 &-7031 DOB \ohtjli 
I, CJh^uy jST^vy^O , do give this statement to _ 
of the Utah County Sheriff's Department, of my own free will. I understand that 1 have the right to remain 
silent, that anything I say can be used against me in a court of law, that I have the right to talk to an 
attorney, and to have him present while I make this statement, that if I cannot afford an attorney one will be 
appointed for me if I so desire. I understand that I have the right to stop answering questions at any time. 
Fully understanding the above rights, I make the following statement. 
l^ccKrd j-hc -hrc\\s) tit>rtk\ys^ /?Krf X kepi nn^ eys* p/\ 4-kc C^K^ A<f app^Kr^A 
fa be ^topped u*r})l -ft* -yWV) 3,W Ikejs "Mf^ ^T 3*>er\ ikr C**~ cjp &our)£^ 
o~ff -/-he "A^XM cvr/r trfio V"Ac &fujh. ~X visiter .<eciO -7*Ag ve*pie bcc**\A$rt 
The above statement is true and correct to the best of my knowledge-i above state ent is true 
Utah County Sheriff 
VOLUNTARY STATEMENT 
Name ££1 fefaJ 
CASE NO. 
Date AS'?? 
PAGE CF 
V 
Address Time MjK 
. iMtAJJ/1'*,"? 
DOB 4 ^ 
~7 
do give this statement to 
of the Utah County Sheriff's Department, of my own free will. I understand that I have the right to remain 
silent, that anything I say can be used against me in a court of law, that I have the right to talk to an 
attorney, and to have him present while I make this statement, that if I cannot afford an attorney one will be 
appointed for me if I so desire. I understand that I have the right to stop answering questions at any time. 
Fully understanding the above rights, I make the following statement. 
/j;/ixy/>^re ^ J l - \^.^J—^/ IS f. / f ' t—L-^ / * - - " " ' ^ ^ -• r f f WTT/ U . C ^ r t I -> *—*-f 
•tippet)* 4rzlv b)hsV{f Q2tA Jv>(OG <?saiode d /3^/LAI 
(J^OJS ^iroo//u^ PnjQiv<L£r Pfaced 4P$/A) //U 
The above statement is true and correct to the best of my knowledge. 
A. 
Utah County Sheriff 
«jH isot** 
VOLUNTARY STATEMENT 
CASE NO. PAGE \ CF 
Name fy/// /%-ffcf 
Address f.n. / W ft& 
Rr^r ul. <r«7/3 Wr-S-Vb 
Date_ 
Time_ 
DOB 
al/of 
/?>?.<" 
3-X'7o 
I, , do give this statement to S*? 6 forn 
understand that I have the right to remain of the ufah County Sheriff's Department, of my own free will. I 
silent, that anything I say can be used against me in a court of law, that 1 have the right to talk to an 
attorney, and to have him present while I make this statement, that if I cannot afford an attorney one will be 
appointed for me if I so desire. I understand that I have the right to stop answering questions at any time. 
Fully understanding the above rights, I make the following statement. 
J^ U/&S ke-cKff'i'fjj frft &x£l- O/L tkc j~r^//f tt/c- u/&rc^ 
a Pfr*«cktKil* i-JLe- C/hSS/^ <usiJ * firi/cft V/'jK 
r^r
 c]frWti^ k/e~s-k J-0 c.c^s-7 ^//gc^aj fke. A^rsct //v*/A. 
U7£ k,'-/- 7A& -T/^w/ S3 -P M< £c*r rtrt 2^_ 
PcxSS&Sl^&S £./,Je- . 
The above^slatement is true and correct to the best 
( S i a n a / n r o l T7~ 
Utah County Sheriff 
VOLUNTARY STATEMENT 
Name Ui frL 
Address < T f 7 ' S V * / ^ 
CASE NO. 
Time 
PAGE CF 
/ g r ^ O / > ^ 
^ < Z />,/*, ^ U 9kin*#7W-&y7DOB /z,-//-7? 
I, do give this statement to 
of the Utah County Sheriff's Department, of my own free will. I understand that I have the right to remain 
silent, that anything I say can be used against me in a court of law, that I have the right to talk to an 
attorney, and to have him present while I make this statement, that if I cannot afford an attorney one will be 
appointed for me if I so desire. I understand that I have the right to stop answering questions at any time. 
Fully understanding the above rights, I make the following statement. 
JT MAS /l-taJ/wi ^iuTk an J- A* J- C/o^^ 7*b 
/ far. uj SJ rev 
J7 J 
J2L1 
Of If 'fal^Jg/tzl 7% A V&GLCJ<L4, , J~ Ti/m/T' 
IMU kudc SMJ 4**JS f/^- f^a,'* Ai4- i~k 
fCl^eX rfU.<~ £4^ rfLnuJiYUA hxj~k £/g<;6CMjfars.f &^°U-
The above .statement i s tri 
VBTcfnaturpO / 
d correct to the best of my knowledge. 
r x,i: 4 \ 
K / Mil 
PULSE Electronics, Inc. 
Location: SPANISH FORK 
Remarks: CRSDS-04 02/05/94 
Detailed Analysis Plot (c 
Time bas 
Scan ID: 43-1-0018 
Speed 
(mph) 
Direction-
90-
80- 1/2-mile marker 
70-
60-50-
40-
30-
20-
10-
0-
Load 
(amps) 
Horn-
120 
« 
*.. 
200 
0 
RELEASED -
1 2 -
2 2 -
TLEM-
EIE-
Loc Brake 
Brake 
( p s i ) 
6-
T h r o t t l e 4-
IDLE/1/2 • 
DY BRAKE• 
\ 
r f 
Feb 05 11:55:14 M i n u t e s 
T 1 
Feb 05 12:01:14 
; •n 
W 
nrr F^U ' •fin 
^0P SC(L <JT~ 
Michael (). Lea\itt 
Governor 
*-. <y 
% , / 8 9 6 , / ' ' ^i******'' 
STATE OF UTAH 
DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH 
DIVISION OF LABORATORY SERVICES 
PUBLIC SAFETY TOXICOLOGY SECTION 
46 North Medical Drive • Salt Lake City. Utah 84113 • (801) 584-8400 • FAX 584-8486 
TOXICOLOGY REPORT 
Agency: UTAH COUNTY S. 0 . 
Suspect(s): BRINKMEIER, BRUCE 
Laboratory No. L94-0211 
Your Agency Case No. ] 5 0 A 3 5 
Officer: CARLA WHITNEY 
LABORATORY FINDINGS: 
Blood Alcohol: Negative 
Analyzed by Bruce Beck . ^ U 4 L , . . f 3 c * t r r r . 
No Drugs Were Identified in the Blood . 
Analyzed by Barbara Jepson 
>'<TTAJ*Y PV'HI 14: 
rVA 0- SiKCLAIR 
16 y*0toal Dttvt 
fe»*UfeftCttV,Ut»t. W\13 
ttv Commtttton Exrl^% 
\ugust i . 1«W 
STATE OF U1AH 
Sworn and Subscribed to before me this 25 day of February 19 94 
^ v ^ <r< 4£LJ<-,:<.J< i S< <i <L 
Notary Public 
. - Fnia I Report 
- Amended Rcpoit 
T - Supplemental Repoit 
r
 - Additional Results to Follow 
i o \ L j b i . r . : i2/v: 
Incident No. 
ACCIDENT INVESTIGATORS FILE 
l5oacs 
Da t e rtb S <\A Time ^ l 0 Day Of Week 5ft1 
Investigating O f f i c e r _ _ _ j £ r ] j O c j 
Assisting Officer £ - ^ ( l £ * ^(7(L>J 
Highway < W j^ o 
Badge # A )D> 
Badge # A<V3 - Pt4* 
Drivers Involved (Name/Address) Vehicle # 
ACCIDENT CHECK LIST 
DIAGRAM AND MEASUREMENTS 
Skidmarks 
/Gouge Marks 
Debris 
/ Location of Bodies 
Probable Point of Impact 
Distance Traveled Af ter Impact 
^Vehicle's Final Position at Rest 
^ /Width of Highway 
" / W i d t h of Traff ic Lanes 
WRITTEN WITNESS STATEMENTS 
Drivers 
Passengers 
MISCELLANEOUS 
/ B y s t a n d e r s 
Other Motorists 
PHOTOGRAPHS 
/^Approach Path of Each Vehicle 
/ Any View Obstructions 
/Skidmarks 
/ G o u g e Marks 
/ D e b r i s 
//Damage Sustained by Each Vehicle 
/ V e h i c l e ' s Final Position 
_/^Probable Point of impact 
Position of Bodies 
Obvious Vehicle Defects 
-Hnterior of Vehicle 
r S ^ S i d e s of Each Vehicle 
^Biood Alcohol on all Dr ivers and Pedestrians Within Two Hours 
Gather any Other Physical Evidence (Especially in Hit and Run Cases) 
Examination of Lights (Headlights, Brake Lights, Turn Signals, Etc.) 
Examination of Brakes, Speedometer, T i res, Etc. 
Check Traff ic Signal for Proper Operation and Timing in all Directions 
/ Make Detailed Notes Regarding Observations: Who did what dur ing the 
investigation. 
/No t i f i ca t i on of Next of Kin 
/^Noti f icat ion of Staff Duty Officer 
/ Notification of News Media 
4PF-66 (P-720) 
0-83 
VEHICLE DAMAGE 
I 1 VEHICLE 
Make }4flNlQf) 
License 
Color 
Conditio 
# S3! 
Qrtl*>\ 
n: Brakes 
Tires 
Class 
Lights 
Mech. 
GAPv 
y 
/ 
/ 
/ 
7 
* 2 VEHICLE 
Make 
License # 
Color 
Condit ion: Brakes 
Tires 
Class 
Lights 
Mech. 
RIGHT 
LEFT 
k r 
rop 
o o ^ = o o 
rzr w 
p~r!n,-| rfrnq 
r-—* 
FRONT REAR 
STATE O AH INVESTIGATING OFFICERS REPORT 01 AFF1C ACCIDENT 
MONTP DAY YEAR 
^ £ & 
DAY 1 [ 2 J 3 
0 F
 ' M T I W 
A \ 5 6 i 
T 1 F 1 MIUTARI TfctC ISJJ^. 
CASE N U M B E R 
/dT&jZ35~ \i 
PLACE WHERE 
ACCIDENT OCCURRED COUNTY M- n-CITY OR TOWN 
Accident was outside city limits 
indicate distance from city limits or nearest town _ 
- & . 
NORTH S E W ^— 
. MILES B a n c 
FOR AGENCY USE 
O L D USE ON.Y 
ROAD ON WHICH 
ACCIDENT OCCURRED 
LS 
^=* * * ^ GIVE r T A f ^ O F STREET t ^A fGHV.AY NUMBER INTERSECTION 
TYPE 
1 AT ITS I N T E R S E C T I O N WITH . 
2 IF NOT AT I N T E R S E C T I O N 
N O R T H S E W 
rao FEETHJ D D D OF 
TENTH OF A MILE 
OF MILE POST. 
STATE / LOCAL 
^ARI35T INTERSECTION STREET HOUSE NO LANOMARK 
BE S U R E TO COMPLETE IF ROAD HAS MILE P O S T 
K 
HICLE ' YEAR . j MAKE 7 J M O D & L I BODY STYLE / TYPE CODE I VEHO.E COuOR 
HICLE T3ENTIFICATIC?N NUMBER ^ D l S P C t e l T I O r T O F VEHICLE 
ICi^COuOR 
(C 
REG WEIGHT DESC OF CARGO 
CODE 
COMMERCE VEHICLE (Reg 12.000 I s or nor*) 
INTERSTATE I—I I N T R A S T A T E d/ 
VE ID I ATIO
S Y ^ R/WSrt? 7 ?-£? I COPE / 
A P P E A R V V A L I D " I LICENSE I YEAS / j MONTH ~ [STATE j NUMB 
NO OF AXELS 
<1NCXU0«WG AU TRAILERS) 
^ 
DIR OF TRA 
§&L 7L / INSURANCE AF^ I  
a »oK\ YES PLATE INFO W  ER tor \& 7$4 A i a PARTS DAMAGED 
COST OF REPAIR^ 
INSURANCE COMPANY 
<-rttr &/iZS/ 
EFFECTIVE DATE 
JLL 
EXPIRATION DAfE 
LL 
POLICY NUMBER 
7/^/7^:^3^? 
AGTNCY, THAT SOLD POLICY. 
-Pkl- Ml "*££-
A D D R E S S 
£_ '£_ 
OWNER / ' F I R S T INITIAL LAST STREET. CITY, STATET ZIP, PHONE NO 
¥- ^n.<fr> 
o i n c c i , W I T , o i « i c , i i r , r n u ^ c n u —~-*\ > . / 
STREET, CITY, STATE, Zip" PHONE NO FIRST INITIAL 
DRIVE! 
LAST 
>*>n 
DRIVER S 
LICENSE I 
STATE NUMBER 
JL '<m< 
DATE 
OF 
BIRTH 
MONTH DAY YEAR 
SEX SAFE EQUIP) 
INJURY / THROUGH WHAT AREA EJECTED? 
DRIVERS 
Wrlj^v PUBUC 3 N 0 N E r ^ i 
EWCATOS
 2 C0M,L 4 U N K N ^ 2 J 
YEARS 
DRIVE EXP 
LICENSE CLASS RESTRICTIONS 
aw x X /7 m \j W\ob 
H I C L E r%g fcooo 
/ 
1 VEHICLE MODEL 
VEHICLE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER "1 DISPOSITION 0 
BO0Y STYLE/TYPE COOE VEHICLE COLOR REG WEIGHT DESC Oc CARGO COMMERCIAL VE I  QP*; O000 t*. or <w| 
CQOE 1 INTERSTATE L i INTRASTATE \_\ 
 OF VEHICLE NO OF AXLES 
(•NO.UOING AU. TRAILERS) 
DIR OF TRAVEL 
*2srr 
INSURANCE-APPEARS VAUD 
YES I NO 
LICENSE 
PLATE 
INFO 
YEAR MONTH STATE NUMBER 
• I EXPIRATION 
PARTS DAMAGED W3X' COST O F REPAIR 
i INSURANCE COMPANY EFFECTIVE DATE DATE POLICY NUMBER 
AGENCY THAT SOU) POUCY 
OWNER/ j 
OOERATQC , 
FIRST INITIAL LAST STREET, CITY, STATE ZIP. PHONE NO 
STREET! CITY" '/ fg#S , 6 t Y , STATE. Zip'. PHONE" <%*#/*£/?& 0 
'STATriNUMEfER > 
DRIVERS) . / 
Q-?n/ nsrft/',, 4-
JURV 
(Ut T MEfE / DATE 
OF 
BIRTH 
MONYH DAY YEAR' 
~ 7 ~ ~ j " . ,1 UCENSE CLASS RESTRICTIONS/ 
3^ NONE fT7T YEARS V Y X 
4 UNKN I 2 \ J 1 DRIVE EXP I /\ 1 ) A | / \ 
2 7 &S ^ , - J AGE SEX 
SAFE 
EOJP 
INJURY THROUGH WHAT 
AREA EJECTED? 
DRIVER SI 
EDUCATIOM 1 PUBLIC f  2 COM'L < m^ ii \£ 0 
1 PEDESTRIAN DATE Of BIRTH 
TYPE j CAUSETAREAJ 
/ \I3 \/}UA.A Jj/H<sn •3fHPt,>M-?tii I$£L [3. m \3 o 3 b& 
1 UXW«* Tofnr PO? &3£ 3*a&rifr \13 A I / X K o 
VTE DIRECTION 
OF NORTH ESTIMATED TRAVEL SPEED 
ESTIMATED IMPACT SPEED 
POSTED SPEED 
ADVISORY SPEED 32 
u I i 
LT 
K 
ia 
^ 
0> 
T 
N 
77J 
& L 
INDICATE INTERSECTION TYPE 
ESCRIBE WHAT HAPPENED 
(Refer to Vehicle^y Number) u<A i utf.s 
&<1te!J PuteSttf U^> tftt ^ WMMit WVt < 'M&? "ton 
'l/Jl/&&> 
If Hazardous Materials were involved 
list the placard number from off the 
commercial vehicle: 
MAGE TO PROPERTY , *,_ . 
HER THAN VFHlttES (^"fl / P ^ 
Tie and address 
ler of object struck 
// Name object and state nature and arftoynt of damage / j Z^ Na e object and state nature and amount of da ai 
a/Aff^i ?Mffy .*!a<A''c# Cc 
TNES 
PP. S^ (.•n-C4<<-&> • • # / ' • ( / • 
Po. &£<£ 7i$//k,sssi fS^r 
. Phone jk 
. Phone 
a RRi/AlO ADMINISTER^ EMS WEPQBT NO 
Policeman 6 • Pnvate Individual 
Fireman 7 • Hospital 
Amoulance Personnel 8 • Helicopter Personnel 
Paramedics 9 - None Administered 
Doctor 0 - Unknown 
A/4P/*/)a& INJURED TAKEN BY TIME A~b Ca/led 
EMS WEPOPT NO 
1 • Amoulance, Private 
2 • Ambulance, Police 
3 - Paramedics 
4 • Pnvate Vehicle 
5-Other 
a 13. I3LA\ 
INJURED TAKEN TO At Vt/hi tftPfrti/ tfctfAA 
JCE ACTIVITY 
(USE 
MILITARY 
TIME) 
A Month " ~ D T y Y e a ' Date Notified of Accident 
\3L\A 
\&£Q 
Time Notified of Accident 
Arrived at Scene 
fcc^dstat 
*CE OFJ^ FORMATION 
(Oftfcer at ice/e. No 1 Driver con»a 8 st tion, etc 
^ 
Investigation of accident 
Completed at lOXD I -LI] the same day n . da> •ollowing 
PHOTCKS) TAKEN 
m 
^ 
1 - Yes 
2 - No 
NUMBER 
OF 
ROLLS 
. Charge 
. Charge 
»»««»,^ j£ltM4fo Qiidth/t////^t*fs-v/<s? Arf/Uanrrtf /w, 
^ F / I C E R ' S RANK^AND NAMEj BADGE NO | PATROL DIVISION | DEPARTMENT |S l/PEFWISORS APPROVAU DATE OF REPORT 
State Law requires that-report be forwarded to Dept of Public Safety within 10 days following completion of tne investigation Mail ORIGINAL OF REPORT TO 
Drive' L.cense Division Financial Responsibility Sprtmn 4^m ^ , . ' h ?7no WPCT • D n o^ * . o . . 
nUl-b1 h i 'v K i ' iO STATE UTAH INVESTIGATING OFFICERS REPORT OF FFIC ACCIDENT Paoc f 
M O N T H DAY YEAR 
a s W 
DAY 
OF 
WEEK 
1 
M 
2 J 3 
T j W" 
4 
T 
TT"6 
JUtf 
7 
•s 
MILITARY 
TIME 
CASE NUMBER 
12 IO II /*rv7J.^<- u 
PLACE WHERE 
ACCIDENT OCCURRED: COUNTY. Uz&JW-CITY OR TOWN 
Accident was outside city limits 
indicate distance Irom city limits or nearest lown_ & 
NORTH 
_MILES U 
I CITY OR TOWN 
RAMP NO 
ACCIDENT OCCURRED: 
•
GIVE NAME OF STREET OR HIGHWAY NUMBER INTERSECTION 
TYPE 
3 
1. AT ITS INTERSECTION WITH _ 
2. IF NOT AT INTERSECTION. 
D D D D OF MILE POST 
422_FNE°ETT|i D D D o f - ^ 2 2 ^ ^ ^ U > £ 
s E w ^ N E / R E S T I N T E R S E C T I O N , arTREE 
TENTH OF A MILE 
IEET, HOUSE NO. LANDMARK 
BE SURE TO COMPLETE IF ROAD HAS MILE POST 
FOR AGENCY USE 
OLD. USE ONLY 
STATE/LOCAL 
VEHICLE YEAR MODEL BODY STYLE/TYPE CODE VEHICLE COLOR G.V.W.R. DESC OF CARGO j COMMERCIAL VEHICLE (Reg 12.000 tos or moni 
CODE I INTERSTATE • INTRASTATE • 
VEHICLE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER DISPOSITION OF VEHICLE 
CODE 
NO. OF AXLES 
PNO.UDIWG ALL TRACERS* 
DIR OF TRAVEL 
US DOT 
ICCMC 
LICENSE 
PLATE 
INFO 
MONTH STATE NUMBER PARTS DAMAGED 3 A 6 A t U 
l b * 4 < * ^ 7 T 
COST OF REPAIR 
OWNER 
OPERATOR 
CARRIER 
FIRST INITIAL LAST STREET, CfTY. STATE, ZIP. PHONE NO. PHONE( ) 
FIRST LAST STREET. CITY. STATE. ZIP. PHONE NO. PHONE( 
DRIVER 
STATE NUMBER 
DRIVER'S 
LICENSE 
DATE 
OF 
BIRTH 
MONTH DAY YEAR 
SAFEf 
feOUIR" 
INJURY 
4/V THROUGH WHAT AREA EJECTED? 
DRIVER'S 
EDUCA-nONl 
1.PUBUC 3. NONE 
2. COM'L 4. UNKN a YEARS DRIVE EXP. 
UCENSE CLASS ENDORSEMENT 
INSURANCE COMPANY EFFECTIVE DATE EXPIRATION DATE POLICY NUMBER 
INSURANCE APPEARS VAUD 
Y E S ^ NO Q 
AGENCY THAT SOLD POLICY ADDRESS PHONE( } 
VEHICLE! YEAR MAKE MODEL BODY STYLE/TYPE CODE I VEHICLE COLOR G.V.W.R. DESC. OF CARGO j COMMERCIAL VEHICLE (Reg 12.000 bs. or more) 
CODE I INTERSTATE • INTRASTATED 
VEHICLE IDENTIFICATION NUMBER DISPOSITION OF VEHICLE 
CODE 
NO. OF AXLES 
(MCUXXNQ AU. TTUULERS) 
DIR OF TRAVEL 
US DOT 
ICCMC 
UCENSE 
PLATE 
INFO 
YEAR MONTH NUMBER PARTS DAMAGED 
til* i j 
t ^ J I ^ 7 T 
COST OF REPAIR 
OWNEi 
OPERATOR 
CARRIER 
FIRST INITIAL LAST LJ STREET. CfTY. STATE. ZIP. PHONE NO. PHONE( ) P 
FIRST INITIAL STREET. CITY. STATE. ZIP. PHONE NO. PHONE( ) 
DRIVER 
DRIVER'S 
UCENSE 
STATE NUMBER DATE 
OF 
BIRTH 
MONTH DAY YEAR 
EOUIRTYPq £ 
THROUGH WHAT 
AREA EJECTED? 
DRIVER'S 
EDUCATION] 
1. PUBLIC 3. NONE 
2. COM! 4. UNKN • YEARS DRIVE EXP. 
INSURANCE COMPANY 
INSURANCE APPEARS VAUD 
Y E S Q NO Q 
1.PEDESTFILAN 
UCENSE CLASS 
EFFECTIVE DATE 
AGENCY THAT SOLD POLICY 
EXPIRATION DATE POLICY NUMBER 
ADDRESS PHONE( ) 
DATE OF BIRTH 
TYPE CAUSE AREA 
oc liuiviocn i ~* is 
Reason For No Diagram _ 
1 Officer not at scene 
2 VehKies moved 
3 Other _ _ _ _ 
INUoATE DIRECTION 
OF NORTH 
O 
VEHICLE N O . - N O . 
ESTIMATED TRAVEL SPEED 
ESTIMATED IMPACT SPEED 
POSTED SPEED 
ADVISORY SPEED 
DESCRIBE WHAT HAPPENED 
(Refer to Vehicle by Number) 
INDICATE INTERSECTION TYPE 
DAMAGE TO PROPERTY 
OTHER THAN VEHICLES.. 
Name object and state nature a r d amount of damage 
3 FIRST AJD ADMINISTERED BY EMS RZPOa' NC 
1 - Policeman 6 Pnvate Individual 
2 Rreman 7 Hospital 
3 • Ambulance Personnel 8 Helicopter Personnel 
4 • Paramedics 9 - None Administered 
5 Doctor 0 Unknown 
• 
EMS RE POST NO 
INJURED TAKEN BY 
1-Ambulance, Pnvate 
2-AmfJulance Fire 
3- Paramedics 
4- Pnvate Vehicle 
5- Helicopter 
6- Other 
If Hazardous Materials were involved 
list the placard numoer from off the 
commercial vehicle 
ESTIMATE 
^ame and address of 
Dwner of object struck 
WITNESSES 
^ame 
vlame 
Address 
Address 
Phone 
Phone 
TIME Amb Called . 
INJURED TAKEN TO 
OLICE ACTIVITY 
(USE 
MILITARY 
TIME) 
Month 
Date Notified of Accident 
Day Year 
! Time Notified of Accident 
Source of Information 
Officer at scene 
Amved a: Scene investigation of accident 
Completed at -• 
Dnver No 
Other 
the same day • t h e . 
Contacted s*atcn 
say 'o' c * n g 
PHOTO(S) TAKEN 
YESD NOG 
VIDEO TAKEN 
YES D NOD 
FIELD DIAGRAM 
YES _j NO D 
ime . 
ime. 
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Lawrence Curley, being first duly sworn, deposes and says: 
1. I am a Senior Claims Representative employed with Union 
Pacific Railroad Company at Salt Lake City, Utah. Part of my work 
responsibilities include investigating railroad crossing accidents 
involving Union Pacific trains and equipment. 
2. I investigated the accident in question which occurred at 
approximately 12:10 p.m. on February 5, 1994, at a public railroad 
crossing in Spanish Fork. The crossing is located near the 
intersection of 650 West and 5950 South, Spanish Fork. 
3. As part of the work that I did investigating this accident 
I took photographs of the crossing vicinity, the locomotives 
involved in the accident, and the automobile involved in the 
accident. 
4. I took the photographs of 650 West and the crossing on 
February 6, 1994, the day following the accident. The weather was 
the same on this date as it was on the previous day when the 
accident happened. These photographs show 650 West as it approaches 
the crossing from the north, including the roadway signs and what 
a driver could see approaching the crossing from this direction. 
These photographs are attached to "Photo Sheets" which are appended 
to my Affidavit as follow: 
a. The first Photo Sheet contains three panorama photo-
graphs taken from 600 feet, 500 feet, and 450 feet 
respectively north of the crossing. The photographs 
show the advance stop sign and railroad crossing 
warning signs posted along side the road and painted 
on the surface of the road. The locations of these 
signs are described in the attached diagram referred 
to below. The photographs also show the open field 
in the northwest quadrant of the crossing across 
which the motorists could have looked to see the ap-
proaching train. The stop and crossbuck signs 
located at the crossing can also be seen. 
b. Photo Sheet No. 2 contains three panorama photo-
graphs taken from 400 feet, 350 feet, and 300 feet 
north of the crossing. These photographs show 
essentially the same things as described in 
paragraph 4.a. above except closer to the crossing. 
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c. Photo Sheet No, 3 contains three panorama photo-
graphs taken from 250 feet, 200 feet, and 150 feet 
north of the crossing. These photographs show the 
same as Photo Sheets 1 and 2 except closer to the 
crossing. In addition, you can see a second advance 
railroad crossing warning sign painted on the 
roadway surface. 
d. Photo Sheet No. 4 contains three panorama photo-
graphs taken from 100 feet, 50 feet, and 25 feet 
from the crossing. The photographs show the view 
the motorists would have had to the right down the 
tracks when in close proximity to the crossing. The 
first and second panorama photographs also show the 
white stop sign stop line painted on the roadway 
surface. The third panorama photograph shows the 
motorist's view to the right down the tracks from 
this stop line. 
e. Photo Sheet No. 5 contains three panorama photo-
graphs. The first panorama photograph shows the 
view the engineer would have had approximately 72 
feet from the crossing. The second is taken from 
the trackage northeast of the crossing looking down 
the tracks in the direction from which the train 
came. This photograph shows another view of the 
open field in the northwest quadrant of the 
crossing. The second panorama photograph is taken 
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from the south side of the crossing on the westerly 
edge of 650 West. It shows this same field in the 
northwest quadrant of the crossing, the trackage in 
the direction from which the train approached, and 
650 West going north from the crossing. 
f. Photo Sheet No. 6 contains seven photographs of the 
locomotives involved in the accident. The photo-
graphs show the locomotives in the exact order where 
they were positioned at the head end of the train at 
the time the accident happened. Locomotive No. 9390 
was the leading locomotive. The second unit was 
Locomotive No. 2492. The third engine in the 
consist was Locomotive No. 3799. 
g. Photo Sheet No. 7 contains five photographs which 
show the damage to the lead locomotive caused by the 
accident. The top two photographs show the place on 
the leading locomotive where the Jensen car was 
struck. The photographs indicate that the left 
front portion of the snowplow on Locomotive No. 9390 
made contact with the Jensen automobile. 
h. Photo Sheet No. 8 contains six photographs of the 
damaged Jensen automobile. These photographs were 
taken on the same day of the accident at approxi-
mately 4:30 p.m. The photographs show that the 
Jensen vehicle was first struck by the train in the 
right front portion of the car. 
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All of the above-mentioned photographs were taken by me 
personally and show accurately what I saw with my eyes through the 
camera's viewfinder at the time I was taking the photographs. In 
my opinion the photographs are accurate depictions of the scenes and 
objects portrayed and seen in the photographs. 
5. In addition to taking the above-mentioned photographs I 
also prepared a rough, hand drawn diagram of the accident scene. 
I made this diagram on February 7, 1994, based upon notes that I 
took when I visited the accident scene on February 5, 1994, after 
the accident occurred. A copy of this diagram is attached hereto. 
It contains the following information: 
a. The approach angle for the crossing is greater than 
90°, meaning that a motorist southbound on 650 West 
should not have to look as far to the right to see 
a train approaching from that direction as would be 
required at a 90° angled crossing. 
b. There is another public railroad crossing situated 
approximately 1100 feet southwest of the 650 West 
crossing. This crossing is located at 5950 South. 
c. The Utah Livestock Auction building and animal pens 
are located on the south side of the tracks between 
5950 South and 650 West. 
d. There is an open field located in the northwest 
quadrant of the crossing. This is the area through 
which a southbound motorist on 650 West would have 
to look to be able to see a train coming from the 
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southwest to the northeast, which is the direction 
of travel for the train in question. There is no 
obstruction in this field to block the view of an 
oncoming train. 
e. The tracks are straight and flat as they travel 
towards the crossing from the southwest. 650 West 
is also straight and flat as it travels towards the 
crossing from the north. 
f. A number of traffic regulatory signs are located on 
650 West as it approaches the crossing from the 
north. These are the signs shown in the attached 
photographs. An advance stop sign warning sign was 
located along the west side of 650 West at approxi-
mately 572 feet north of the crossing. An advance 
railroad crossing warning sign was posted along side 
the road at approximately 332 feet north of the 
crossing. An advance railroad crossing warning sign 
was painted on the roadway at approximately 281 feet 
north of the crossing. This appeared to be a newly 
painted sign. Another advance railroad crossing 
warning sign, somewhat faded but still observeable, 
was painted on the roadway at approximately 175 feet 
north of the crossing. Stop signs and railroad 
crossbuck warning signs were located on both sides 
of the crossing and could be clearly seen for 
hundreds of feet north of the crossing. The stop 
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sign and railroad crossbuck sign on the north side 
of the tracks were located 17 feet and 9 1/2 feet, 
respectively, from the tracks. A white stop sign 
stop line was painted on the roadway 22 feet north 
of the tracks. 
The front end of the leading engine unit came to a 
stop approximately 1399 feet north of the crossing. 
DATED this 1st day of February, 1995 
/ 
((jfV/.^L; 
Lawrence Curley 
Subscribed and sworn to before me this 1st day of February, 
1 9 9 5
- - , , " " / - - > -
Notary Public 
SMRLBEOIESON I 
2417t5rtQCk Drive j 
WestVtfff.Ufch 84119 
MyCommtoion Expires • 
November 21.1998 I 
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BRUCE CONRAD BRINKMEIER 
CR I'm Lawrence Cur ley, Union Pacific Claims Representative. 
The following is a recorded interview with Bruce 
Brinkmeier, which is taking place at Salt Lake City, Utah 
on February 8, 1994, at approximately 11:39 a.m., 
regarding a accident involving Bruce Brinkmeier at 
Spanish Fork, Utah on February 5th, 1994. Bruce, do you 
understand that this interview is being recorded? 
I Yeah. 
CR OK. Is this being done with your permission? 
I Yes. 
CR OK. And is this being done voluntarily? 
I Yes. 
CR OK. Bruce, could you please state your full name and 
spell your last name? 
I Uh, Bruce Conrad Brinkmeier, B-R-I-N-K-M-E-I-E-R. 
CR OK, and what is your address? 
I 1950 East 3000 South, Salt Lake. 
CR And your zip code? 
I 84106. 
CR And what's your phone number? 
I 485-4568 
CR OK. Also uh, here at the interview is uh, Monica 
Morrison. Monica could you please state your full name? 
MM Monica Ann Morrison. 
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CR And could you spell your last name please? 
MM M-0-R-R-I-S-O-N• 
CR OK, and you're a friend of uh, Bruce? 
MM Yeah, I'm his best friend's girl friend. 
CR OK. And you reside at the same place, too? 
MM Yeah. 
CR OK. Bruce, how old are you right now? 
I Seventeen. 
CR And your birthdate? 
I 9-16-76. 
CR 9-16? And are you on any medication right now? 
CR And did you take any today by chance? 
I Not since last night. 
CR Uh, would you be able to answer the questions uh, without 
any problems? 
I Yes. 
CR Bruce, what is, what's your mother's name? 
I Vicki Brinkmeier, V-I-C-K-I. 
CR And where does she live at? 
I 848 North 600 West, Apartment A, Provo, Utah. 
CR And do you have her phone number? 
I 374-1529. 
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CR And are you working right now? 
I No. 
CR OK, and uh, are you a student, or ... 
I Yeah, I'm a student. 
CR And where are you a student at? 
I Central High. 
CR And what grade are you in? 
I Senior. 
CR Do you plan on graduating this summer or this spring? 
I Oh probably this August. 
CR And how long have you lived here? 
I Six months. 
CR About six months. And who do you live with? 
I I live with myself, Monica and Joshua Wilkerson. 
CR Cursen? 
I Wilkerson 
CR Wilkerson. And prior to the six months, where did you 
live at? 
I I lived at a foster home in Spanish Fork. Joe and Chris 
Kelly. 
CR And how long did you live there? 
I Four months this time. 
CR And how about before that? 
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I Before them I lived with my mom for a period of time but 
we didn't get along so I moved out. 
CR Bruce, on the day of the accident, uh, what date was 
that, do you remember? 
I It was uh, February 5, '94. 
CR And what time was that? 
I Uh, approximately 12:30. 
CR Can you basically tell me uh, what you did, uh, when you 
started driving with uh, there was another passenger in 
the car, Alicia Jensen? Alicia Jensen. Can you tell me 
basically what your day consisted of? 
I Well, we were going down to visit my foster parents, and 
when I was going to school, I used to work with horses 
that were out in a pasture on that road, and I drove by 
and showed her where that was and what I was doing and 
stuff, and I started going on this road and there's a, a 
big truck with a camper in the back of the bed, it was in 
front of us and he pulls up to the stop sign in front of 
the tracks and the truck went and I pulled up and stopped 
and then it just hit. 
CR Do you remember what road you were on? 
I No, I don't know the exact address. 
CR And uh ... 
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I It was the lower auction at Spanish Fork on Saturday 
afternoon. 
CR You had uhf worked there or with a school there, or what 
was that? 
I Well I went, I was going to the Parkview School 
previously and I was on the work crew and I helped out 
the horses almost every day. We had horses out in that 
pasture about a half mile up the road. 
CR To the south? Is that where you were headed? South? 
You were traveling ... 
I Oh, I was traveling from Springville to Spanish on the 
back road, actually Palmyra. 
CR Palmyra to Spanish Fork? 
I Yeah. 
CR And uh, whose vehicle was that? 
I It was Alicia's. 
CR Is she your girlfriend, or friend, or ... 
I Girlfriend. 
CR And at what point did you start driving her vehicle? 
I When we left here. 
CR Did you leave here in Salt Lake, or did you leave from 
her house, or ... 
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CR Did she pick you up at this address then, or ...? 
I Yeah, she drove over here and picked me up. 
CR And you started driving from here then, is that correct? 
I Yeah. 
CR Bruce, do you have a driver's license? 
I I don't. 
CR Did you ever get one, or ...? 
I Oh, I passed the course, but my mom wouldn/t sign for it, 
so I couldn't get one until I'm 18. 
CR Is that a high school course? 
I Sure. 
CR And had you been driving prior to that before? 
I Oh yeah. I drive all over the place. 
CR What age were you when you started driving? 
I The first time I drove, 14. 
CR And you've been driving ever since? 
I Umhum. 
CR OK, and uh, what kind of car was you guys ... 
I It was a Honda Civic. 
CR And what year was it, do you remember? 
i < '^84? Z T V . ^ i fi& 
CR Was it a 4-door? 
I Yeah. 
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CR What color was it? 
I Gray. 
CR And was it a stick shift or an automatic? 
I Automatic. 
CR Have you driven that car before then? ^ 
I Umhum. I drove that car around -fc&Gt month. 
CR 0Kf and about what time do you think you left from here? 
I We left here around SZ=5&-.C?f'.CL) / ^ 
CR Was there any other occupants in the vehicle besides 
yourself and Alicia? 
I TJfi5^. Afif fo 
CR And where was she sitting at in the car? 
I Front passenger seat. 
CR So did you take 1-15 Southbound, then to ... 
I Yeah, we took 1-15 Southbound down to Provo, stopped off 
at my mom's house. We went on the freeway and visited my 
foster mom for a minute, my foster dad was there, so we 
went up and visited a couple of other friends, went and 
got something to eat, and then went back down to Provo to 
see another friend, but they weren't home, then I decided 
to show her where the horses were, so we took the back 
road. 
CR Have you been on that road before, Bruce? 
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I Many times. I used to ride my bike on that road five 
times a week because I fed the horses down there. 
CR Is that when you were staying with your foster family? 
I Yeah. 
CR In Spanish Fork? And are you aware of the uh, railroad 
crossing at that location? 
I Umhum. 
CR In what direction were you traveling and was it 
southbound at that time? 
I Uhhh, yeah. I think it was southbound. Spanish Fork is 
south. 
CR Right. And those previous times you went on the 
crossing, have you ever seen trains go through that area? 
I I've seen one train on those tracks, the whole time I've 
drove across. 
CR And uh, y'know, as you were driving towards the uh, 
railroad crossing, did you notice the uh, the signs, 
there's a couple of signs on the side of the road, do you 
remember seeing them? 
I I remember seeing the stop sign. 
CR The one right at the crossing? 
I Yeah. 
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CR Or, how about before that? Did you notice any signs 
before that? 
I Uh uh, I wasn't paying attention until I got near the 
tracks. 
CR And when you came on that road, there's a curve right 
before you go on that stretch ... what's the speed limit 
through that area, do you know? 
I Uh, 25 or 30. 
CR Twenty-five or thirty? 
I I'd say it's 30. 
CR OK. And how fast were you going when you came out of 
that curve? 
I I was going real slow because I was behind a truck, I 
don't know, like that speed, but it was approximately 30. 
CR Were you behind that truck all the way then, or ...? 
I No, I came up on it. 
CR And when did you catch up with the truck, or was it, 
where was it at at the time? 
I Well, if I remember right, I stopped right behind it at 
the stop sign. 
CR And uh, when you stopped at the stop sign, did that truck 
go across the crossing? 
I Umhum. 
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CR And where did it pull to, do you know? 
I It pulled into the auction. 
CR Was it on the east, or west side when it pulled into the 
auction? In other words, the auction there on the ... 
I The auction was on my right. 
CR Right, then there's ... 
I West. 
CR Right, and then there's a parking lot on the east side. 
That would be your left side. 
I y^te^ there's a field over there, there's just that 
yy narrow road, you can park on both sides of the road and 
then they have a parking lot that you can park in. 
CR OK. Say this is the road, uh ... 
I Let's see ... the auction house itself is about right 
here, and then there's like the pens and stuff that go 
like that, and then there's parking here, and you can 
park here, and then ... these are the train tracks? 
CR Right, uh huh. 
I OK, there's about, there's a dirt road and sometime 
diesels will park right in here along the tracks, and the 
entrance is right here, and I think he pulled in there 
... 
CR OK, were you watching him, or did ... 
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I I really wasn't paying attention to him. 
CR Uh huh. And when you stopped at the stop sign, what did 
you do then? 
I Ummm, well Alicia like jokes, like if you touch a screw 
and lift your feet over train tracks you get a wish, and 
she goes, Oh cool! Train tracks, touch a screw. And all I remember 
doing is looking up and seeing this screw up above the 
windshield and then that was it. 
CR "Touch a screw" ... I don't get it, is this ... 
I If you touch, touch a screw and lift your feet up ... 
CR In the car? 
I Yeah, touch a ... it's just a little thing she's done all 
her life, I guess. 
CR OK, so you ... 
I Superstitious stuff. 
CR OK, you touch a screw and then you lift your feet up? 
I Yeah. And then you're supposed to get a wish. 
CR As you're on the train tracks or ...? >o 
I Well, if you have your feet/and touching a screw as you 
go across the train tracks, you'll get a wish. 
CR OK, so that's what you were doing? 
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I Well, I was contemplating trying it, but then I said Well, 
I guess I can't do that and push the gas to keep us going, but I looked up 
at the screw for a second, and I guess my foot slipped 
off the brake. That could be the only thing I think 
could have happened. 
CR What screw was it, was it on the rear view mirror, or 
• • • • 
I It was close to the rear view mirror. 
CR OK. Did you look down the tracks or anything when you 
stopped at the stop sign? 
I I hadn't yet. 
CR Were you guys talking at that time, Bruce, when you were 
talking about the, the wish? 
I Umm, yeah, we were talking, but I was looking forward. 
CR And uh, was there a speed limit on that, speed limit sign 
on that road that you were traveling on? Do you 
remember? 
I Uh, yeah, I think it's 4 0? Until you get to the turn. 
CR OK, and uh, how about the uh, the weather conditions? 
What was it like that day? 
I Sunny, clear, it was a nice day. 
CR OK. Were the pavements uh, dry? 
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I Yeah, it was dry. 
CR So, Bruce, when you stopped at the stop sign, is that 
when you guys started talking about it or ... when did, 
when did you start looking for the screw, right when you 
were ...? 
I When I stopped, she said Oh, a train track, and I looked up. 
CR At the stop, you stopped at the stop sign, then you ... 
I Yeah, behind the tracks, I thought ... I may not have 
done, I may have been on them, I'm really not sure. 
CR OK. 
I I stopped, came to a complete stop. 
CR OK, and you don't remember if you were stopped on the 
tracks at that time, or if you stopped at the stop sign? 
I I don't know. I'm pretty sure it was behind the stop 
sign, but I'm not sure. 
CR OK, and then, then you briefly looked for the screw and 
you let your foot off the brake, you rolled, may have 
rolled onto the tracks. 
I I didn't notice any movement. 
CR And uh, what else did — Alicia, is that what it is? 
Did she say anything to you besides that conversation 
about looking for the screw or ...? 
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I Not that I, not there. 
CR OK. Did you have uh, your radio on in the car? 
I Yeah but it wasn't very loud at all. 
CR About how high ... midway, or low or high or ...? 
I It was fairly low. 
CR Was that the uh, tape deck, or was that the radio? 
I It was the radio. 
CR Do you remember what station it was by chance? 
I It was KBER. I don't know the name of the song. 
CR And how about your heater? Did you have your heater on 
at that time? 
I Nope. No heater, but the windows were up. 
CR The windows were up? 
I Windows were up, but there was no heater or air 
conditioning on. 
CR As far as the vehicle that you were driving, was there 
anything wrong with the car or anything like that? 
I No. Except that it accelerated really slow. 
CR From prior ... why's that? 
I Well, just because it's that gutless, it's a gutless 
vehicle. 
CR Is it a 4-cylinder by chance, or ...? 
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I I think so. It's really a gutless car, and it's 
slow*e£> of the line. 
CR As you were traveling down the road, approaching the 
railroad crossing, say when you came out of that curve, 
you were aware of the railroad tracks down there? 
I Yup. 
CR Did you ever notice any trains coming or anything or ...? 
I Nope. 
CR Did you hear any trains coming? 
I Nope, I didn't hear the train or a horn. 
CR You weren't paying attention for any train horns, do you 
know or .. . ? n>% 
I Oh, I'm sure I was unconsciously, but not paving 
attention. 
CR Right. 
I But the people, the witnesses at the auction said that he 
was- blowing his horn from a ways back. 
CR Right. 
I But I never heard anything. 
CR Bruce, as far as uh, this may be a hard question for you 
to answer but, was there any consumption of any drugs or 
alcohol? 
!
 N o ^ j - M r l W r (indecipherable). w 
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CR OK. And when was the first time you noticed the train, 
or did you ever even notice a train there? 
I I've seen them go by occasionally when I was at the 
auction. 
CR OK. How about at the time of the accident? Were you 
aware that a train was there? 
I I was not. 
CR OK, and you don't wear glasses or anything do you? 
I I do. But I broke them. 
CR Were you wearing eyeglasses at the time? 
I No. I broke them like a week before. 
CR OK. What kind of vision do you have, Bruce? 
J®. 
I t{ Astigmatism. 
CR OK. Near sightedness, far sightedness? 
I I can't see things real far, but I can't see things real 
close, either. 
CR OK. Do you know if it's like 20/40 or 20/60, or do you 
have a rough idea? 
I I have Affi %titf - I7/ (indecipherable). 
CR And how about your hearing? Is that pretty good? 
I My hearing's perfect,, l'ftT^< $?/ 
CR OK. What happened after the, when did you notice that 
you got hit by a train, or were you even aware of that? 
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I Umm, I wasn't ... I kinda, see we were stopped, then all 
of a sudden the car started vibrating really bad, and I 
was, y'know, going through my mind like, what the heck is 
this, and then it hit me that we were getting hit by a 
train, and then it stopped and I was laying in the ditch 
or whatever and was having trouble breathing because I 
had the wind knocked out of me. 
CR OK. Did you look up and see the train or anything, or 
was it ... you just felt the vibration? 
I I didn't even hear a train when I was lying on the 
ground. 
CR When it was going by? 
I Yeah, I didn't hear anything. I tried to open my eyes, 
but I couldn't move my head, and all I could see was the 
black rocks, that rock ... 
CR The ballast? 
I Yeah. 
CR Do you know about how long you were maybe sitting on that 
track, or rolled onto the track when you were looking for 
the screw and had your foot off the brake? 
I I'd say it was about 2 or 3 seconds. 
CR OK. Were there any cars alongside that road? 
I Oh, yeah, it was packed, it was full. 
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CR Was that in the auction parking lot or ...? 
I No, that was right here on the side of the road, both 
sides. 
CR On the other side of the tracks? 
I Yeah, they were over here on the other side of the 
tracks, they parked up and down this road. Their parking 
lot is pretty small, it gets filled quickly. 
CR So on the east and west side on the south side of the 
crossing is where all the cars were parked at? 
I Umhum. 
CR OK. How about on the road that you came from? Was there 
any, any cars? 
I ThHt^^-a-good-gu^^ro^ //O "f)i*f£ U/#Y AfQ/^f 
CR OK. And uh, did you receive a citation or anything? 
I I didn/t. Well, I mean, that I haven't as of now. 
CR OK. 
I They're looking into it. 
CR And uh, where were you treated at for your injuries? 
I Mountain View Hospital, in Payson. 
CR And what kind of injuries did you get, Bruce? 
I Uh, severe lacerations all over my body, bruised bones, 
head trauma. 
CR Did you have stitches? 
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I I do. 
CR Where are those stitches at? 
I I have one on the right side of my, on my right cheek, on 
the right side of my forehead, I have some behind my 
right ear, I have some holding my right ear on. I got 
uh, two different sets of stitches on my right arm, one 
on my wrist and one up by the elbow, and I've got some 
stitches on the left side of my back. 
CR Left wrist and left elbow, was that? 
I Right. 
CR Right, OK. And uh, when were you released from the 
hospital? 
I On Sunday afternoon, around 1. 
CR Did you remember seeing any other cars out there, too, 
that were maybe stopped on the other side of the 
crossing? 
I (indecipherable) parked the truck, 
there were no cars around. 
CR OK. Did you know that there was an auction going on at 
that time? 
I Yeah, I saw people walking down ... uh, yeah, I know 
there's an auction goes on every Saturday there. 
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CR OK. And do you remember which way you came out of the, 
the vehicle? How you fell out or ...? 
I Don't know. 
CR OK. Were you wearing seat belts by chance? 
I Nope. Which is probably a good thing. 
CR Why's that? 
I Uh, well a friend went down and saw the car and he said 
it was pretty much turned inside out. 
CR Right. And the transmission was in drive, right, at that 
time when you were stopped? 
I Yes. 
CR Do you think when you let your foot off the brake, the 
car rolled? I think I asked you that before. Do you 
remember that, or ... 
I Ummm, improbably did because when you, unless you're on 
a hill, which we weren't, the car does roll slowly 
forward. 
CR OK. 
I And I'm pretty sure that's what happened, but I didn't, 
I didn't uh, recognize the movement. 
CR OK. Bruce, I don't have any other questions to ask you, 
uh, I just want to ask if this is a true and complete 
account of what you recall? 
Bruce Conrad Brinkmeier 
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I Yeah. 
CR On the day of the accident. OK, and you understand that 
this interview was recorded? 
I Yeah. 
CR And this interview was done voluntarily? 
I Yes. 
CR OK. And uh, Bruce, with your permission, I'd like to 
turn the tape recorder off at this time. 
I OK. 
CR OK, thanks. 
I have read the foregoing and believe it to be a true and 
correct copy of the statement I have given and includes any 
and all of the changes I have made. 
faiMrfo / ^ 4 w * t 
C (PRINT Name) 
( S i g n a t u r e ) 
(P I  a e) 
ALLEN K. YOUNG (A3583) 
YOUNG & KESTER 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
101 East 200 South 
Springville, Utah 84663 
Telephone: (801) 489-3294 
IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
-oooOooo-
ALICIA JENSEN, 
Plaintiff, 
REQUEST FOR HEARING 
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD, INC., Civil No. 940400280 
Defendant. 
—oooOooo-
Judge: Boyd L. Park 
Plaintiff Alicia Jensen, by and through counsel, Allen K. Young of Young & 
Kester, hereby requests a Hearing on Plaintiffs Memorandum in Opposition to 
Defendant's Motion for Summary Judgment, pursuant to Rule 4501 (3) of the Utah Code 
of Judicial Administration. . 
DATED this <7 of /ftu • 
_, 1995. 
YOUNG 
By: 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
Federal Railroad Administration, DOT §213.9 
the owner and the assignee. After the 
Adminis t ra tor grants a pet i t ion, he 
may hold the t rack owner or the as-
signee or both responsible for compli-
ance with this par t and subject to pen-
al t ies under §213.15. 
(e) A common carrier by rai lroad 
which is directed by the In te r s ta te 
Commerce Commission to provide serv-
ice over the t rack of another rai lroad 
under 49 U.S.C. 11125 is considered the 
owner of t h a t t rack for the purposes of 
the application of this par t during the 
period the directed service order re-
mains in effect. 
[47 FR 39402, Sept. 7, 1982] 
§213.7 Designation of qualified per* 
sons to supervise certain renewals 
and inspect track. 
(a) Each t rack owner to which this 
par t applies shall designate qualified 
persons to supervise res tora t ions and 
renewals of t rack under traffic condi-
t ions. Each person designated mus t 
have— 
(1) At least— 
(i) One year of supervisory experience 
in rai lroad t rack maintenance; or 
(ii) A combination of supervisory ex-
perience in t rack maintenance and 
t ra in ing from a course in t rack main te -
nance or from a college level edu-
cational program related to t r ack 
maintenance; 
(2) Demonstrated to the owner t h a t 
he— 
(i) Knows and understands the re-
quirements of this part ; 
(ii) Can detect deviations from those 
requirements ; and 
(iii) Can prescribe appropriate reme-
dial act ion to correct or safely com-
pensate for those deviations; and 
(3) Wri t ten authorizat ion from the 
t r ack owner to prescribe remedial ac-
t ions to correct or safely compensate 
for deviations from the requirements in 
th is part . 
(b) Each t rack owner to which this 
par t applies shall designate qualified 
persons to inspect t rack for defects. 
Each person designated must have— 
(1) At least— 
(i) One year of experience in rai lroad 
t rack inspection; or 
(ii) A combination of experience in 
t rack inspection and t ra ining from a 
course in t rack inspection or from a 
college level educational program re-
lated to t r ack inspection; 
(2) Demonst ra ted to the owner t h a t 
he— 
(i) Knows and understands the re-
qui rements of this part; 
(ii) Can detect deviations from those 
requirements ; and 
(iii) Can prescribe appropria te reme-
dial ac t ion to correct or safely com-
pensate for those deviations; and 
(3) Wri t ten author izat ion from the 
t rack owner to prescribe remedial ac-
tions to correct or safely compensate 
for deviat ions from the requi rements of 
this par t , pending review by a qualified 
person designated under paragraph (a) 
of th is sect ion. 
(c) With respect to designations 
under paragraphs (a) and (b) of this sec-
tion, each t r ack owner m u s t ma in ta in 
wr i t t en records of— 
(1) Each designation in effect; 
(2) The basis for each designation; 
and 
(3) T rack inspections made by each 
designated qualified person as required 
by §213.241. 
These records mus t be kept available 
for inspection or copying by the Fed-
eral Rai l road Adminis t ra tor during 
regular business hours. 
[36 FR 20336, Oct. 20, 1971, as amended at 38 
FR 875, Jan. 5. 1973] 
§213.9 Classes of track: operating 
speed limits. 
(a) Except as provided in paragraphs 
(b) and (c) of this sect ion and 
§§ 213.57(b), 213.59(a), 213.113(a), and 
213.137 (b) and (c), the following maxi-
m u m allowable operating speeds apply: 
[In miles per hour) 
Over track that meets all of the re-
quirements prescribed in 
for— 
Class 1 track 
Class 2 track 
Class 3 track 
Class 4 track 
Class 5 track 
Class 6 track 
this part 
The maxi-
mum allow-
able oper-
ating 
speed for 
freight 
trains is— 
10 
25 
40 
60 
80 
110 
The maxi-
mum allow-
able oper-
ating 
speed for 
passenger 
trains is— 
15 
30 
60 
80 
90 
110 
(b) If a segment of t r ack does not 
meet all of the requirements for i ts in-
tended class, i t is reclassified to the 
next lowest class of t rack for which i t 
65 
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does meet all of the requirements of 
this part. However, if the segment of 
track does not at least meet the re-
quirements for Class 1 track, oper-
ations may continue at Class 1 speeds 
for a period of not more than 30 days 
without bringing the track into com-
pliance, under the authority of a per-
son designated under § 213.7(a), who has 
at least one year of supervisory experi-
ence in railroad track maintenance, 
after that person determines that oper-
ations may safely continue and subject 
to any limiting conditions specified by 
such person. 
(c) Maximum operating speed may 
not exceed 110 m.p.h. without prior ap-
proval of the Federal Railroad Admin-
istrator. Petitions for approval must be 
filed in the manner and contain the in-
formation required by §211.11 of this 
chapter. Each petition must provide 
sufficient information concerning the 
performance characteristics of the 
track, signaling, grade crossing protec-
tion, trespasser control where appro-
priate, and equipment involved and 
also concerning maintenance and in-
spection practices and procedures to be 
followed, to establish that the proposed 
speed can be sustained in safety. 
[36 FR 20336, Oct. 20, 1971, as amended at 38 
FR 875, Jan. 5,1973; 38 FR 23405. Aug. 30, 1973; 
47 FR 39402, Sept. 7, 1982; 48 FR 35883. Aug. 8, 
1983] 
§213.11 Restoration or renewal of 
track under traffic conditions. 
If during a period of restoration or 
renewal, track is under traffic condi-
tions and does not meet all of the re-
quirements prescribed in this part, the 
work on the track must be under the 
continuous supervision of a person des-
ignated under § 213.7(a) who has at least 
one year of supervisory experience in 
railroad track maintenance. The term 
4
'continuous supervision" as used in 
this section means the physical pres-
ence of that person at a job site. How-
ever, since the work may be performed 
over a large area, it is not necessary 
that each phase of the work be done 
under the visual supervision of that 
person. 
[47 FR 39402, Sept. 7, 1982] 
9213.13 Measuring track not under 
load. 
When unloaded track is measured to 
determine compliance with require-
ments of this part, the amount of rail 
movement, if any, that occurs while 
the track is loaded must be added to 
the measurement of the unloaded 
track. 
[38 FR 875, Jan. 5. 1973] 
§213.15 Civil penalty. 
Any person (including a railroad, any 
manager, supervisor, official, or other 
employee or agent of a railroad, any 
owner of track on which a railroad op-
erates, or any person held by the Fed-
eral Railroad Administrator to be re-
sponsible under § 213.5(d)) who violates 
any requirement of this part or causes 
the violation cf any such requirement 
is subject to a civil penalty of at least 
$250 and not more than $10,000 per vio-
lation, except that: Penalties may be 
assessed against individuals only for 
willful violations, and, where a grossly 
negligent violation or a pattern of re-
peated violations has created an immi-
nent hazard of death or injury to per-
sons, or has caused death or injury, a 
penalty not to exceed $20,000 per viola-
tion may be assessed. Each day a viola-
tion continues shall constitute a sepa-
rate offense. See appendix B to this 
part for a statement of agency civil 
penalty policy. 
[36 FR 20336, Oct. 20, 1971, as amended at 53 
FR 28598, July 28, 1988; 53 FR 52924, Dec. 29, 
1988] 
§ 213.17 Exemptions. 
(a) Any owner of track to which this 
part applies may petition the Federal 
Railroad Administrator for exemption 
from any or all requirements pre-
scribed in this part. 
(b) Each petition for exemption under 
this section must be filed in the man-
ner and contain the information re-
quired by §§211.7 and 211.9 of this chap-
ter. 
(c) If the Administrator finds that an 
exemption is in the public interest and 
is consistent with railroad safety, he 
may grant the exemption subject to 
any conditions he deems necessary. No-
tice of each exemption granted is pub-
lished in the FEDERAL REGISTER to-
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ALLEN K. YOUNG (A3583) 
YOUNG & KESTER 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
101 East 200 South 
Springville, Utah 84663 
Telephone: (801)489-3294 
IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
—oooOooo— 
: AFFIDAVIT OF ALICIA JENSEN 
ALICIA JENSEN, 
Plaintiff, : 
v. : 
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD, INC., : Civil No.: 940400280 
Defendant. : Judge: Boyd L. Park 
—oooOooo— 
STATE OF UTAH ) 
I S S . 
COUNTY OF UTAH ) 
ALICIA JENSEN, being first duly sworn on oath and based on her knowledge, 
information and belief, deposes and says: 
1. I am the plaintiff in the above entitled action. 
2. On the day of the accident, I was a passenger in my own car. Bruce 
Brinkmeier was driving. 
3. As we approached the intersection of 5950 South 650 West, Spanish Fork, 
Utah, I noticed that were a lot of trucks and trailers which obstructed our view of the tracks 
in all directions. 
4. I have since learned that each Saturday, there is a stock auction at the 
intersection of 5950 South 650 West, Spanish Fork, Utah, which causes great traffic 
congestion at the intersection. 
5. Ever since I was a child, when I have been in a vehicle approaching a 
railroad track, I have raised my feet off the ground and touched a screw and made a wish, 
as we crossed the tracks. Bruce Brinkmeier and I have done this a number of times 
together. 
6. I have no independant recollection of raising my feet, touching a screw, or 
making a wish at this intersection, but I may have. 
7. I did not ever see the train prior to the collision. 
8. I did not hear the train blow its whistle or sound its horn anytime prior to 
the collision. 
DATED this / day of /\A,\Y?'l\ 1995. 
ALICIA JENSEN f' 
On this / day of. - Z i*£ •JA. _, 1995, personally appeared 
before me, Alicia Jensen, who being first duly sworn, states that she is the person who 
executed the foregoing instrument, that she has read the same and knows the contents 
thereof, that the matters stated therein are true of her own knowledge, except such matters 
as stated to be upon information and belief, and as to those mattery, she believes them to be 
true. -I I _ ^{ ^ ^ l ^ \ \ , 
ALICIA JENSEN 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me, this 
.//" / ft.< ( (, , 1995. 
. day of 
^ "^<L f <--•< £L± 
My Commission Expires: f /4f7 
N O T A R ^ U B L I C ; ^ k 
,-?. W 
G 
ALLEN K. YOUNG (A3583) 
YOUNG & KESTER 
101 East 200 South 
Springville, Utah 84663 
Telephone: (801)489-3294 
IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
—oooOooo— 
ALECIA JENSEN, ' COMPLAINT AND 
JURY DEMAND 
Plaintiff, : 
v. : 
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD, INC., : Civil No.: 
Defendants. : Judge: 
—oooOooo-
Plaintiff complains of defendant and for causes of action alleges as follows: 
1. Plaintiff is a resident of Salt Lake County, State of Utah. 
2. Defendant Union Pacific Railroad is a Utah corporation authorized to do 
business in the State of Utah, and in Utah County, Utah, and in connection with such 
business maintains a crossing, a right of way and line of tracks in Utah County, over 
which crossing, tracks and right of way Defendant operates its trains. 
3. The accident which is the subject of the present action occurred in Utah 
County, State of Utah, and therefore jurisdiction and venue are properly vested in this 
Court. 
4. The amount in controversy in this action, exclusive of interest and costs, 
exceeds the sum or value of $100,000.00. 
5. On or about February 5, 1994, at approximately 12:10 p.m., Alecia Jensen 
was a passenger in a vehicle being driven by Bruce Brinkmeier which was traveling in a 
southerly direction on 650 West, approaching the railroad crossing at approximately 5950 
South, in Utah County, State of Utah. 
6. As the automobile in which Alecia Jensen was a passenger was crossing the 
tracks at the above mentioned location, the vehicle was struck by an eastbound train owned 
and operated by the defendant, Union Pacific Railroad, and Alecia Jensen was severely and 
permanently injured as a direct and proximate result of this collision. 
7. At all times relevant hereto, the subject railroad crossing was more than 
ordinarily hazardous because of, but not limited to, the following factors: 
a. Traffic congestion and other distractions caused by a nearby 
livestock auction; 
b. The curve and angle of the tracks as they approach 5950 South 
creates sight distance difficulties; 
c. Obstructing vehicles and sound of a nearby livestock auction muffle 
the whistle, bell and other warning noises of an approaching train; 
8. At or about the time of the collision, the defendant's train had been traveling 
in excess of the authorized speed limit for several miles, which excessive speed was a 
direct cause of the collision and resultant injuries to Alecia Jensen. 
9. Defendant, Union Pacific Railroad, breached its duty of care and was 
negligent in the following respects: 
a. Traveling in excess of the authorized speed; 
b. Failing to reduce the speed of its trains through the more than 
ordinarily hazardous crossing; 
c. Failing to comply with § 56-1-4, Utah Code Annotated, by failing to 
blow train whistles in the manner required therein; 
d. Such other acts of negligence as will be proven at trial. 
10. The foregoing acts ofneg)'2gence were a direct and proximate cause of the 
collision between said defendant's train and the vehicle in which Alecia Jensen was a 
passenger, resulting in severe and permanent injuries to Alecia Jensen. 
11. The medical bills for Alecia Jensen have far exceeded $10,000, and are 
continuing at this time. 
WHEREFORE, plaintiff prays for judgment against the defendant as follows: 
1. For special damages in such sum as is proven at trial; 
2. For an award of general damages for such sums as are proven at trial; 
4. For interest on special damages; 
5. For costs of this action, and such other and further relief as the court deems 
just and proper. 
DATED this lb day of May, 1994. 
Aft/ fi^rmr-
ALLfiNtC YOUNG 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
DEMAND FOR TRIAL BY JURY 
Plaintiff demand that all of the issues in the above counts be tried by jury. 
DATED this fir day of M<*y, 1994. 
ALXENK7YOI 
Attorney for Plaintiff 
ALLEN K. YOUNG (A3583) 
YOUNG & KESTER 
101 East 200 South 
Springville, Utah 84663 
Telephone: (801)489-3294 
IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
—oooOooo-
ALECIA JENSEN, 
Plaintiff, 
SUMMONS 
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD, INC., : Civil No.: 
Defendants. : Judge: 
—oooOooo— 
TO THE ABOVE NAMED DEFENDANT: 
You are hereby summoned and required to file an answer in writing to the attached 
Complaint with the Clerk of the above-entided Court, and to serve upon or mail to 
plaintiffs attorney a copy of said answer at the address shown above within 30 days after 
service of this Summons upon you. 
If you fail to do so, judgment by default will be taken against you for the relief 
demanded in said Complaint which has been filed with the Clerk of the Court, a copy of 
which is hereto annexed and herewith served upon you. 
DATED this u Jk_ day of AX /f. Tfe£— . 1994 
Attorney for Plaintiffs 
not negligent as alleged and that defendant is entitled to judgment 
as a matter of law. 
The motion is being made pursuant to Rule 56 of the Utah Rules 
of Civil Procedure, and is based upon the supporting Memorandum of 
Points and Authorities with attached exhibits, together with the 
pleadings on file herein. 
DATED this (j7^ day of February, 199! 
:iare Williams^ 
Attorneys for Defendant Union 
Pacific Railroad 
CERTIFICATE OF SERVICE 
I hereby certify that on the (yr ( day of February, 1995, a copy 
of the foregoing was served in the manner indicated below upon the 
following: 
Allen K. Young, Esq. 
Young & Kester 
101 East 200 South 
Springville, Utah 84663 
±L U.S. Mail 
Hand Delivered 
Overnight 
Facsimile 
No Service 
UA&Sf/ {72^. '%4>&7>t 
ecretary 
MOTION FOR SUMMARY JUDGMENT 
- 2 -
ALLEN K. YOUNG (A3583) 
YOUNG & KESTER 
Attorneys for Plaintiff 
101 East 200 South 
Springville, Utah 84663 
Telephone: (801) 489-3294 
IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
UTAH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 
—oooOooo— 
: AFFIDAVIT OF DENNIS ANDREWS 
ALICIA JENSEN, 
Plaintiff, : 
v. : 
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD, INC., : Civil No.: 940400280 
Defendant. : Judge: Boyd L. Park 
-oooOooo-
STATEOFUTAH ) 
!SS. 
COUNTY OF UTAH ) 
DENNIS ANDREWS, being first duly sworn on oath and based on his knowledge, 
information and belief, deposes and says: 
1. I am an accident reconstructionist. 
2. I have investigated over 600 accidents in the past fourteen years. 
3. I have been qualified as an accident reconstruction expert in the Federal and 
State Courts in Utah for twelve years. 
4 . I have investigated the accident scene at the intersection of 650 West in 
Spanish Fork, Utah. 
5. I have studied the Utah County Sheriffiff s accident report, Answers to 
Interrogatories from the Defendant Union Pacific Railroad, and the Union Pacific Timetable 
Number 9, which indicates that the maximum allowable speed in the area of the intersection 
is 50 miles per hour. 
6. In particular, I have studied the speed record device from Locomotive 3799. 
7. From the speed graph I was able to ascertain that prior to the collision, the 
train was traveling in excess of 50 miles per hour. 
8. I have studied the speed record device for a distance of three minutes 
immediately prior to the collision, and have determined that the average speed of the train 
for three minutes prior to the collision was 51.5 miles per hour. 
9. I have assumed in my accident reconstruction that the Jensen vehicle, which 
was driven by Bruce Brinkmeier, was going to cross the intersection at 650 West at the 
instant in time that it did, regardless of an approaching train. 
10. From my study, I have determined that if the Union Pacific train would 
have been traveling at the maximum allowable speed for the three minutes prior to the 
accident, the train would have been 392.25 feet southwest of the intersection at the point in 
time that Mr. Brinkmeier crossed the tracks. The engine would have been 5.35 seconds 
from the crossing, and no collision would have occurred. 
11. I have determined, therefore, that the excessive speed of the train was a 
cause in fact of the collision. 
DATED this / day of. tfb?jr_fl. 1995. 
^ ^ 
On this ' day of _ , 1995, personally appeared 
before me, Dennis Andrews, who being first duly sworn, states that he is the person who 
executed the foregoing instrument, that he has read the same and knows the contents 
thereof, that the matters stated therein are true of his own knowledge, except such matters 
as stated to be upon information and belief, and as to those matters, he believes them to be 
— ^W^W -—^ 
DENNIS ANDREWS ^ 
SUBSCRIBED AND SWORN to before me, this 2- day of 
/ / / > ,
 f <U^ , 1995. 
/ ^ 
NOTARY PUBLIC f "~---f 
My Commission Expires: / /Q-^'?, j^t»v 
Federal Railroad Administration, DOT EXHIBIT D -Wr*40, App. A 
APPENDIX A TO PART 240—SCHEDULE OF CIVIL PENALTIES1—Continued 
Section Violation Wiltfui vio-lation 
(b) Program that fails to address a subject 
240 103—Failure to* 
(a) follow Appendix B -
(d) to resubmit when directed by FRA 
240 105—failure to have adequate procedure for selection of supervisors 
240 107—Classes of Serves 
(a) Failure to designate classes of service — 
240 109—Limitations on constdenng poor conduct records 
(a) Failure to have procedure for detenmin*ig eligibility 
(e) Cons»denng excluded data -
(f.g) Failure to provide timely review opportunity 
240.111 —Furnishing Motor Vehicle Records 
(a) Failure to action required to make riformation available 
(b) Failure to request: 
(1) kxaJ record - - ~ 
(2) NC R record _ -
(f) Failure to request addrtionaJ record ~ -
(e) Failure to notify of absence o( Icense 
(h) Failure to submit request in timety manner „.., 
240 113—Furnishing pnor employment ^formation 
(a) Failure to take action required to make ^formation available 
(b) Failure to requesi record -
240.115-—Catena for considenng pnor motor veh*c*e conduct 
(b) Cons»denng excluded data ~ - ~ 
(c) Failure to 
(1) consider data - .. 
(3.4) properly act in response to data -
240.117—Consideration of operational nies compliance records 
(a) Failure to have program and proceotres ~ 
(b-d) Failure to have adequate program or procedure 
240 119—Consideration of substance abuse /rules compliance records 
(a) Failure to have program and procedures -
(b-e) Failure to have adequate program or procedure
 M 
240.121—Failure to have adequate procedure for determining acuity 
240 123—Failure to have 
(a) adequate procedures for continuing education 
(b) adeouate procedures for training new engineers .. 
240.125—Failure to have 
(a) adequate procedures for testing knowledge - .. 
(d) adequate procedures for documenting testing ... 
240 127—Failure to have 
(a) adequate procedures for evaluatinq sk* performance 
(c) adequate procedures for documenting skitts testing 
240.129—Failure to have 
(a-b) adequate procedures for monrtormg performance 
Subpart C—Implementation of the Process 
240.201—Schedule for Implementation 
(a) Failure to select supervisors by specified date 
(b) Failure to identify grandfathered engineers 
(c) Failure to issue certificate to engineer 
(d) Allowing uncertified person to operate 
(e-g) Certifying without complying wtth subpart C 
(h-n) Failure to issue certificate to engineer 
0) Allowing person to continue to operate after 12/31/92 without testing or evaluation 
240.203 (a) Designating a person as a supervoor without determining that 
(1) person knows and understands this part; — 
(2) person can test and evaluate engineers; « 
(3) person has experience to prescribe remedies - , 
(b) Certifying a person without determmmg that 
(1) person meets the eligibility cntena; . ~ 
(2) person meets the medical cntena; -
(3) person has demonstrated knowledge - -
(4) person has demonstrated skills ~ -
(c) Certifying a person without c«terrrurung that 
(1) person has completed training program 
(2) person meets the eligibility cntena - -
(3) time nas elapsed 
240 205—Procedures for determining eJtgibrfrty based on pnor safety conduct 
(a) Selecting person lacking eligibility 
(d) Failure to nave basis for taking action 
240 207—Ineligibility based on medical condition 
(a) Selecting person lacking proper acurty 
2,500 
1.000 
1.000 
2.500 
2.000 
2.500 
2.000 
2.000 
1.000 
1.000 
1,000 
1.000 
750 
750 
1,000 
1.000 
2.000 
5.000 
2.500 
5.000 
2.500 
5.000 
2.500 
2.500 
2.500 
2.500 
2.500 
2.500 
2.500 
2.500 
2.500 
2.000 
5,000 
2.000 
2.000 
5.000 
4.000 
5.000 
4.COO 
4.C00 
2.000 
2.000 
2.000 
2.000 
1.500 
1.500 
2.000 
2.000 
4,000 
7,500 
5.000 
10.000 
5.000 
10.000 
5.00C 
5.00C 
5.000 
5.000 
5.000 
5.000 
5.000 
5.000 
5.000 
1,000 
2.000 
1.000 
5,000 
2.500 
1.000 
2.500 
2.500 
5.000 
2.500 
5.000 
2,500 
2300 
2,500 
2.500 
2.500 
2.500 
5.000 
2.500 
2.000 
4,000 
2.00C 
10.000 
5.000 
2.000 
5.000 
5,000 
7.500 
5.000 
7.500 
5.000 
5.000 
5.000 
5.000 
5.000 
5.000 
7,500 
5.000 
4.000 
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APPENDIX A TO PART 240—SCHEDULE OF CIVIL PENALTIES I—Continued 
Section Violation Willful vio-lation 
(b) Failure to have basis for finding of proper acuity 
(c) Acuity examinations performed by unauthorized person 
(d) Failure to note need for device to achieve acuity 
(e) Failure to use device needed for proper acuity 
240.209—Demonstrating knowledge 
(b) Failure to property determine knowledge 
(c) Improper test procedure 
(d) Failure to document test results 
(e) Allowing person to operate despite test failure , 
240.211—Demonstrating skills 
(b) Failure to property determine knowledge 
(c) Improper test procedure 
(d) Failure to document test results 
(e) Allowing person to operate despite test failure 
240.213—Completion of approved training program 
(a) Failure to property determine 
(b) Failure to document successful program completion 
240.215—Supporting information 
(a, Mi) Failure to have a record 
(b) Failure to have complete record -
(i) Falsification of record 
240.217—Time limits for making determinations 
(a, c) Exceeding time limit 
240.219—Denial of certification 
(a) Failure to notify or provide opportunity for comment 
(c) Failure to notify, provide data, or untimely notification 
240.221—Identification of persons 
(a-b) Failure to have record 
(c) Failure to update record 
(b) Failure to issue certificate 
(e-f) Failure to make record available 
240.223—Certificate criteria 
(a) Improper certificate 
(b) Failure to designate those with signatory authority 
(d) Falsification of certificate 
240.225—Railroad Relying on Determination of Another 
(a) Reliance on expired certification 
(b) Reliance on wrong class of service 
(c) Failure to familiarize person with new operational territory 
(d) Failure to determine knowledge 
240.227—Railroad Rerying on Requirements of a Different Country 
(a) Joint operator reliance 
(1) on person not employed 
(2) on person who fails to meet Canadian requirements 
(b) Canadian railroad reliance 
(1) on person not employed 
(2) on person who fails to meet Canadian requirements 
240.229—Railroad Controlling Joint Operation Territory 
(a) Allowing uncertified person to operate 
(b) Certifying wrtnout making determinations or relying on another railroad 
(c) Certifying without determining: 
(1) certification status 
(2) knowledge 
(3) skills 
(4) familiarity with physical characteristics 
(d) Failure to provide qualified person 
Subpart D—Program Administration 
240.301—Failure to have system for certificate replacement 
240.303—Monitoring operations 
(a) Failure to have program _..... 
(b) Failure to observe each person annually 
(c) Failure to test each person annually 
(d) Failure to test property 
240.305—Certified engineer conduct 
(a) Failure of engineer to 
(1) property control speed 
(2) stop at signal 
(3) obey rules for track occupancy authority 
(b) Failure of engineer to 
(1) carry certificate 
(2) display certificate when requested 
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